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a. motion dealing
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an amendment to the prohibition laws to allow s.ilo of beer
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fist fight in the council chamber between two aldermen.
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over, and was finally passed. fU
to T. Alderman John II. I.yle.
who bad discussed the merits
of prohibition,
attempted
to strike Alderman
John Toman, who followed him
to the floor and criticised tho
prohibition movement. Friends
separated them.
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nor Sproul refused to comment today on tho report
that he might resign In order
to accept from his successor,
the present lieutenauf governor, appointment to succeed
the late United States Senator
Penrose.
He said he would
not make up his mind until
ho had talked with other
state leaders.
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diction that Governor Sproul
of Pennsylvania, would within
48 hours announce his intention of resigning to accept
appointment as United States
senator to succeed the lato
Boles Penrose was made today
by Senator Watson of Indiana,
one of th republican leaders
of the senate, after a call at
the White House.
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"IN PRINCIPLE"
U. S. PROPOSAL
.'Continued from Page One )
neso representatives and In some
quarters definite results are expected within a few days.
Prepares a Declaration.
Following the example of the
Americans, the British Indicated It
will have no objection to the Japanese proposal to clarify further
the scope of
Pacific treaty so that it will not
apply to the principal islands of
the Japanese empire. A definite
declaration, to be approved by tho
four signatory powers, is understood to be in preparation.
Meantime work on two important collateral features of the conference involving technical details
of tho naval settlement and revision of the Chinese tariff system,
moved forward in
The naval experts
spent today clearing away remaining loose ends of the naval agreement and the tariff
is understood to have reached
a virtual decision regarding readjustment of China's t.r '"f schedule.
Subicct of Open Door.
Ttefore the meeting of the tariff
body its chairman, Senator Underwood, of the American delegation
conferred
with Albert Parraut,
head of tho French group, nnd
they are said to have discussed
the particular Interest of France
in tho nev Chinese fiscal arrangement arising out of conditions
along the border of French Indochina. The entire suhlcct. of the
open door is understood to have
been reviewed by the two dele
gates, with the result that the work
of the
was facilitated materially.
Interest Aroused.
Interest was aroused by further
charges by the unofficial delegation of the Far Eastern republic
regarding Japanese plans in Siberia, the delegation making public
what It declared was the text of n
treaty between the
and Bnssian "rebels."Japanese army
In the house. Representative
Iteavls, republican. Nebraska
Introduced n resolution asking' that
tho American iro'prnmonf
France to pay her war debt in
view of t;- -r
announced plan' to
nuild a. larger navv. Rome delegates also turned their eves on
amies, France, where the allied
supreme council is about to meet,
in the hope that some
angle of the
submarine
question would come
into the discussions there.
ft was said at the White
that Ambassador Harvev hadnotice
not
been instructed to raise the submarine issue at the conference, but
there were Indications that if it
should be brought forward by another power he would be in a position to discuss It.
Tn
discussing the French acceptance of the submarine restrictions, jr. Warrant declared his government "accents frankly not onlv
the Boot resolutions but Mr.
proposal in respect to the
second one."
Stroll" Mls!rlvliiC8.
Previously stiving misgivings appeared to have arisen in the minds
of various delegates as to the prudence of accepting Mr. Tin four's
suggestion thn the submarine pro-a- n
nlhltirin be accepted now
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'
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trade methods ana policies of the Attorney Oener.il I,. R Fowler de-- 8
In
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and customers to be tion to have the decree set nslde.
"tributors
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"Within the meaning of tho federal decree at Minden. Nev., March 20.
11 920, and in a short time married
trade commission act.
In upholding the right of the pouglas Fairbanks in Lob Angeles.
federal trade commission to order Miss T'lckford, Moore and Fatr-- '
discontinuance at such methods the banks are motion
picture stars.
court divided, rive and four. Jus- - when Fowler attacked the divorce.
Gavin MeNah of San
tice Day delivered the opinion of Attorney
the court and Justices Holmes,- Francisco asserted for the defense
MrKrana. Mc Reynolds and Bran- that the atlornev general's move
. ,
(
' dels dissented.
The decision reviolaled every principle of insti
verses the lower courts..
tutional government" and was "the
first of its kind and should be the
Against Public. Tollcy.
If the lieechnut system of last of its kind."
Viitrntliful Testimony.
merchandising is against tho pub"No language can be found in
lic policy because of "its dangerto
hinder
competious tendency
any law that can be tortured Into
tion or to create monopoly," the- giving nn excuse for the untruthful Queen Mary, Lord Lascelles and Princess Mary, photographed as they
court maintained, "it wan with- testimony of respondent and the
were about to entrain for Leeds.
jn the power o the commission fraudulent decree awarded her by
its
an
order forbidding
reason of puch untruthful
to make
Princess Mary of Great Britain has seen the ancestral home of
Imony," Fowler declared in today's Viscount Lascelles, her betrothed. Accompanied by Queen Mary the
Three trade method cases prev-- 1 brief. "To allow deceit and trick-and her fiance recently journeyed from London to Leeds and
law wouui uc princess Harewood House,
iously aeciaeu oy ino supreme pVy to overthrow
seat of the Earl of Harewood, the viscount's
inspected
court which were brought under nu'jn tn anarchy."
in the Tlckford case father.
tho Sherman anti trust law, and
Argument,
set for January 30 by tho su
.not under the federal trade com-Wbmission act as was the lieechnut, j,rrmi; court.
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down or attack submarine or can
they be converted Into , auxiliar;
naval craft having all the appear
aneo of merchant ships nlthotigl
really armed, or cn merchant
ships employed to y mines be attacked by submarines?
If cardial ships may bombard
open towns are submarines also
free to bombard undefended ports?
What Is to be the relation or the
use of submarines, precluded froi.i
endangering noncombatants, and
use by land armies f airplanes and
poisonous gas bombs?
Italian Reply Delayed.
The Italian reply on the Root
resolutions is said to have been
delayed because the Italian government, being absorbed by important
ouestlons such as the crisis of the
Bnnca Italiana di Sconto and the
meeting at Cannes, has not yet
thoroughly examined the situation.
As head of the Japanese delegation Baron Kato took occasion
to deny cabled reports that direct
negotiations concerning tho Shantung question had been Inaugurated at Peking by tho Japanese
minister.
-
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CHANGES

IN VISIBLE

SUPPLY BONDED GRAIN
(By The Aso luted rrpwi.)

New York; Jan. 3. The visible
supply of American grain shows tho
inWheat,
following
changes.
creased 37,000 bushels: corn, increased 1,711,000 bushels; oats, increased 457,000 bushels; rye, increased 328,000 bushels; barley, increased 185,000 bushels.

Cuticura Soap
Clear the Skin
AND OINTMENT

9oiip,Otnnitttt,Tldim,28n.enTwhre.

flfi'irm:Oittcr taiertorli.Ppt

Porsample

Z.M)do,MaVM.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST
107 S.

IN

)(VI.AR

IU:i'RA(Tl)N
Fourth. Phone

1037--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
J o r n n Inquire
a i ii f f i r e
vv.

o. w.

Sunshine Camp
No. 107
Will hold a big meeting to
night in tho Moose Hall on
Third street. Every member is
earnestly requested to come.
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Mother, Wliy Don't You
Take Nuxated Iron
And Be Strong and Well and Have Nic Rosy Cheeks Instead
of Being Nervous and Irritable All the ime and Looking So
Haggard and Old? The Doctor
Gave Some to Susie Smith's Mother
.'Ay
ana one yy a worse vrr man iou
r
tit.'
Are and Now She Looks Just tine M,
.f
Nuxated Iron Will Increase the

l

jr.

Strength and Endurance ot Weak,
Nervout, Careworn, Haggard Looking
Women in I wo Week lime
in Many Instance

w

"There can bo no healthy, benntlfnl, rosy
cheeked women without plenty of iron In
their blood." ma a
prnmlnentNewVorlc
Tht Childs' Appeal
physician and medical author recently.
"I have itronglyem-plimiie- d
the fact
that doctors should
prescribe mora
Nniated
lron-f- or
their

dm

haitKard-lookins-

H

r

;

women patients. Pallor means anaemia.
The skin of the anno- -

.t

"sfcCvi

arV5tfL:

nerve force there iRonly
onethinjf that in gnmg
the flesh flabby. The
to neip you. ana tn.it
muscles lack tone.
in more nerve force. IN
brain fairs and the
CASKS IT IS
KITH
&:
fails, and
memory
WOUSKTIIANFOOU
often they become m in
to:
y
rtx-W'i- '
IS H TO WASTB
"V
w
irriweak, nervous,
VOI R TIME TAKING
MKRB STIMULATIdespondent
table,
meianchol '.
and
NG MF.OICINKS Oil
Your
Angwer?
What
NARCOTIC
DRUGS.
When the iron iroes
Your nturving nerves
fiom the blood of
women the roses fro from their cheeks. They mniit have nerve food or somethinK to supply
become weak, irritable, and nervous been use increased nerve force, the game an a starving
food for the nerves can only he supplied man must have bread to ni;i. new flesh nml
through the blooil anil when the blood is thin muscle. Vot centuries pciein'e searched for a
and anaemic, the nerves are improperly nour- nerve force food. At last ix celebrated French
brought to the attention of the
ished. The nervous mother or housekeeper is Physician
of Medicine a remarkable prohighly irritable, foruets where she puts things,
end often cannot remember what she started duct which contained the principal chemical
of
livini? nerve force, hi a
a
"irood
active
constituents
she
has
At
often
to do.
cry"
niitlit
nnd excuses it by saying it Is a relief for her fornj which most closely resembles that in
brain
cells
of man. This wonana
nerve
nerve
state
a
hiirh
of
the
means
it
when
nerves,
force exhaustion. Often her nervousness and derful product was later combined with orand
on
her
a
is
children
may
strain
ganic
ironandothervrluableii:prrcdientsunder
Irritability
the name of "Nuxated Iron." w that tenia y
help to wreck their delicate nervous systems. true
artiticial nerve force ready to be transMcdiral science and chemistry have proven
SUBformed into active living nerve force, the moA
DISTINCT
KOHCE
IS
tlmt NERVE
STANCE, SIMILAR TO YOI'R BLOOD. It Is ment it enters the body, may now easily be
by taking two tablets of Nuxated
the most Important fluid in your body. It had. simply times
a day, with or after your
Rives life to your nerves and force to your Iron three
brain. If you cannot think riirht. if your meals. ORGANIC JKON, CONTAINED IV
memory fails, if you are irritable and easily NL'XATKI) IKON, IS LIKE THE IRON IV
upset, tritlinir things nnnoy you. look Into YOUR BLOOD, and like the iron in spinach,
your nerve force. When your nerve force be- carrots, lentils and apples. It not only quickly
comes weakened, all the vital organs of your enriches the blood, but it also stimulates the
bodv lose their normal strcneth and vieor, blood to manufacture a greatly increased sup-pl- y
of new nerve force, so that Nuxated Iron not
and as a result all kindsofBlarminir symptoms
may appear. Kroin the pains across the back only feeds artificial nerve directly to the nerve
one woman thinks she has kidney trouble; and bram cells, but It indirectly increased
another may think her spine is injured be- the production of nerve force through the
cause of the tender spots which may occur medium of the blood.
thereon. The dull, heavy pain In the lower Manufactcrurb' Nots Over 4,000.000 people
track of the neck leads are using Nuxated Iron annually. From the
part of the head or the
another to think she Is irnins: to have paresis. remarkably beneficial results which it has
nervous
nnd
irritability, heart produced, the manufacturers feel so certain
Sleeplessness
very common of its efficacy that they guarantee satisfactory
palpitation and Indigestionare are
born with a very results to every purchaser, or they will refund
Some
people
symptoms.
fluid, becnuse the your money. If you are weak, nervous or run
siu. ill amount of nervo-vita- l
nerve force has been squandered by the lives down, get a bottle of Nuxated Iron today,
led by their ancestors. Others use up their and if within two weeks you do not feel that
nerve force faster than the body can make it has incrensed your nerve force, and made
stronger in every way,
it. hut in every case, your nerve force is your you feel better and
your capital your money will lie refunded. Look for th
capital in life, and when it is irone
word "Nuxated" ou every package. Sold by
is pone, thesameasifyoulind lost or squandered your capital iu business. W hen you lack all druggists.
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432 South
Irnt Mrcot.
l'hon. 402,
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Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and ignorance command nothing in tho way of
Earning power.
This
has
School
SKILLFUL
KXPEUIKNCED.
SPECIALIZED
TEACIIEKS.
The courses
are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are in demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
ltnllermnkerfi nnd Weld.
Xel.

2100 South Second

St.

1047--

r
Ccal $11.59

Journal Want Ads bring resulta.

U

r..n-.sk-

iizercne
y

WESTERN

1

OK PKIVATK

SCHOOL

423 North First Street

JOE MILLER, Pres.
Phone 251

the moat nuceessful
bustnrM training school in the South-st. rreparta for and nh tains excellent Secretarial poBitlona.
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Are Fane Example s of Our January Sale

They Are Coats of the Sort Whose Fine Fabrics and Correct Styling You Will Recognize immediately. And you will find the prices to be very low, much less than any time

ui

h

ACCOUNTING

this season.

Est Eisariily
Without Bread

$19.75 Coats, on Ssls.. ..$15.68
$42.50 Coats, on Sals. ..$22.50

on

8ak.J33J9

$79.50 Coats, on

Sab.J69.00

$S4iO Coats,

SPLENDID CLOTH SUITS

ts

STRANGER IN

Have Had Their Prices Clipped to the Unusual Point So exceptional are the prices in
this sale that every woman in need of a suit will find it profitable to buy now. These
suits are, above all, of fine character fine in quality of material and fine in

ALBUQUERQUE?

$20.00 Suits, on Sals.. ..$11.59
$39.50 Suits, on Sale.... $20.00

para-grap-

$65.00 Sails, ca Sab.... 532.50
$110.09 Suits, on S3le... $52.50

DRESSES OF SILK AND WOOLEN GOODS

Bag-hall-

Taste-Good-

LEAGUE
No matter what you eat or drink,
even
it be Just a glass of
INDICTS ARMS PARLEY sweet though
milk, the stomach may rebel
soi.r almost li.. mediately. In
arms and
such cases one i two Stunrt's DysWashington. Jan. 3. The
conferenco was "Indicted" today pepsia Tiblets furnish the alkaline
lnlcr-picieffect to offset the acid condition.
by a grand jury In the
league's "court of public sesslonB,
Quite often tho stomach may be
on the ground that "it has betraywith partially digested the people of the world and ed food.
A cold bottle of beverage atfiuch
frustrated their hopes." Charles
Edward Russell nocialist author times ma- - add to the "ifficulty and
and lecturer, signed the indictment there is gasslness, r. bilious tasto.
as jury foreman.
and other distresses due to indigesChares against the conference tion. Travelers may Rave
were based on its handling o the
much of tip discomfort of
cases of China, India, Korea, the wayside eating by having a box of
Vnr Fastem renuhllc. Persia, the Stuart's Dyspepsia
Tablets with
Philippines, the "republic of Mt. tnPm aH tney ul be had jn nmipst
the
Iehanon" nndUalti(
present' any drug store throughout tho U,
ment stated,
S, and Canada.
INTER-RACIA- L

State National Bank
Affiliated With

The State Trust

Savings Bank.
Combined Resources

Four and

One-Ha- lf

&

Million Dollars

?

V-IAre Substantially Underpriced.
t
may be you could use a smart frock for street wear, or an additional gown for informal or formal occasions. Whatever you need may be it is certain that an ideal and becoming style can be chosen here to great advantage.

$27.50 Dresses, on Safe. .814.75
$32.50 Dresses, on Sa!e..$17.50

S45J0

Eressi

$49.50 Oresses,

Qui
.

ess

VJ a

4

aw

Safc.$22.59

over-crowd-

thorn-selv-

The Growing

Store
rtione 283

Mail Order.
Filled,
-

rromptlf.
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KAISER'S RUMORED
FIANCEE WEALTHY

ASK ARREST OF

1TH DISTRICT
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LACKWELL CftSE

vfMt,

liavo rea"este'5
authorities
the arrest of Claud Walker in
lic-v-

r J

Albu-niH'Mi-

U

GUARD INSPECTION TO
BE HELD THIS 'MONTH
(Sneelnl

Corrennimdence to The Jmirnnl.)

Santa Fe, Jan. 3. Tho annual
inspection of the New Mexico na
tional guard will bo conducted this
month by officers or tne unitea
.States army. Col. J. J. Boniface,
will
inspector-Instructosenior
leave Santa Fo on January 10 and
will spend about ten days on his
tour of inspection. He will inspect
units at Santa Fe. Albuquerque,
the
"
Mountainair anr; Estancia. Colonel
Boniface is of thp cavalry.
Capt: Redding Wilkinson,
ed as instructor for tho engineers,
with headquarters at Ias Cruces.
will leave on .January 15 and will
spend fifteen days on his trip. He
as
will inspect tne units at Las cruces,
Demine. Alamogordo, Roswell.and
, "Tarlsbad. Captain WUfcinson is ,of
the engineers.
r,

$

1

Frau tod Rochow.
n Rochow is the widow
who is reported to be aflianced to
Frau von T.ochow,
the
whose husband was a colonel in the
Danzig Hussars, first met Wilhelsr
at military maneuvers.

Frau

fill CHIEFS 10
GET FIRST

rrm.)

Jan. 3. DeTexas,
Dallas,
in
creases in bank clearings,
charges to depositors' accounts and
in federal reserve note circulation,
as well as a shrinkage in wholesale
and retail sales aro shown in tho
November report of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Pallas, compiled
December 1.1.
Practically all reporting firms
experienced continued slow paco In
business, although tho holiday
trade augmented sales to a largo
extent Tarly in December.
in the
reduction
A $7,600,000
Dallas reserve bank's outstanding
loans to member banks during November was accompanied by a corresponding retirement of the bank's
discounts with other reserve institutions, which were entirely wiped
out on December 15, the report
states.
Recent advances In tho market
price of crude oil stimulated that
industry and, according to tho rehandicaps as
port,
only such
weather conditions will be likely
to affect the enlarged drilling program recently got under way.
Among certain recent developments that havo encouraged farmers of tho district, the review men
tions the reduction in freight rates
on farm products; tho December
rains, which in many parts of the
district broke a long and damaging
condrouth, and the increased
sumption of cotton during November. "Although the November decline In the cotton market gave rise
to serious concern as to its effect
upon tho already crippled condition of the purchasing and
power of the district's leadthe report points
ing Industry,"
out, "there havo been in addition
to a partial recovery of the loss
suffered by cotton values, certain
developments which have had an
encouraging effect upon the farmers of tho district."
It then referred to the developments above
Harvesting operations have been
practically completed, the review
says, farmers having taken full advantage of tho clear sunshiny
weather prevailing up to the first
week of December.
Weather conditions . in Arizona
aro reportod favorable for all farm
and while harvesting
operations,
made good headway in New Mexico, tho drouth In that state has
been unfavorable for winter grain,
pastures and fall plowing. In
Louisiana the recent rains helped
fall crops and farm work Is generally going forward, the review
states.
Tho long drouth that had prevailed in the range country for
several months
was broken in
many localities by early December,
but stockmen report more rain is
g
needed in practically
all
territory. Tho condition of
livestock Is reported good in Arizona, and fair to good in New Mexico and Texas.
Supplies of cattle and hogs, with
few exceptions, were tho smallest
ever recorded on the Fort Worth
market during November, while
calf receipts set a new high record.
Trading early in' the month was
dull. As a result of upward trend
in prices during the latter part of
the month, values worked back to
within
a few cents of opening
levels.
A marked slowing down of distribution was characteristic of the
wholesale and jobbing trade during November. Tho immedlato
outlook Is somewhat brighter, the
review says, due to the better
spirit of both the retailer and
farmer.
debt-payi-

DATA FOR
and

Wainwright
Will Make

Harbord

a 7,000 Mile

Journey Through Some of
the Scattered Commands.
IBr The Amorlutrd Prei.)
Washington, Jan. 3. (By the Associated Pross.) Secretary Weeks,
has decided on Assistant Secretary
Wainwright and Major General
Harbord, deputy chief of staff, to
make a 7,000 mile journey through
some of tho scattered army commands to establish a closer rela
and understanding be
tionship
tween those in the field service,
tho department's executive chiefs
and military officers here.
Other reasons for tho decision
were said today to rest in the secretary's desire for first hand Information concerning tho regular
army personnel, the. national guard
forces and members of the organized reserves and to aid the department in welding these three
components Into one harmonious

structure.
Need has been felt by some officials, despite progress made last
year of developing tho three forces
into a single efficient machine,

able in timo of national emergency
to function quickly for defensive
purposes and to expand rapidly.
WVlfnro of Regulars.
The secretary also has manifested a keen Interest in the personal
of tho regular troops.
welfare
he
corrections
Whenever
may
needed, it is expected they wifl bo
and remedied quicklv
discovered
applied a a result of tho visit of
Mr. Wainwright and Oeneral Harbord. In this connection, it was
said, the system of courts martial
and administration of military Justice would be given particular attention.
Mr. Wainwright will travel as
Mr. Weeks' personal
representative rather than as assistant secretary.
Other army activities to he given
attention include schools for officers and men at Camp Bonnlng,
Ga., and at Fort Riley, Kansas.
General Harbord also will devote himself to a study nf tho organization work of the cavalry division now being perfected on the
Mexican border while both officials will inquire into tho possibilities of civilian military training.
It is planned to open Instruction
camps next summer on a larger
scale than has been attempted
since the war. Preparations already are being made to accommodate about 200,000 civilians.
Journey Hcgrtns Saturday.
The officials
will begin their
journey Saturday, going to Camp
Knox, Ky. They will leave next
Monday for Atlanta and Columbus,

8
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SHOW DECREA SE

Hy The Associated

Journal )
(Special Correwiiomlenco to Til's
Gallup, N. M., Jnij. 3. Police

with IHo death of J. W.
and wife, who were
lUackwell
murdered here on the nlsht of November 2u. Walker is said to be
in loa Anselea, Calif.
Authorities are working on
furnished
by a hobo
who raniato Gallup a few days ago
looking fur Walker. It is alleged
that TVulker furnished the hobo
with tt .SH automatic on the nlRht
the murder took place, and hired
a room for him at a local lodging
house, with the understanding that
the men were to hold up and rob a
poker game Inter in the night. The
hobo claims that he left town with
tlie automatic and sold it in
for eiirht dollars. The same
uirrlit or the following day Walker
is claimed to have been seen with
a l.ir2o sum of monev on his per
ron. Among the paper money he
carried were three fifty dollar mm.
It, is alfo alleged that Walker gave
a part of the money to a friend to
keen for him for a few days.
The possession of the fifty dol
lar hills Is taken into considera
tion in connection with the murder,
'because it was believed that Mrs,
Mackwrll. (ho dead woman, had
on her person, on the night she
and her husband were killed, four
fifty dollar bills, money belonging
to the brick company where she
was employed, which she Intended
to deposit in the bank on the aft
ernoon of that day, but arrived
after the banks were closed.
Tho automat io was recovered
from the parties at Albuquerque
to whom it had been sold. The
steel jacket bullet found at the
scene of the murder the morning
tho bodies were discovered might
have been fired from this pistol.
W. T. Christian who was held In
connection with the financial condition of the brick company, made
a statement, that ho had given four
fifty dollar bills to Mrs. Blaekwell
to be deposited in the bank on the
day the woman was killed. Christian had been held on an embezzlement charge, but is now at liberty,
furnished tho necessary
having
bond.
The evidence on which Walker's
arrest had been requested is very
circumstantial.
He had been mak-- ;
ing Gallup hi home for a year or
more and left here on December
24 for Los Angeles, it is stated. He
is a young man, who was born and
reared in San Juan county, near
A few years
ago
Farmington.
while em ployed at the Farmington
Electric. Light company he was
severely burned by live wires conThree
nected with the generator.
of tho fingers on his right hand
were so badly burned that they had
to be amputated. Only tho index
finger and thumb remained on the
hand.
here who
Many persons
know Walker
and know ofx his
physical condition, believe that it
for him to
would he impossible
operate any kind of a pistol.
Following his injuries Walker
Worked at various Indian trading
hniica un lilt; ir5'i vdLiuii, milt jm- ully came to Gallup, whero he
worked in one or two stores, but
spent most of his time playing pool
nt which game he was quito expert.
He was not considered a bad man
In any respect, but it was known
that the accident with which he
had met which left him more or
less badly crippled had caused him
to ho rather reckless in many respects.
It is alleged that he had gone
for an auto ride with the Blaekwell
the
family the night preceding
murder.
Robbery is now believed
to havo been the motive for the
killing of the Blackwells.
Walker has not yet been apprehended. The man who furnished
the information of receiving a .38
automatic, from Walker is being
held in the local jail as a witness
when Walker is apprehended. The
man camo to Gallup about December 26 and made inquiries about
Walker. He put in a night or two
nt tho town power station which
has been given to the use of men
traveling through town looking for
There is an average of
work.
men who stay at this
twenty-fiv- e
on
place each night, some movesome
tho following morning and
Some
several
d..ys.
stay around
employment
few of them obtain
here and remain. These men swap
stories each night as they gather.
and it was during these story
pwappings that the information
the automatic was
concerning
brought out. Tho man had travKansas
to
City, back to Los
eled
Angeles and back as far as Gallup
since the time he had obtained the
automatic from Walker.

IS

C

Slow Pace in Business Is
Reported; Drouth in New
Mexico is Unfavorable for
Winter Grain.

Los Angeies Authorities
quested to Apprehend
Claude Walker in Connection With Double Murder.

oSXOW AT HISBF.E.
,
Ariz., Jan. 3. The ?
heaviest snow in two years
nlclwv tndnv. Two J
Inches of snow covered the ' 1,
l
streets tonight. Drifts were
t
i"
more than a foot
tnanv pluoes. At 10 o clock
R
was
still
falling.
tonight si.ow

stock-raisin-

Sale toff
is a Sn!

A

'

tAPtUI

-n-

ALL c-witm
TO TRY OUT FOR GRID
SQUAD AT INDIANA U.

(By Th AMortnled Trm.)
lnri.. .Ian. 3. A
T.i;n.,Mr.iiia
is
new svstem of football training
1
being worked out at Indiana
next
fall,
for introduction
Mm-toaccording to Roscoe (Cow) star
gridiron
Indiana,
former
and coach of the freshman squad
last season. The plans were iei
out at the recent banquet here of
the Indianapolis alumni for the
team. Here are some of tho proposals:
rntoo' n 111 tie barred complet- ly during football seasons at Indi
ana hereafter, "
are expected to
All
try out for tho football team.
'Only a physician's certificate of
inability will prevent a student
who does not appear in football
togs from being placed on the
"slacker" list.
Freshmen will he taught football instead of trying to learn the
plnys of the different elevens Indiana will meet during the season.
Second, third or fourth elevens
will be used for the 'varsity battering ram so that the freshmen,
when they become eligible for the
something
will know
'varsity,
about football instead of a conglomerate mass of plays as used
by the universities of the centra!
west running through their heads.
The plan has met with favor
among tho faculty and
of the university and was received enthusiastically by the
alumni.

SUCCESSIVE WAVES OF
SELLING CAUSE WHEAT
PRICES TO DECREASE

(Br The Aiwoclated Prraa.)
Jan. S. Successive
Chicago,
waves of selling finally smashed
down wheat prices here, today
seven and.
cents a bushel.
Financial difficulties culminatin
a
bank merger were deing
clared to he largely responsible for
an increasing volume of liquidation
THREE DOZEN PERSONS until toward the end of trading the
wheat market showed signs of
IN BOLOGNA INJURED strength despite many apparently
baseless rumors Tying ns to the
In
(Br The Associated Freai.)Associ- stability of brokerage firms.
the
3,
no instance, however, were such
Jan.
(By
London,
ber rumors confirmed, and tonight it
ated Press.)
Fights in Italy fastweon Italian communists and
was announced that every trader
cist during the new year holiday on 'change had gone through the
resulted in a number of partici- clearing house unscathed.
pants being killed and wounded,
according to a dispatch to the London Times today, from its Milan
correspondent.
In Bologna, says the dispatch,
New
socialists were celebrating
Tear's with songs and dances to
it'l!rh tha nanlafl nhlepfeil And
Piles, Plmptea, Carbunclta, etc,
quickly relieved by
tho latter are said to havo stormed
xno ciud Hiier ins socialists rciuseu
to cense bmikitik. a Dame enauvu,
and when police stopped the brawl or your money back. 60o at Drugglati or
'
three dozen persons had been inby mall postpaid.
- .
THE BQUJSKK CO.. Albuaueraue. V. M.
jured.
one-ha-
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In Addition to Our Regular Advertised Reductions We Are Offering Some
Real Buys on Odd Lots of Our Regular Lines of Merchandise.

You Cannot Afford to Let
This Opportunity Pass
SHOES
One Lot Fine Shoes, various shapes at
One Lot Black and Tan Shoes at
One Odd Lot of Shoes at

.$7.45
$5.85
$3.35

umler-grad-uat-

STATE

UNDERWEAR

One Lot Union Suits at
One Lot Union Suits at

NEWS BRIEFS

Carrizozo A deal has been conthe Harris
summated
whereby
ranch on Three Rivers passed into
the hands of A. B. Fall. The deal
Included the Brownfield holdings
also, and all cattU, horse, etc., on
both ranches went with tho sale
This ranch, known many years
ago as the Threo Hlvers Land
Cattle Co. property, is or.e of th"
best In Lincoln county. It has a
magnificent orchard, a good acreage In alfalfa and considerable
farming land, besides a large area
of grazing land.

rri.)

(By Thr Amoclntrd
Washington, Jan. 3. The death
of Senator Boies Penrose was an
nounced in the senate today by
Seni.tor Lodge, republican leader,
and in the house by Representative
P.utler, dean of the Pennsylvania
Both houses after
delegation.
adopting resolutions of sorrow and
regret, adjourned out of respect.
Mr. Lodge declared that in t lie
death of the senator the country
had lost a great statesman.
In front of the veteran leader,
while he spoke, was the empty
chair on which was the name plate
"Boies Penrose, Pennsylvania."
In compliance with the senator's
request that no delegation be appointed to attend his funeral, the
customary appointments were dispensed with.

DIPHTHERIA CAUSE OF
3 DEATHS AT NAMBE ATHLETICS TO TRAIN
AT EAGLE PASS, TEX.
rtPleiAL ettp.TcM ro ttn.mN journalSanta Fe. Jan. 3. Three deaths
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 3. It
from diphtheria have occurred at
Nambe, in upper Santa Fe county, was announced today in a telegram
it Is reported to the bureau of pub- from Connie Mack that Kagle Pass.
lic health.
The deputy health of- Texas, has been selected for the
ficer and the county nurse are in spring training camp of the

-

$2.49
$1.15

True-Shap-

Carrizozo Miss L'la Kdmlston t
about to leave for Dallas. Texas
where she will enter the office o'
the chief national bank examiner
to prepare herself for a future position of national bank examiner.
She graduated from the high school
here in 1917. After filling various
positions in offices and business
houses, she entered the First National bank of Carrizozo Sept. 5,
1918. which
institution she has
since been connected with.

CONGRESS ADJOURNS
AS MARK OF RESPECT
TO SENATOR PENROSE

Sweaters at a saving- of
30
Woolen Shirts at a Saving of. .30
Mackinaws at a Saving of.... 30

e
Ladies'
Hose, Silk", per pair.
One Lot Boys' Suits, each
,
Work Shirts, in blue and gray, each
One Lot Men's Hats, each .

. . .

.7.

1

$1.15

$6.95
95

$2.00

m

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."
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SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JANUARY 7th and 8th
Matinee Each Day at.

Night Presentation

. ,

at.'.

. .

2:15
8:15

People You'll
Never Forget
,5

til

.ssv...y.:....

'

w

'

"' "

'

'

?Vvrv.

.s

"'

charge of the outbreak.

STOCK OF WIXES STOLEX.
ITtica, N. Y., Jan. 3. A reward
of $1,000 was advertised in local
newspapers today for the arrest of

TUBERCULOSIS

potltlv
QIbh hn
proof he ) able to cur.
lnhalatlm
tuberculous
by
thieves who robbed tho home of Id
any climate.
Ellhu Root on College Hill, Clin
For further Information
ton, and disclosed that a valuable addr.. THE T. F. GLASS
Dr.

stock of wines was stolon. It was tNVMf.ANT CO., MASON
reported the stock was valued at Bni.DINO, LOS ANOB-L- l
CALIFOnNIA.
several thousands of dollars.

v

t

ALICE

TERRYu

MARGUERITE

3.
m

Joseph jwuar!
marcciu

A

1

4
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"Leads the World in Motor Car Values"
At New Prices Just Announced You
Can Buy the 1922 New Model Nash Six

RRllllf f

TCMfRNOfl!

.

"!J John

.

SainPOUS

Nash Prices are Now $100 Below 1916 Prices
Get delivery on your New 1922 Model Now.
,You do not have to wait until spring.

j 418 West Copper

AllJ.4

iH

Novels

THE GREATEST CAR
NASH EVER BUILT

.

it

production of the masterpiece
of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's
a..u
-

'

HOOVER MOTOIt

mi)

They are people you will
never forget: the principal
characters in the Rex Ingram

$1,625.00
Delivered Albuquerque

.M
Sos

They are really only shadows on a screca
of silver. They do not, nor did they ever;
And yet you will know themj
exist.
of
them by their first names; dream
speak
' of them,
perhaps, and of the great human
drama their lives constituted.

CO.
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U KARL W

METRO'S

'

BOILS

cash
M!SG

V

Ga.

From there they will go to New
Orleans, leaving Friday night for
Houston,. Texas.
RingGalveston,
Brownsville,
gold and Laredo, Texas, will be
visited between the 16th and 18th.
and be followed by visits to
San Fordyce, Harlingen, San
Antonio, Fort Clark, Delrio, El
Paso, and Fort Worth, Texas, after
which the itinerary will lead, them
to Fort Sill, Okla., Kansas City
Mo., Forts Leavenworth and Riley
Kansas. They will go to Chicagi
next and return here about February 6.

Pajre Three

Tlie FOUR HORSEMEN
of the APOCALYPSE
PRICES

... .........

.....55c, 85c and $1.10
Night
N
(Tax Included.)'
V
RESERVED SEATS AT MATSON'S FRIDAY, JANUARY. 6TH.

Matinee

. .

55c and 85c

,

Tage Four.
LEE-GAGLIAR-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
STILL THINKS TIE IS REAL CONTENDER

D1

r

i

Fred Fulton, whose tempestuous career in the ring has won
him fame although his efforts to
reach the top of the heavyweight
ranks have failed so far, believes
that he is ready at last for another try at Jack Dempsey'B title.
Dempsey stopped Fulton in a
few seconds the last time they
met. The Minnesota plasterer
has the build, the speed and fair
ability.

"

BOUT BOOKED AT
N

Kid

Lee,

Colored

V'V

.

Light-

weight Champ, Is Taking
On Weight for the Italian;
Wants Bout With Herrera
Kid Lee. colored champion light-

weight, has taken on several
pounds since arriving here for
training nnil will step into the ring
Friday night at (he armory welch
ing within a few pounds of Bony
Gngllnrdi, the fighting Italian from
Trinidad, who will he tho other
principal In the main event of the
card Dan Pad ilia, has arranged.
Roth bovs will train with their
sparring partners at the Ringling
Clear store this evening and to
morrow night at 7 o'elork. Moose
hall has been used by the boys, hut
nthrr nttraetions hnd been booked
for tho hall for the rest of the
week. The public, is invited to
look the boys over before tho bout.

MAY

THIS

BE POPULAR

IF

BILL'S PASSED

ACTIVITIES

Washington, Jan. 3. On the
theory that the pay of a member of congress is sufficient to
provide a home with a bath,
Blanton, demoRepresentative
crat, Texas, today Introduced a
bill to close free baths in the
house office building.
The
measure would drop from the
government payroll what the
Texan described in his measure as "body rubbers."
Other bills Introduced by the
Texan would eliminate the
house barber shop, where a
member may have his hair cut
at 25 cents, half the; city price,
and the house restaurants, run
partly at government expense.

INSTALLED

T

Theaters Today

EMPLOYERS DON

!

.1
classed every other boy who has
stepped in the ring with him nnd
Theater.
Ethel
'IV
Repeating
wMh but one exception, has ended
as the leading character in
them all with a slumber wallop. Clayton
proThe bout is scheduled for six William 1. Taylor's famous
duction, "Heyond;" it is a Pararounds.
mount picture. Also repealing the
'Travelosuu' and 'Current Events'
"
Although Kid T.ee arrived hero
from the coast, he has been box- pictures.
l.yrlo Theater. "There Are No
ing through Colorado and Wyom- Villains,"
with Viola. Dana as the
is accustomed to
ing lately nnd T.oe's
wind seemed stur, is being repeated today. In
high altitude.
connection
with this great picture,
strong yesterday and seven rounds
"
of training failed to make an im- which is a .Metro classic,
the miracle man, is again an
pression on him.
attraction.
Pastime Theater. "Packing U13
Frankle Peon, who Is also on
as the
Ed West's string of boxers nnd Line,"is with Maurice Flynn
star,
being repeated, The usual
event
who will fight the
interesting added attractions are
Friday with Jim atFlynn, boxed 32
his home at also being repeated.
bouts last year
"
Pueblo.
hopes to appear
this year, though a bout every FOUR
BOYS CAUGHT
Pleven days ought to satisfy any
one.
WITH FORD CAR AT
I

OVERALLS

i

TAKE

J

KERS

(By The AMoclntrd Press.)

A

now lorn, Jan. 3. Fitly owners
of
plants, lnclud
ing men of wealth and social posi
ion, put on overalls tonight and
went to work In one of the seventy
shops affected by the dispute between union
and
then- - employes.
Allowing their own shops to re
main closed the volunteers worked
in regular shifts to turn out work
necessary to the publication of an
illustrated flailv newsnaner unit tn
SOCORRO RELEASED cidental
has cut down
Bony Onglinrdi
work for other New York
in weight since he
considerably
papers, one workman was Adolph
boxed .7
Benny Bristow. lioscrm Votaw. Sohultz, president of the American
Flynn here a few weeks
ATTORNEY GENERAL TO
ago. The result seems to be more W. .Mel'licroii and William Rokci-.s- . Association of Photo-RnrIn the meantime representatives
speed. He has been training with the four buys who with caught at
CALL CONFERENCE OF
Flynn during the past few days and Socorro last week wiih a ear be of the union and the employers met
both boys look better than when longing to the 1'iriverloss Ford com- in an ariempt to compose their difDISTRICT ATTORNEYS
pany here, were released from cus- ferences, described by the opposing
they appeared here before.
tody yesterday upon payment of parties, respectively, as a lockout (Bpppfel Correnndpnc to Thn Journal.
cost of their party. The costs and a strike.
Santa Fe, Jan. 3. Harry S.
Anticipating an early bout here the
included court fees, the rental of
Bowman, attorney general, is
possibly with Johnny Corona, for- tho car and
st
the
of
it
C'
bringing
mer featherweight champion of back to the
arranging to call a conference
city. The. amount was TRUSTEE IS NAMED FOR
of district attorneys to be held
the raeifio coast, Benny Chavez J5S.30.
Fe some time this
in
went through a few paces for the
CHRISTIAN
Tile
four
to
bovs
leave
SCIENTIST
attempted
month. He is acting in comfans last night at tho Ringling tho
to
after
cited
annealcity
being
Brothers' Cigar store. Some one bpforo the chief of
PUBLISHING
pliance with the request of ASOCIETY
police, to anttorney General Daugherty. The
gave Benny a suit of scarlet tights swer
a complaint
mailo nirnlnst
for Christmas. They look well. So them
purpose of the conference will
(By The Associated Press.)
for disturbing a church social.
be to lay out a campaign to
does Benny.
3
' J,inIui1k
They rented the Ford and when
Vhn
of New
secure enforcement
did not return with it, within d'. .h V1rPmp co'""t mn"nced to.
they
Mexico's "hone dry" law and to
of Baton, has the
Young Wallace
wo'" f'PPoint Fred M.
was
the
matter
specified
time,
prevent
mson
I.
vice president of the Old
sent a challenge to any llchtwclctht brought to the attention of the poprofiteer?,. Oeorge
,.R. Craig. United States district
or welter who will meet, him In A- lice department which located the
attorney has given assurance
lbuquerque. Pan Padllla is casting car and hoys at Socorro and
ei"
t.n,"temporary
his' office will render
that
nis
about for a likely boy for tho
u
'
them
back
and returned (,!,.
brought
"ftrge of the af- every assistance jiossiblo where
,n
the car to the owner.
Christian
Science
"...
I, n.nsnmg
the state laws are not applicsociety, when details as
able. Tho date of the confera
All of tho boxers who will take
a" ccn defined,
ence will be decided and tho
fustees of the publishing society call
exhibition Friday eve- STILLS AND LIQUOR
part In the
Issued within the next few
F!rst
ning will be given a physical exam- 3
Chllh days.
of rh$ftT-f.-thFOUND IN RUINS OF
ination Fridnv afternoon at
had informed
l'
that they had agreed on
o'clock under the direction of the
COUNTRY CLUB FIRE ui.; court
T.nmison.
THREE GAMES TO BE
city boxing commission.
Judge Crosby decided Mr. Lam-so- n
The Asorinlrl Pre",.)
(Tit
PLAYED TONIGHT ON
should
be designated as temThere are a lot of
Ncw York, Jan. 3. Two stills,
trustee, rather than tem-- I
A. FLOOR
THE Y.
boys looking for a match with the two barrels of liquor nnd nine bar- porary
porary receiver as
bout.
sug- winner of the
of mash were found by the t'este, by counsel forhadthebeen
trustees
I'd West, rels
Win or lose Friday
Three games will feature the
.but. that he should be
tonight in the
Kid Lee's manager, would liko to police
responsible card to bo played at tha Y. M. C.
ruins of the Beech Hurst Country lo the court and should
not exer- - A.
have a match with Frank ITcrrera, club at Whitestone. which
Tho main event will
had
tonight.
,VPn
y
Herrera boxed n beeij leased as
of Trinidad.
Mary ho the
first ga,m,e of the Y. M. City
Baker
to
sleeping
training
the
Lddy
trustees
with
a
weeks
few
ago
under
draw here
quarters by .loo and Frank Well her deed of trust. He will hold his leaguo in which tho different secTtenny Cordova. West used to he ing--,
fears were ex- pugilists.
uiiui me court has determiner! ondary school teams of AlbuquerHerrora's manatror. It looks as pressed
when tho fire broke out after further hearings whether
will meet each other this winthe que
though ho thought the colored boy
ter. In the first test ot the league
uuu
i
ni l pelun,
in
aereri
uiMTinn
u".l'ih
r
could bring home tho bacon.
.1. ""
iayA
the high school will stack up
,l
Ml,' Itllll, mimviiik
,,l .u.
neruert w. Hu.stace
failed to reveal trace of any bodies.
ram jiarvey as trustees find and
against tho fast Harwood team.
has
loiter the police learned that the "ul "
Since the two teams met In the
various other matters bey
had
been
fore
won several
Wclllngs
first game of tho season Harwood
the court.
miles away after the fire. Police
has defeated Menaul.
announced also that thev had conFor tho last game to be played
TWO
HOURS
fiscated all lirpinr in the building.
OF FUN
at 9 o'clock the "Bankers" will
It
was
They expressed the opinion
play the local Indian school. The
the property of the owner and an- AT CRYSTAL TOMORROW; Bankers are the only team that
so far
nounced that a warrant for his arJIGGS AND MAGGIE have defeated the Indians fell
berest would be applied for
this season. The Indians
score
of
a
them by
Two ('hours or more of whole- fore
In tho preliminary game Headsome comedy,
Infectious music,
troop of boy scouts will
BONIFACIO MONTOYA ,
pretty girls, smart ensembles, stun- quarters
meet tJie Harwood team of the
ning costumes
song same size. This gamo starts at 7
CHOSEN CHAIRMAN OF
catchy
hits are promised at the Crystal o'clock and the
high school con
STATE COMMISSION Opera House, Thursday, Jan. 6th, test
follows at 8.
where the
musical
s
The
for the two games
"Bringing
(Srwrlal Correnpniiilence tn The Journal.) comedy,
Vp Father," are:
Santa Fe. Jan. 3. At the annual will hold forth. This season's of- Albq. IT. S.
Harwood
election of the stat
V
D. Campa
corporation fering bears the happy title of Hammond
In
"Hringing
Up
Father
Wall
Robles
commission, held Tuesday. BoniF
Classman
facio Montoya, democrat, was se- Street," and is said to he a riot of Benjamin
C
Jose Costales
melody and laughter. This splen- Long
lected as chairman,
Costales
O
Jo
succeeding
I
Madrid
Hugh II. Williams. Jesus M. Luna did offering comes direct from the Wilson
G
was made vice chairman and A. L. Manhattan Opera
House, New Bankers
Indians
.Morrison was made clerk for an York, and the Metropolitan Opera Pegue
'
Mestas
F
other term. Montoya was elected House, Philadelphia, the homes of Gilbert
Anallo
F
'
In 1916 and his term on the comgrand opera, where ikept. the pat- Salazar
C
Ahmle
mission will expire on 1'iecemher rons of those two huge play houses Igou
Palsiano
31. It is believed he will ho a canholding their sides from laughter Stowell
Slow
for many weeks. "There is not only
didate for renomination.
human
nature in 'Bringing Up
Father,' " paid David Belnseo, tho CUT HAY AND GRAIN
Father,' said David Belasco, the
PRODUCTS RATES TO
well known theatrical manager.
Ono of the features of the perBE EFFECTIVE JAN. 7
formance Is a snappy chorus of
comely young misses whp are well
(By The Amodntfd Trend.)
versed In the art of singing and
New York, Jan. 3. Railway
dancing.
traffic officials stated today that
the 16 'i per cent freight rate reduction on hay and grain products
TOURING CAR TURNS
for
territory
OVER ON LA BAJADA
would be effective January 7. The
of
didn't
share
the
If you
new rate was ordered' last mpnth
get your
many big
SUNDAY; NO INJURY by the interstate commerce comvalues, there are four more big days.
mission.
Children's $1.00 Dresses
49c
Julian Dreyfuss, Julian Mandell
Tho hay and grain reduction alof
Children's $1.00 Dresses :..
69c
Albuquerque, and threeother ready has been effected by the
men
Santa Fe nnd Union Pacific rail
narrowly escaped serious
5c
Clothes Pins, per doz
Sunday when a large touring roads. Whllo gove. lmental au15c Toilet Soap
t . .5c
car In which they were driving,
tothorities estimated shippers would
ward .Santa Fe overturned on La save $93,000,000 by this reduction.
30c No. 1 Grade Cups and Saucers
19c
Hajada hill, twenty miles this side traffic executives of tho roads es
25c Napkins
9c
of tho capital.
Members of tho timate that the saving will be be
.., . . . .$1.00
$1.00 Towels, 3 for
party wre only slightly bruised tween $75,000,000 and $80,000,000.
according to Dreyfuss and Mandell.
5c
10c and 15c Lace, 2 yards fof
The car turned upside down,
5c
15c Ribbon, per yard
THE "MOTHER OF
smashing tho windshield ami top.
d
A
School Handkerchiefs, 2 for
5c
handkerchief was
MEDICINE"
found
near
the wrecked automoMen's $1.00 Work Shirts.....
69c
bile by II. F. Robinson, who was
Isls. the Queen and afterwards
on his way from Santa Fe to Albu- the Goddess, was called the "Mother of Medicine," In ancient Egypt,
querque.
centuries
before Christ, women
were skilled In medicine.
They
knew the great value of medicinal
plants.
The Paulin Motor Car company,
Hippocrates, the "Father, of Med
Inc.,' distributors for Iteo cars and icine," many centurion later, knew
Heo speed wagons, who have had les of the merit of vegetable drugs
temporary headquarters at 608 than did tho women of ancient
West Central avenue, huve moved times.
Into their new place at 1117 North
Lydia E. Plnkham, nearly fifty
Fourth street. Mr. Brittain, the years ago, gave to women
her
ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
Hie
who
In
manager,
spent
holidays
Vegetable Compound, now known
has
returned.
Texas,
He
Just
as
E.
says
Plnkham's
everywhere
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299
Lydia
the dealers whom he met In Dallas Vegetable Compound.
This is a
and El I'nso m ail very enthusias- woman s medicine for woman's ail
tic over the business outlook for ments, prepared from medicinal
1923.
mtm
plants.
"Alen-dale,-

g

photo-engrave-

oft-en-

SIX WEEKS

-

111

MARSH WINS "PIN"
BOWLING TOURNEY

1

cy

-

MC.

R. E. Marsh won the Y. M. C. A.
"pin" bowling tournament, which
closed at the "Y" alleys Monday
evening at 10 o'clock. Marsh had
7.102 pins to his credit through the
tournament. J. Wagner was second
with B,4'W pins nnd H. Lovitt was
thud with 5,850 pins. Rooks of
bowling tickets were given as
prizes.
" lie tournament wns held to stim
ulate practice
and each player
could roll as many games ns ho
cared t, for his total score. More
than twenty howlers took advantage
of the tournament.
MAYOR ARREST FT).
Alexandria, I,n,, Jan. 3. Mayor
was
arrested today on a warFoisy
rant chnrging contempt, Issued by
Municipal
Judge Sundley. The
mayor was said to have freed a
man fined for careless driving, declaring that the conviction was
"spite work'' on tho part of the
judge.
TFXVFRSFEAY T)EAT.
Memphis. Tenn.. Jan. 3. Ma1.
W. MacRae, 83, banker and
philanthropist, died at his homo
hero today.

nit-'h-

fire-swe-

G.

M'-s-

w

38-2-

an,

men and women.
Since 1632'

ever-popul-

line-up-

EAGLE BRAND
Condensed Millt

The

United

Store's

Big

Yesterday Was a Wonder

ry

blood-staine-

Ccme in and Get Your Share of the
BIG VALUES.

.

removXlnotice

Of fifteen alarms of fire In London in one day recently, ten turned
out to be false.

MILLER'S CONDITION
SIGHTLY
(

.j,I

IMPROVED

pjosv

Sa)

St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 3.

Hospital

attendants today said that the

ARMY GOODS
Special Prices

con-

dition of Clarence B. Miller, secretary of the republican
national
committee, who Is ill of heart
trouble and pneumonia, was slightly Improved although still critical

Army Repaired
Shoes
Long O. D. Pants,
special
Army
Quilts
Union Suits
$1.50 to
O. D. Breeches
$1.75 to
Officers'
Shoes
Heavy Wool

ten-da-

gRIAND DETERMINED
TO LIMIT THE AGENDA
OF SUPREME COUNCIL
(By The Asuoclntcd

Prens.)

Jan. 3. Premier Brland
Is determined to limit the agenda
of the supreme council meeting at
Cannes to reparations and tho eco
nomlo restoration of central Eu
rope, it was indicated In authorlta
tlvo quarters today. It Is under
stood he favors subsenuently call
at
ing an economic conference,
which perhaps Russia and GerThe
many may he represented.
premier, heading the French delegation, left fon Cannes today.
The French delegation feels that
all other subsidiary matters should
Tarls,

Wife Doing Good Work
"I have been bad off with stomach and liver trouble and bloating
for many yeans.
No
doctors or
medicine helped me. On thj advice of my druggist, I bought a bottle of Mayr's Wonderful Remedy
ann i non t want to miss a single
dose. It has given me more bene-- 1
fit than nil the medicine I have
ever taken. I feel I am doing good
to .recommend it to others." It is a
simple, harmless preparation that
removes the catarrhal mucus from!
the intestinal tract and allays thej
Inflammation which causes practically all stomach, liver and intestinal ailments, Including append!-- !
cltls. One dose will convince or
For sale by
rmoney refunded.
and druggists!
Brlggs" Phnrmacy
everywhere.

Sox

.$1.75
.$3.25
$1.75
$2.75
.$2.75
$4.50
50c
$5.50
$3.50

Leather Puttees,
$4.50 to
New O. D. Wool
Shirts
TRADE AT

Th

Liberty Army

Supply Co.
117 North

Prompt

First.

Attention
Given
Mail Orders.

to

Reserve District No. 11.
believing that If both
Charter No. 11,442
questions are settled satisfactorily
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
tho conferente will succeed.
It Is known that the French
delegation agrees In principle to
Germany's making four payments At Albtuiuerquo, In the State of New Mexico, at the close of business
of $125,000,000 gold marks each on on December 31,, 1921.
tho 10th of January, February,
RESOURCES.
Mrfrch and April, although Preand discounts, including re- mier Brland has insisted
that
discounts (except those shown in hi '
nothing binding was decided In the
$752,165.15
itm( cj . . .
conversations with Premier Lloyd
Oeorge.
It was semi-o- f ficially
Total loans
,.$752,105.15 $ 752,165.13
stated today, however, that he conunsecured
Overdrafts,
313.22
sented to a delay of the 1922 GerU, S. Government securities owned:
man payments,
a Deposited to secure circulation (V. S.
except for
bonds par value)...
gold marks as well as to
100,000.00
other measures Intended to relieve
b All other U.S. Government Securities
65,600.00
Tfltnl
Germany, such as fixing the price
165,600.00
of reparations coal at the lowest
Other bonds, stocks securities, etc
7,293.14
limit of French and British curFurniture and fixtures
9,900.00
rent market figure.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve
.
Bank
53,870.05
9. Items with Federal Reserve Bank in
NEW MEXICO MAN IS
of
collection
process
(not available
as reserve)
AUTHOR OF STORY OF
36,099.58
10. Cash in vault and amount duo from
MOUNTAINS NEAR TAOS
national banks
139,848,18
11. Amount due from stato banks, bankers,
and trust companies in the United States
The January issue of Wavsldo
(other than included in Items 8, 9, or 10) .
Tales contains a story entitled
27,929.04
'Christmas Up Rio Lucero." writ 13. Checks on other banks in the samo city
or
town
as
ten by S. Omar Barker, ono of the
reporting bank (other than
Item 12)
recent New Mexico
9,453.09
short storv
Total of Items 9, 10, 11 and 13
$113,345.88
writers to break Into the Popular
1
14. Checks on banks located outside of city
fiction field.
or town of reporting bank and other
The Rtory is laid anion? tho
cash items
243.78
mountains of Taos county, not far
irom tno old Taos Indian pueblos. 15, Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
and due from U. S. Treasurer
Mr. Barker Is a professor of F.nir- 6,000.0
lish at Normal university at Iis
,.
v
Total.,
$ 1,107,731.16
Vegas. Ha Is New. Mexico bred
LIABILITIES.
having been born and raised on a
$
ranch near Beulah. Ho has been, 17. Capital stock paid In
100,000.00
18. Surplus fund
In turn, high school
15,000.00
principal, 19.
Undivided
.$1,345.47
profits
newspaper man, farmer, trapner.
a
Reserved
for
and
United States forest
interest,
ranger and
taxes accrued...,,
... 4,771.80
somier he
served
twenty-tw- o
117.27
montns in tno army, nineteen of
,117,27
notes outstanding
them in France, with the 502nd 20,. Circulating
95,600.00
He now serves as Iis 21. Amount due to Federal Reserve Bank
engineers.
69,119.85'
(deferred credits)
Vegas Normal correspondent for
22. Amount due to national banks
tne journal.
74,659.79
23
Amount due to state banks, bankers,
and trust companies in tho United States
STATE CORPORATION
and foreign countries (other than in
in items 21 or 22)
16,407.94
COMMISSION
MAKES! 25 cluded
Cashier's checks on own bank outEXPENSES IN YEAR
standing
7,524.18
Total of Items 21, 22, 23, and 25
$167,711.76
Demand deposits (other thnn bank deSanta Fe, N. M Jan. 3. Tho
posits) subject to reset ve. (deposit?, paystate corporation commission has
able within 30 days):
more than made its expenses for
383.374.1S
the ninth fiscal year which ended 26. Individual deposits subject to check...
November 30, 1921, according to 27. Certificates of deposit duo in less than
30
than
for
borrowed)
days
(other
money
its yearly report. The total turned
27,366.21
Total of demand deposits (other than
over to the state treasurer in exthan bank deposits) subject to reserve,
cess of all expenses of tho commisItems 26 and 27
$410,740.39
sion was $10,333,61, while the toTimo deposits subject to reserve (paytal receipts were $33,375.10.
able after 30 days, or subject to 30 days
The receipts of the commission
or more notice, and postal savings):
came from corporation fees, which
Certificates
of deposit
(other than
amounted to $19,823.10; insurance 32. for
'..
money borrowed)
141,424.77
tees, amounting to $13,552; mak'
time
other
deposits
a
110,324.63
total of $33,375.10 paid to
ing
Total of time deposits subject to reserve.
the state treasurer.
Items 32 and 35
$251,740.30
The disbursements amounted to
39 Bills payable, ofher than with Federal
$19,266.67 in salaries, and continReserve Bank (including all obligations
gent supplies costing $3,774.82,
representing money borrowed other
than rediscounts)
60,000.00
45. Liabilities other tharl those stated above:
Interest collected, unearned
812.44
be shelved,

CITIZENS' NATIONAL

BANK

s.

,
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FARM INFORMATION SERVICE

i

i

Prober nutrition.
duriTijJ childhood
deyelopcs sturdy

Prm.)
Officials
of the Missouri, Kansas nnd
Texas railroad and the Missouri Pacific totluy declared
orders Iind been 'Issued to nil
repair shops f tlio Individual
systems to resume operations
y
after the
lay off over
the lioliilny period. About
men nro affected by the
order of tho Missouri Pacific.

two-day-

H. B. Jamison became head of
the Albuquerque Lawyers' club at
tho installation ceremonies held by
the club yesterday at the annual
luncheon. Other ofllccrs of the
club who were installed are Judge
M. E. llickey, secretary, and John
F. Simms, treasurer.
There were
forty-fiv- e
members and guests at
the luncheon. Neil B. Field featured the entertainment program by
reading a paper on nominations to
judicial office in New Mexico.
Committees
appointed for the
year are:
B.
IT.
Membership committee
Jamison, J. A. Miller. A. B. McMilW.
A.
Wilson.
A.
John
lan.
Sedillo,
Finance committee
John 1'.
SImms, Oeorge It. Craig, H. P.
Barnes, Tom Wilkerson and T. W,
Gibson.
IT. O. Coors,
Library committee
Jr., C. M. Botts, O. N. Marron, W.
C. Ilencock nnd A. B. Stroup.
Ernest B.
House committee
narcla, Oeorgo S. Downer, Oeorge
Taylor. W. M. Clayton and K. W.
Dobson.
Judge M.
Program committee
R. ITickey, Neil B. Field, .Summers
Burkhart, Will A Keleher and Herman Mobr.
B.
II.
committee
Executive
Jamison, John F. Simms, Henry G.
Coors, Jr., Ernest Garcia and Judge
Hiekey.

I
I

(By The Amoclutcd
St. Louis, Jan. 3.

A special conference of the state
workers of the Baptist convention
of New Mexico, called to plan the
work during the absence of Secres'
tary J. W. Bruner, closed a
State
meeting last night.
Evangelists A. L. Maddox of
and Joe A. Itnd of
.Secretaries J. W. Bruner
S.
S.
and
Russell. Editor William
Park and Miss Lilian May, state W.
M. V. worker, of Albuquerque and
President J. M. Cook of Las Vegas
took part in the conference. Every
denominaphase of the Baptist
tional work in the Btato was careand
plans made
fully considered
for caring for the work during the
absence of Secretary J. W. Bruner
from the state.
will be
Mr. Brunei's absence
caused by the necessity for ah op
eration and he will leave tonight
for the Baylor
hospital, Dallas,
Tex., where he expects to bo oper
ated on next Monday mornlnp.
One of the matters given consld
erable consideration was that of
pastorless churches. T'..e Baptists
have more pastorless churches Just
at this time than at any time in tne
oast three years but the outlook,
they say, is hopeful for supplying
this need, Recommendations were
made for every pastorless church.
Plans were also made for putting
on tho campaign for new subscrip
tions to the Baptist New Mexican
as January Is Baptist New Mexican
month. The executive board of the con
ako held Its regular
vention
at
monthly meeting last nightwere
which time appropriations
made to aid the churches at MonuFriendship,
ment, Eunice, Pearl.
Dcs Moines. Dedman, Mountain
Mount
Colmor.
View, Springer,
Hot Springs, T.as
Dora., Hatch,
Visa
Cruces (second church). Nara
.
and a few other places. Rev-- T. F.
of
chairman
was
elected
Harvey
the committee and William Park,
The
secretary, for the coming year.
out of town member present was
B. F. Pankey of Santa Fe.
A report made during tho day
showed that about $.1,500 had been
received tm the orphans' homo
Plans have
Christmas campaign.
been made to purchase new saniand
tary beds and a Ford car,a temhopes were expressed that
be
porary boys' dormitory tocould
Increase
built immediately so as
to
fifty
the capacity of the home
children, who would be taken Into
the homo at once.

LAM
Fred Fulton snapped during a recent workout in a Chicago gym.

2 RAILROADS ISSUE
ORDERS TO SHOPS TO
RESUME OPERATIONS

PUN

BAPTISTS

H, B. JAMISON IS

Pete Afruilnr of Helen will box

bout Friday evening
the semi-finwith Young Herrera, of Albuquerque. It was reported yesterday that
the bovs will both weigh around
This looks
13ft Friday afternoon.
like the first real match Herrera
lias drawn. He has hopelessly out-

"OL' SWIMMIN' HOLE"

January 4, 1922.

issued

y the Extension

Serv.

All curing of meat In New Mexico should bo done during the win-

.

ter months and, as dry curing takes
longer than brine curing, it would
be bst to start the process not
later than January.
After tho meat has thoroughly
cooled and all animal heat is out
of It, each piece should be rubbed
with the curing mixture and packed
away in a box or on a table, according to extension circular No. 66, of
the New Mexico agricultural colA
lege.
good mixture for tho curing
of 100 pounds
of meat is seven

pounds of salt, two ounces of salt
peter, two and
pounds of
sugar and pepper to suit taste.
After the meat has cured for
three days, again rub it with the
remaining mixture and pack it to
cure. To secure the best
results,
allow one day and a half cure for
every pound Ik each piece of meat.
One should always remember In
the dressing and curing of pork,
that cleanliness is the most Important factor.
The process of smoking helps to
preserve meat and gives a desirable
flavor If smoked slowly and with
corn cobs or green apple wood as
fuel. Never use soft wood or wood
with pitch In it. After tho meat
has been amokerd and is again cool,
It should bo sacked.
A smoke house can be of any size
but most farmers find that an 8x10
foot house, ten feet high, gives
The meat
very good satisfaction.
should hang eight feet from the
floor so as to be kept a safe distance from the fire. Tho temperature of the smokehouse should
never
exceed 125 degrees
F.
Forty-eighours Is required to
smoko the! meat properly.
After tho meat has been packed
for safekeeping,' It should be examined occasionally and" If moldy
spots appear, brush It with a stiff
brush and trim tho moldy parts
with a knife. Good ventilation retards mold development.
Sugar Recta for New Mexico.
"Say, what's tho matter with you
fellows," exclaimed the Colorado
his first trip
farmer making
through New Mexico! "I've travelnumerous
over
ed
Irrigated sections
with extremely fertile soil and climatic conditions Identical to those
In the best growing section of Colorado. Don't you want to make
money down here or are jou afraid
you can't grow sugar beets?"
"What makes you think we don't
want to make money " asked the
New Mexico farmer, speaking for
the first timo as the tourist stopped
to catch his breath. "Of course we
want to make money, ana we hope
to see the sugar beet Industry grow
and become profitable In lections
that may secure access to a suitable market as we gain experience
Our soil is ferin beet production.
tile, free irom disease and lower In
one-ha-

ht

lf

,
Total
$1,107,731.16
Stato of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo ss.:
G. Bunjes, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly
II.
I,
Coeee, swear tnat tno above statement is true to
the best of
knowledge
and beliof.
u. G. BUNJES,myCashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd day of Jan. 1922.price than that in Colorado."
JULIA JOHNSON,
'Has your agricultural experi- (SEAL)
Notary Public.
ment station been
of any help to My commission expires April 15, 1925.
you in determining the limit of
Correct Attest:
and the value of sugar
A. O. SIMMS,
beets
for New MexiJOHN F. SIMMS,
co.' commercially
the
Colorado
interrupted
FRED LUTHY, Directors.
tourist.
"Yes, they have. The station haa
oeen raising
sugar beet3 continuously since 1914 and their
ments are very satisfactory. experiProminent sugar beet men visited the
college last July and found that the
average beets examined rated above
the average for that time of year
... mo neei
sections, jtseets were
found that
M8tB& .AbIVuUtai,4ti
ten pounds and
a few evenweighed
more, which indicates
what we may expect when beets
are well cared for. The tests show
that beets should be planted as
roon as the soil has warmed
up in
tne spring, even before corn planting time."
"We find the same true in Colorado, but you want to bo careful
about tho soil you select for sugar
ueets.
It should be level, fertile
and pliable and of a sand or loam
type that does not bake after being
Irrigated."
"That's what they found at our
station; they say a soil that bakes
causes surface roots to grow, thus
producing a poorly shaped beet, unsatisfactory to the Bugar manufacturers and the farmer as well."
1.,"yf'8. and I'll tell you another
thing, replied the Colorado man.
Many beginners have a tendency
to irrigate their beets too
.
often,
l ou'll very likely have trouble getting started a.nd if I were you, I'd
write to tho agricultural college
and
get the facts pro end con of the
entire business before making a

X$ot

WcM
mototincrttfmo toads
ana tn? comfovts
a
and 9Wn
0evs you, sutf tat

start."
CUT

Tins OUT IT IS WORTH
MOXEV
Cut out this slip, enclose with 6c
nnd mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound
for coughs,
colds and croup;
Foley ' Kidney
Pills for pains In sides and back:
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley
Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headconstipation,
biliousness,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Knitlnrri-Foiinlr-n
Machlnttti.
Castings In Iron, Brans, Bronie. AlumElactrio 'Motors. Oil Engines,
Pumns nnd Irrigation.
Works and Office Albuquerque. ,
,

inum.

Hotel Galvot, lav&?
Iicutioushosteltv: Hso
aflittfeftip ovettoHoustoiL
Has an icbal winter climate

finp hotels and ovem all

Kowrs trio romance

fold

'

Spanish days.
fevta.Tc

FredIf wey

-

atJtnaat
KuIlapptcxaytmv
toe xatM,
wmvation ot any oiMvdHailt

R. W. HOYT, Agent
PHONE

204.

Albuquerque. N. M.
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CHAPTER 56.
Craig Forrester had dined with
Margaret several times. The dainty,
artistic apartment presided over by
its beautiful lessee
held an irresistible attraction for him. Then
the long evenings spent either in
the lovely living room, or at the
theater or opera, had intrigued
them bfith into a close friendship.
Once Craig said to her they had
been talking about Joan, her feeling that Margaret was old, too old
to enjoy life.
"You are young and beautiful
and bewitching."
"Keep
right on saying that,
won't you?" Margaret returned
with an embarrassed laugh. "Mak3
a chant of it! I'd rather hear it
than any song ever sung." Then,
In apology: "You see I have been
old, and plain, and, unattractive
for so long."
"Do you know there are times
when I could cheerfully strangle
that charming daughter of yours?
This is one of them."
"Don't, please! I am very fond
of Joan."
"Naturally. But she has Inhibited
you ever since she was born. I
feol sometimes that had your been
childless you might have been

happier."
"Oh, no! You do not understand. I was, have been happy in
watching Joan develop. I felt no
need of anything outside of her
for years. It was only when she

commenced to grow away from
me, to find her pleasures with her
young companions, that I felt a bit
lonely and neglected."
"You wanted to play and they
wouldn't have you," Forrester said
whimsically.
"Yes, I longed to he one of them
and they thought me too old," her
voice trembled.
"Well you aren't too old to play
with me."
"Perhaps that's because you are
old too from Joan's standpoint."
"I don't know about that! Those
young things are apt to judge men
and women by a totally different
A woman may be old
viewpoint.
to them, when a man of the same
go Is still eligible. Not fair, is It?
But true Just the same."
Margaret took a rose from tha
vase and held it daintily to her

nose. There were always flowers
now often great bunches, or a
single fine rose would be Forrester's only gift. But always .there
was something to remind
of
him, A book, the latest magazine,
a couplo of theater tickets, something to show he thought of her.
That meant more to her than the
gift the thought. For all her life
she had thought of others, and no
one had thought of her.
Then, too, Margaret found a certain peaefulness In his company
that sh found nowhere else. When
she didn't feel like talking, he
didn't say: "What's the matter?'1
He never told her that women did
not know how to manage their own
affairs, neither did he telephone
or call until after 12 o clock noon.
v
"He's adorable In all those
ways," Margaret once said to Janet
Walters In a burst of confidence.
But it must not be supposed
that Forrester was the only man
who was attracted by Margaret's
her
beauty, her accomplishments,
A good many men
personality.
had tried to make love to her in
one way and another. They didn't
get on very well. One of them
complained to Janet Walters:
"When you try to make love to
Mrs. Hayden she laughs at you.
Tretty hard to make love when
one does that."
Margaret wasn't really laughing
at them, she was laughing at her
own thoughts usually the differ
ent way Craig Forrester had of letting her know he cared to be with
her.
She counted among her friends
many men. She dined with them.
and she entertained them at her
apartment, where she listened to
their gushing exclamations over
Hannah's rooking.
There were
writers, doctors and brokers included in the guest list. They sen
her books and flowers also, and
would have been astonished had
they known they did not receive
the same care and attention as did
the books and blossoms sent bv
Forrester. How should they know
that for her the simplest thing sent
her by Craig Forrester took on a
value the most, elaborate gift from
another did not possess.
But Forrester never had told her
what he thought that she was the
one woman in the world for him
and Margaret
louna nerseit
wishing he would.
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Bedtime Stone
For Little Ones

'

Soda! Calendar

i

J
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MARGARETS POPI'IAniTY
IM'KEASKS.

1

By Howard B. Garls

Wednesday.
Afternoon
Wednesday
Bridge
club will meet with Mrs. Harry
Benjamin at 2:30 p. m.
Oeod Cheer club will meet with
Mrs. Frank McVey at 512 North
Eleventh street at 2:30 p. m.
St. John guild will
meet with
Mrs. A. C. Stares at 3 p. m.

1021. by McClure
Copyright.
.
Newspaper Syndicate.
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is a very happy one, however,
be seen here. This graceful
mode is made of figured silk net
combined with the tam sflk. The
net covers the bodice and trims the

as can

By Edna Kent Forbes.

LETTERS.

j

wide-brimm-

shop-keepe- r.

d.

rheumatism crutch?"

TALKS
XO. 4

ON

MILK

LONGEVITY.

milk will last In warmest weather twelve
hours longer than any
milk simply because it
IS pastenrlzed milk. In winter It keeps fresh for three or
fonr days under favorable circumstances. Favorable circumstances, It need not be said, docs not mean the oven of a
red bot fire. That will cause any milk to become sour probably from disgust.
milk there Is absolutely no preservant
In
used to keep It fresh. Tills can bo proved by anyone who
cares to watch tho preparation of our milk through all its
stages. It IS proved by the fact that tho excellent health department of Bernalillo County puts its O. K. on
'
-

m'llt- -

.

ALBUQUERQUE

CO-OPERATIVE

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
8Sl North Second,

Phone

851.

study Arperlcan Institutions relating to child welfare and social service. The baroness Is a member of
an old and Illustrious Polish family.
She brolight with her letters to
United Ktates officials from the
minister of labor'and social welfare
ln Waniaiw. A tour la being planned now for the baroness. She expects to visit most of the larger
cities la this country, spending several mcftittis studying various types,
Institutions and methods.

Early

ln

the war the baroness

organl7ed a corps of nurses, established a hospital and supervised a
series (if soup kitchens. Throughout
the War her work constantly
brougUt her in contact with the
classes and now she is
in constructive welfare work
among the same classes for her
,
native; land.
Speaking of Bolshevism, the baroness stated he sees no menace
ln PMand at this time. She had
unusiial opportunity to study the
Itusidan Reds when, as a member
of tile Polish commission, she Journeyed! to Russia in 1919 to confer
on the release of war prisoners.
While In Russia she talked to many
of ihe bolshevist leaders and found
them "not at all of ' the collarless
typje."
id

journal

Want Ads bring results.
I
v

Of
ii-'i-
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Two policemen- dogs arrested.
-

mm.

roof. "Run out the back door,
through the tunnel aqd into the
little snow hut. Tliero we'll be
safe!"
Out they ran, leaving tho Boh
Cat snarling and growling, all
tangled up in the poles and evergreen tree branches. And tho bad
chap was so mixed up that before
ho could get free and run through
the tunnel, two policeman dogs
enmo in, arrested him and took
him off to jail.
So tho Hob Cat didn't nibble any
ears at all. And it's) a good thing
the bunny gentleman helped build
the snow house or some of the animal boys might hnvo been nipped.
However, everything came out all
right, and if the chocolate caramel
doesn't try to beat the rug with the
stick of candy and make the lolly-po- p
laugh, I'll tell you next about
Undo Wiggily and Tommie's tail.

of
Following a lively meeting
board and campaign
commlttc'
members at the Y. W. C. A. headquarters last night the annua finance campaign of the association
will begin thijj morning.
About
thirty women members of the association will comprise the teams
of campaigners.
Bast night's pep meeting was
presided over by Mrs, A. I). Strnup,
chairman of the finance committee
and leader of the canipalgp. Talks
were made by Miss Winifred Schiller, former secretary of the association, Jliss) Marion Johnson, present secretary, and several board
members.
A pantomlne
representing the
work of the association, was given
by a group of girls from tho Young
Woman's council. One girl represented the travelers' nld work, another, the cafeteria, others the h.).'- -,
pitallty department, and the hotel.
Each
character carried figures
showing the number of persons
each department served in a year
and tho girls closed tlieir act with
a chorus about their being the reason forth" 1H22 campaign.
Tho workers will meet for four
o'clock tea this afternoon for the
first cheeking up of reports. Miss
Dulce Knox, hospitality snrretary.
will handle all funds.
The campaign will continue for three divs,
the workers to meet at the association each afternoon at four to
make their reports.
Members of the board who are
working in the campaign are: Mrs.
W. H. Long, Mrs. C. W. Bon 1. Mrs.
D. S. Hill, Dr.
Frisble.
Evelyn
Mrs. Ella Debar, Mrs. Boy Stamm,
Mrs. E. .1. Strong, Mrs. Hoy Graham, Mrs. A. B. McMlllen, Mrs.
K. I j. Moulton, Mrs. J. E. Elder.
Mrs. H. B. Jamison, Mrs. E. T.
I,asseter, Miss Hazel Hawkins, Miss

ls

J

Kiddies' Colds Can

Be Eased Quickly

A

STALLED AUTOMOBILE
AH'!nt'd I'rm.)
3.
City, la.. Jan.

n.v Tne

Sioux
Tho
bodies of W. V. Dickinson, a prominent Sioux City undertaker, and a
Anna Giddlngs,
woman, named
were found in a Hailed automobile
belonging to Dickinson today.
was
i'Ollee neiieve Dickinson
shot by the woman, who then committed suicide. Tliev said a trail
of blood on the pavement shows
that Dickinson was shot through
the right temple while the automobile wan In motion.

1

D
, rVKinffs Pills

Ladies' Spats, in all colors,
these were as high as $4.50
a pair. Per pair

some of

QQp

200 Ladies' Trimmed Hats, to close out,
values up to $5.00.
Your Choice of this lot

QQt
JoC

IS D3o DAY

Ladies' Felt Comfy Slippers,
and colors. Your last
chance. Each pair

WEDNESDAY

all sizes

QQf
tOv

93c

Middy Blouses, nicely
Each
trimmed.

Bed Sheets, Kahn's Leader,
72x90. Snow white. Each
WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Q9
Ol

93c

IS

93o

.

QOn
UO C

DAY

Men's Cotton Hose, in all
colors. Eight pair
WEDNESDAY

QQ

tOC

IS 93c DAY

Ladies' Lisle Hose, elastic
top. Two pair
WEDNESDAY

IS

QQo
tC

93c DAY

IS 93c DAY

Ladies' Cotton Hose, good
quality. Six pair
WEDNESDAY

DAY

IS 93c DAY

Ladies' Corsetlets, regular
$2.00 value. Each
WEDNESDAY

93o

OC

DAY

9.1c

Snow

Pillow Cases. 36x42.
white. Four for

IS

AO

Cotton Battingr, 72x90, good
weight and snow white. Each .
WEDNESDAY

IS

93c DAY

D.Y

WEDNESDAY, IS 93c

WEDNESDAY

IS

93c

Men's Handkerchiefs, in white
red or blue. Twelve for
WEDNESDAY

IS

93o

93c

DAY

IS 98c DAY

"Pep" and "Punch" Small Cost.

folks will find this simple test well worth trying! Take
tablets with every meal. Then weigh and measure
Mastin's VITAMON-t- wo
continue taking Maatin's VITAMON regularly until
each
and
week
yourself
you are satisfied with your gain in weight and energy. Maatin's VITAMON
as well as the two other still
Tablets contain highly concentrated yeast-vitaminmore important vitomines (Fat Soluble A and Water Soluble C), all of which
Science says you must have to bo strong, well and fully developed. By incrgpaing
the nourishing power of what you eat Mastin't VITAMON Tablets supply jus
what your body needs to Icea
the shrunken tissues, strengthen
internal organs, clear the skin
and renew shattered nerve force
without upsetting the stomach
or causing gas. A two weeks'
,
tost will surprise youl
IMPORTAHTI
While, the
value
amazing health-buildin- g
of. Maatin's VITAMON Tablets has been clearly and positively demonstrated in cases of
lack of energy, nervous troubles, anemia, indigestion, constipation, skin eruptions, poor
complexion and a generally
weakened physical and mental
condition, they should not be
used by anyone who OBJECTS
to having their weight increased
to normal. Be sure to remem- nm-dow-n

eln
gcM- a- The Winning Punch! Cet It Yourself By
tin's VITAMON Tablets at all Taking Two Maatin's Yeast VITAMON
Tablets With Every Meal.
good druggists.
You"

JASTIM'S
ORIGINAL

Here'siielief ICkansa
Constipated?
the system, with Dr. King's Pills.;
They prompt free bile flow, stir upr
the iary liver and get at the oot of tha
trouble. All druggists, 25c.
PROMPT I WONT GTUPE

220 WEST CENTRAL

WEDNESDAY

e"

tHt

King's

Discovery
For Colds
and Coughs

These Prices Are For Wednesday Only.

Take Yeast Vitamon
Tablets To Put On
"Stay-TherFlesh

AND
CCNUINE

N gw

The Fashion Shop

--

)H'Sffe-ii"jr-'

Dr.

Our Motto la "QUALITY FIRST"
Kahn's Do As They Advertise.

Mill-war-

More

IN

For the New Year we will give you bigger and
better bargains than ever before.

play-hous-

Thin or

HALL

ERIN SEIZED
Mrs. T. P. Hansen, Mrs. A. B.
BY SINN FEIN PARTY
Stroup, Mrs, C. M. Barber, Mrs. D.
A. Dinner, Mrs. E. B. Garcia, Mrx.
If. F.
Mrs. J. U, McCol-lum- ,
Belfast, Jan. 3, (By the Assoel-ate- d
Mis-- i
Martha Valliant, Mm.
I'ress.) Tho Hibernian hall
S. A. I'right, and Miss Gertrude
at Eskia, County Tyrone, wad
Thompson.
seized today y a. party of .Sinn
Feiners. One section of the party
held a Sinn Fein court at the old
COMMISSION HOLDS UP
school heuse, and others visited
liomoa of Catholics and demanded
WILLS-TAT- E
SHARE OF their rifles and shot guns in tho
of tho
republican
party.
MONEY FCW THEIR BOUT name refused
to comply with th
Many
tho stinn Ppin- whreunnn
demand,
(Ily The Associated TredB.)
ers left with threats that those dePortland, Ore., Jan. 3. The clining would be shot.
Milwaukee boxing commission today held up the money to be paid
to Harry Wills and' Bill Tate,
for their bout nt
heavyweights,
In which
Milwaukee
yesterday
Tate was given a decision in the
first round because of a foul,
Tho Portland boxing commission
was called in to act in an advisory
Dr. furor's New Discorrry inTI dd
capacity.
that vwy thing, easily and qukJdy.
Heferee Lonlttlt held up Ttate's Don't saw "Poor little kiddie, I wish.
hand when Willis shot r right to I knew what to do for you!" When,
Ttate's jaw after tho referee had the cous;h first Comes, give a little Dr.
told tho boxers to break from a
King's New Discovery as directed, and
clinch.
it will soon be cased.
Tho blow foiled Tate.
Heferee Louittit said he did the
It's a good family coojrh and cold
only thing possible under tho remedy, too. Loosens up the phlegm,
rules.
The men had agreed to clears
the cough, relieves the conbreak clean In the clinches at gestion.up No liarmf
ul drugs. For fifty'
command of the referee.
years a standard remedy for enkis,
At your druggists,
coughs, grippe.
00c. a bottle.
2 BODIES ARE FOUND IN

AT

i

Will-wal-

.

INTIMATE

!"

w:
t.
CAMPAIGN

for

1922

a big ono and a little one," said
Uncle Wiggily. "And If anything
happens we can run out of the big
house, along the tunnel and hide
In the little snow house,"
And it's a goo.l thing Uncle Wiggily had the animal boys make this
second snow house. For nil at
once, while the bunny gentleman
and his friend ..ere sitting in tho
big house, entiruT somo cookies
Nurse Jane brought them, all at
onco the bad Cob Cat jumped
down out, of a. tree over tho big
unow house.
Down through the
thin roof burst the Bob Cat, howling:
"I want ears to nibble! .1 want
ears!"
"Quick, boys!" cried Uncle Wiggily, ns the lioh Cat burst through
the poles and branches Of the snow

Tilnnm-ii'omif-

ly to Improve the color of the hair. skirt.
If you wish you can have this
T Uorested
By ELOISE.
Beader: If you have made up just as It Is but without
Tho many parties, dannjes, recepauburn hair you have a tendency tho pilocarpine, and it will be as
towards freckles that you will find effective In keeping the hair from tions, weddings and otlyjr gay afhard. If not impossible, to cure. falling out.
fairs which fill tho dajB between
Freckles are supposed to come
Grey Eyes: Deep breathlns will. Christmas and the returw to school
from Iran in tho blood. The action of course, help any one sufferinir always mean new frocks' and gowns
of the sun Is to draw little deposits from tuberculosis.
Any one with for the pretty young giiis. Dance
of pigment to the surface of the this trouble should be under the frocks, dinner gowns a;od
informal
skin, which show up as freckles. care of a doctor, should live out dresses, with tliu emphasis placed
If the face Is shaded, not so many doors almost the. entire 24 hours upon tho dance frccii.'K, are the
will appear, therefore or tne day and should be fed with order of the day. Each miss wants
freckles
hats with a great deal of very nourishing .something that is (Liferent and
wearing
a dark lining Is advisable In the food, particularly eggs and mill;, something that is unusual while
summer time.
each mother wants hei; daughter to
A splendid shampoo for auburn MRS. J. T. M'LAUGHLIN
have something
that is ahove all
hair Is made by mixing one ounce
else youthful and girlish looking.
TAKES OVER SALVAGE
of henna with three ounces of
This frock for the young dancer
About a
combines botl of these espowdered castlle soap.
SHOP FOR RED CROSS happily
sentials. What could, be more un- heaping tablespoonful of this Is
usual than a dance frock of tan
This Is
used for every shampoo.
The resignation
of Mrs. T. T. pussy willow crepe.
lathered on the scalp and allowed
Figured silk
to remain about 15 minutes, then Eyre as manager of the Bed Cross net covers the bodice, and falls In a
rinsed off thoroughly.
If your hair salvage shop on North Third street, drape over one arm, bait makes onlv
la oily, it will be improved by be- and of W. P. McDowell as chair- a short cap sleeve on. the other. It
ing shaken out and given sun man of the shop committee of the also forms a band on tho underbaths occasionally. The girl fortu- Red Cross wore accepted by the skirt. The tan sillt i draped in
nate enough to possess auburn hair Bed Cross executive ccmmltteo In graceful folds to form tr! skirt and
must be unusually careful In her special session yesterday afternoon. girdle. Sash ends fall below the
choice of colors.
She will look Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin, vice presi- hem line, making tn uneven bot
wonderful in black satin or velvet, dent of the committee, will take torn.
in French blue or rose pink, soft nominal charge of the shop.
greens and rich shades of brown.
jurs. jyre has been an efficient
She must never wear any ordinary manager of the salvage short since POLISH BARONESS
color. Pearl gray or lavender will the project was first started In the
IS HERE TO STUDY
also lodk well on her.
early fall. While she was In act- ,.
Anxious 14: A
SYSTEMS
girl ., .........,
uuniiicsa mane AMERICAN
5 feet 4 ',4
inches should weigh considerable
money for the Red
about 120 pounds, according to the Cross activities In the city but she
tables of weights gotten out by the has been absent from the shop for
Insurance companies.
As a mat- the past six weeks on account of
ter of fact Bhe can weigh ten the illness of her husband. Mrs.
pounds under that and he healthy. McLaughlin will assume responsiDo not worry If the bust Is too bility for the shop but will engage
large, girls of your ago are often a woman to act as
The yearly election of officers
When you are
older the bust will undoubtedly be was to have been held at the meetin proportion with the rest of the ing yesterday but was postponed
on account of lack of a quorum.
body.
Xi.
A. E.: Many
g
The election will take place at a
parlors buy hair to make up In called meeting to be called In the
switches. If not they would know near future. Mrs. McLaughlin
firms that purchased human hair. presided yesterday In the absence
Blue Eyes: A girl 16 years old, of Dr. D. R. Boyd, chairman of the
E feet 2
Inches, should weigh about executive committee of the local
117 pounds; a girl 14 years old, E chapter.
feet 6 Inches, about 123 pounds.
James C: Have the following SEEK FHIEVnS TX HOUR OF
hair tonic formula made up and
NKED.
"In the hour of need we quickly
massage It thoroughly Into your
seek
a
our
week.
best
will
three
times
friends." writes Chas.
It
scalp
Schrldd Ward de Wet, 957 73rd
keep the hair from falling out:,
2
.Pilocarpine hydroehlorate, grains. Ave., Oakland, Cal., "our little bov
Precipitated sulphur, 30 grains.
almoin naa a severe ary, rasping
Creosol lily, 30 drops.
cough without phlegm, a cough
Castor oil, 10 drops.
that chokes and flushes the face of
t
Alcohol (95 per cent)), 4 ounces. the sufferers like unto convulsions.
Tr. cantharldes, 4 drams.
Foley's Honey and Tar was a wonderful emergency remedy."
Cases
Farina cologne, 4 drams. '
like this give Foley's Honey and
Rose water, to make 8 ounces.
This Is a fairly expensivs tonic Tar Its reputatjon as the best remI
because pilocarpine is an expensive edy for coughs and colds. Sold
Bar or teas Helena Blsptng.
drug, but pilocarpine Is particular everywhere.
Baroness Hclona Blsplng, who
recently rjrrived in the United
States from Poland, has come to

ANSWERED

Wl?-glly-

up

"Oh, nothing like that!" squealpiggio boy.
"Wo want you to help us build a
snow house."
"That's it," barked, snuealed and
laughed the other animal boys.
"We're going to make a snow
house and have some fun in It.
Como on, t'nelo Wiggily! Hurray
for the snow house!"
"Hush! Not so much noise. If
you please!" said the bunny gentleman, holding up one paw. "Nurse
Jano will think two chimneys are!
on fire. Wait until I get my hat,
and see if my pink nose is on
straight, and I'll come with you."
Nurse Jane felt bettor when told
Unit mere was no tire, inougn sue
said Undo Wiggily was funny to FORMER UNIVERSITY
go out building snow houses at his
KILLED
IS
STUDENT
age. But the bunny liked it.
Soon ho had his shovel and he
IN AUTO ACCIDENT
was helping the pigtrie bnys, the
squirrel bnys, the doggie chaps and
(Hy Tlin AuMirlnlcd rre.
Snmmie Elttletail, the rabbit, make
Jan. 3. William
Philadelphia,
a snow house.
P. Barnes, former University ofBig balls of snow were rolled
student, who was acuntil they were larger than wash tluittP('i nst January of the charge
Then they were piled to- - of hiilinRf Klmor f. Drewes,
tul
gether and the boys began digging 'parmnuth college student, lost his
out of the center of them a hollow
automo!ile accident near
f0 ln
nieL-- o
Cal.. on Sunday, ac
place to make the lnsldo of the;o.,
house,
cording to a telegram recencu
"But how do we make the here by Jhon B. Wiggins, his
roof?" asked Jackio Bow Wow. uncle.
"Kvery time wo try to dig the snow
Drewes was found dead on the
away over head It always falls outskirts of the city with a bullet
down on us. How can we make In the head in October 192(1.
a roof for tho snow house, Uncle .,.jnf,B pleaded not guilty and at
Iiiis trial his counsel did not place
Wlircily?"
"I'll show you," answered theii,, on die witness stand.
some
bean
He
took
poles,
bunny.
laid them across on top of the
pan Diego, Cal., Jan. 3. Jan-th- e
last
of tho snow hoiui- - and ot'jam p. Brines, nouuitn-poles he told tho animal boys u!lvy in Philadelphia of a charge
to pile branches of green Christmas cf killing Klmor C. Drewes, warm- trees that grew In the wood. Soon mouth student, was klllea nenr
thero was a green roof over tho hero Sunday night in an automosnow house.
bile accident, which also cost the
"Xow pile snow on the green-tre- e life of Andrew Milhvard of Indianbranches, cover them all up. apolis.
and we'Jl have n snow roof on our
Brines conducted an automobile
snow house," said T'nelo Wiggily. sales agency at. Los Angeles and
"Hurray!" cried tho animal boys. Millward was factory representaSoon the green branches were cov- tive for an Indianapolis automobile
ered with snow, and the roof of manufacturer.
e
was white like the
tho
Returning" by automobile from
walls. Then Uncle Wiggily and Tia Juana, Lower California,
who was at the wheel, ran
the boys went inside.
"Oh, but this will never do," head on Into a clump of trees.
said the bunny, ns be looked about
him. "You have only a front door
to the house. We must have a FIRST ROBBERY IN 3
back door ns well. Then, ln case
YEARS AT ROCKY
any bad animals come, we can run
out of the back door while they are
(Hy The Asnnrlntfd Frm.)
trying to como In the front."
Rocky Ford, Colo., Dec, S.im"We never thoutrht of that,"
Rocky Ford considered Itself
barked Peetlo Bow Wow.
yesterday.
With the help of Uncle Wiggily mune from crimo until
a back door was dug ln the snow Tho first robbery In three years
a burgwhen
sny,
house, and then they made a sort occurred, police
and
of tunnel under the snow to a big lar broke Into a Jewelry store
worth of ardrift behind the snow house. This escaped with
drift was hollowed out like the ticles in a show window.
round hut, or igloo, of the Eskimo.
Journal Want Ads bring results.
"Now we .have two snow houses,
ed Curly Twistytall.Jthe

Tan pussy willow crepe to make
a dance frock is an unusual idea.

BEAUTY GHATS

THE

called voices outside the
hollow stump bungalow of the
bunny gentleman one day.
"Whatever is the matter now?"
asloed Nurse Jano Fuzzy Wuzzy,
tho muskrat lady housekeeper.
"Please go see what Is the matter,
Wiggy!" Bho begged. "My hands
aw all flour, for I've been making
some cake! I do hope the chimney isn't on fire!"
"Oh, I don't imagine It's anything like that!" laughed hisUncle
easy
Wlggily as he arose from
chair to go and find out about
.The noise kept up.
"Oh, Vficle Wiggily! come on
out! Come on out!"
"I'm sure it's a fire!" cried
Nurse Jane. "Oh, dear!"
But it was not a fire the rhim
ney wasn't even smoking, though
it soon would when Nurse .lane
put more wood in the stove to bak
Uncle Wigelly saw
tho cake.
Jackio and Teetie Bow Wow, the
two puppy dog boys, and some
other animal chaps with their
shovels standing near the front
steps In the snow.
"Come on out, Uncle Wiggily'.
Come on out!" cried tho animal
boys, waving their shovels in the
air.
"What's going on?" nslcod the
bunny gont Ionian. "Are yon going
to havo a snowball fight, or do you
want to play more tricks on me
by making believe a big Icicle is

tktTi

It

AND

"rncle Wlggily! Oh, Unclo

DANCE FROCK FOR
HOLIDAY AFFAIRS

f

WIGGITA"

SNOW JIOl'SE.

Ruth Hill, Miss Emma AuCeroth,

WOMEN PEPPED

Da ily Magazine Page

TT7"

"aire FIvs

Are Positively Guaranteed

lo Put On Firm Flesh,
Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

Tornado Alarm Clock,
extra spceial. Each. .
WEDNESDAY

93c

Drawers, to match. Suit.

.

WEDNESDAY

93c

.

QQ

Jot

cck

IS 93o DAY

Women's Ribbed Vests and
WEDNESDAY

Ladies' Wool Hose, with
stripe. One pair
IS

93c DAY

One Lot Ladies' House Aprons,
assorted colors. Two for
WEDNESDAY

IS 93o DAY

IS

93c

93c DAY

t

Shelf
all colors.
Seven Yards for
Oil-Clo-

Children's Rompers, made of AQ
good heavy gingham. Each.(..
WEDNESDAY

I

IS 93c DAY

Table Oil Cloth, in all colors.
Three Yards for
WEDNESDAY

tOt

AQ.
VOL

WEDNESDAY

Ginghams, in all
and plaids.
Five Yards for

IS 93c DAY

TOMORROW IS THE LAST DAY
No

Phone Orders
Ho, Charges

th,

WEDNESDAY

IS

the

93c DAY

latest

stripes

93c
IS

93c DAY

OFOURSHOE
No

93c

Approvals
Ho C. 0. D.

SALE

,

:

I
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Not a dollar Has ever been lost in Central divenue real estate.

Every individual, firm or corporation who liafs ever invested money;
in Central avenue real estate has realized a profit.
Even a small piece of Central avenue real estate costs big money;
,

Few of us have the resources to make such an investment alone.

By combining our resources we can all have aw interest in a profitable investment, and at the same time promote the prosperity of each and
all of our individual interests.
,

When You Buy Stock in e New Hotel
You uy an Interest In Centra Ivenue Real Estate
You are investing your money with

that of

800

other Albuquerque
,

citi-

zens, including practically every successful business and professional man and
concern in Albuquerque.
You are investing in an institution that will be
free from debt, that now has, and should continue to have the best business management Albuquerque business ability can provide;
You are
investing in an enterprise which is certain to enhance all real estate

values, increase population, promote other building operations and thus
insure prosperity;
,

Here is An Investment That You Know Is Safe.
Community Development Will Make It Profitable

.1

800

Albuquerque citizens Have approve'd this statement of facts by
Their individual signatures to this advertisement
buying hotel stock..
will not strengthen it. But your individual signature on a subscription
for hote.l stock will strengthen the hotel company,
your city arid your own
;

financial condition;

.

':

"
'
.

-

r
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
IELD URGES STRICT ADHERENCE
TO CONSTITUTIONAL BAH AGAIHST

JUDGES SEEKING OTHER OFFICES
State of New Mexico Alone Forbids "Nomination" of Judge for Any Except Judicial Office During Term for Which He Was Elected; Nestor of Local Bar Says Term "Nomination" is Not Technical Word.
Following Is the full text of a
paper read by Neill B. Field, senior
member of the Albuquerque bar, to
the Lawyers' club at Its regular
monthly meeting. Mr. Field deals
with the question of judges accepting other than judicial nominations for the term for which
they are elected. Mr. Field said:
Mr. President and Brethren of the

Albuquerque Lawyers' Club:
I am grateful to our new president for this opportunity to engage
your attention for a short time.
With that zeal which characterizes
all his efforts, the president has
declared his purpose to make his
administration of the affairs' of
your body a period of constructive
activity, and has Indicated In his
invitation to me that he wants
papers which will give the members something "to think about
and to talk about." I invite your
attention to a subject about which
I have thought a great deal but
talked very little: a subject which,
unless I exaggerate Its Importance,
Is second to none In the results
which will follow Its proper solution, and the proper solution of
which, unless I am again mistaken,
places a heavy obligation upon the
bar.
In order that you may properly
weigh any argument which I may
make and any conclusion which I
may reach, I think I ought to say
at tho outset that I have always
believed ft judiciary appointed during good behavior was to be preferred to an elective judiciary;
that, while I have never had "a
superstitious reverence for the judicial office," I have always had a
deep sense of my obligation as a
lawyer to maintain so far as possible the confidonce of the people in
their courts and in the administration of justice, while at the same
time I have always believed It to
be tho highest duty of tho bar to
combat and prevent on all proper
occasions any encroachment by the
judiciary upon public or private
right. I have always believed that
the bench, whether elective or appointive, Is what the bar makes It,
and In the language of a great lawyer long since passed to his reward, that "the last hope of this
country Is tho courage and Integrity of Its bar."
If I may add that the purpose of
this paper is prospective and Impersonal, that I seek not to direct
attention to the past actions of any
man, nor yet to forestall the future
ambitions of any other, but seek
only to secure your hearty cooperation In an effort to maintain
respect for an important constitutional provision, which without
your active and courageous support, and without the active and
courageous support of the bar of
the state, is about to become a
dead letter, I invite you to consider
with me the provisions of Section
19 of Article 6 of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico as follows:
"No judge of the supreme or district court shall be nominated or
elected to any other than a judicial
office in this state.
In the brief time which I have
been able to give to the preparation of this paper, I have found
that 20 states, in addition to tha
state of New Mexico, have analogous constitutional provisions, and
while I have not had access to the
constitutions of all the states, those
to which i have had access have
served my purpose,
sufficiently
and have indicated to my mind, as
I hope they will indicate to yours,
that the fact that so many states
have found It wise or expedient, by
constitutional provision, to attempt
to curb the political ambitions of
their Judiciary is strongly persuasive that such ambitions need to
be curbed for the good of the state.
I say "attempt to curb" advisedly,
because at a time when public excitement was high and conditlona
were not conducive to calm Judgment, a precedent was made which
has defeated the purpose of thess
constitutional provisions Insofar as
congressional offices are involved.
So far as my Imperfect investigation has gone, the first state 1"
point of time to attempt such a
constitutional provision was Illinois, which adopted in 181S, as
part of its organic law, the following:
"The Judges of the supreme and
circuit courts shall not be eligible
to any other, office or publio trust,
of profit, In this state or the United
States, during the term for which
they are elected, nor for one year
thereafter. All votes for either of
them for any elective office, except that of Judge of the supreme
or circuit courts, given by the general assembly or the people, shall
be void."
While Illinois was the first state
In point of time to forbid her Judiciary to aspire to political office,
It was a legislature of that state
which first disregarded the constitutional requirement. In 185S Lyman Trumbull, then holding a judicial office under the state of
Illinois, was elected to be a senator, defeating Stephen A. Douglas,
democrat, and Abraham Lincoln
for that office. It is said by Hern-doIn his life of Lincoln, that the
election of Judge Trumbull was
brought about by the insistence of
Mr. Lincoln, that his supporters
should cast their votes for Trumbull because of his fear that a
further continuance of the division
of the republicans might result in
the election of Douglas. However
that may be, the fact Is that Judge
Trumbull was chosen by the legislature, received the certificate of
election, and when he presented
his credentials to the senate, was
admitted and sworn, over objection, the senate holding that the
provision of the constitution of
'
Illinois, which I have cited, was In
conflict with the constitution of
the United States in that It attempted to create a disqualification for the office of senator not
recognised by the latter Instrument.
While the precedent established
in this Trumbull case has been
followed
In both
consistently
houses of congress from that time
to this, It Is not lneoncelvablo that
the original decision was much
influenced, If it was not in fact
coerced, by the condition of publio excitement which at that period disturbed the political thought
of the nation; that reason and justice and tho rights of individual
states were more or less submerged
by the question of the extension qt
(slavery into the territories.
n,

The fact remains that the people
of the state of Illinois had by this
solemn provision of their constiofficers
Judicial
tution required
within that state to contract with
them, under oath, at the time of
accepting judicial office that they
would not aspire to office other
than judicial during the term for
which they were chosen and tor
one year thereafter; that they had
required their legislative representatives to contract with them, under
oath, that they would not vote for
persona holding Judicial office in
violation of this provision, and had
declared that such votes. If given,
should be void. Yet the senate of
the United States found It possible
to say that the right of r.y.nan
Trumbull to become a senator of
the United States from the state
of which he probably
of Illinois
did not dream at the time he was
elevated to the Judicial office-- was
superior to the right of tho
peoplo of Illinois to declare ir.
their organic law their will that
Judicial officers should not aasire
to political office during the lerm
for which they were elected nor
for one year thereafter.
While the reasoning by which
the conclusion is supported Is far
from convincing, the reason which
Induced the conclusion is more or
less clear. Douglas was Indifferent as to whether slavery should
bo extended
Into tho territories.
Lincoln was bitterly opposed to
extension
that
and,
presumably,
Trumbull shared his views. The
doctrine of state rights was the
advery citadel of the
vocates, and it Is not difficult to
conclude that the right of the
people of the state- of Illinois to
make their own
organic law to
govern their legislative representatives in the state and nation received but scant consideration at
men
the hands of the
In congress of the United States,
and elsewhere.
Conceiving, as I do, that the
Trumbull precedent la too firmly
establlsntd to expect its overthrow,
unless it should at some time become necessary for the senate to
overrulo It in order to exclude a
senator-elec- t
admission
whose
might jeopardize party control, and
waiving, as I do, the question as
to whether a Judicial officer In
New Mexico should or should not
consider himself morally bound to
abide by tho letter of the consti
tution as written and refrain from
accepting political office, I submit
to you as lawyers that this provision of the constitution is one of
such tremendous importance that
it should be observed In its letter
and spirit by all good citizens of
the state of New Mexico, and especially by the judicial officers
charged with the administration
of the laws of the state.
I further submit that It should,
not bo destroyed by a narrow construction nor frittered away by
technical evasions. Of all the constitutions which I have examined
that of New Mexico alone forbids
the "nomination" of a Judicial officer to any other than a judicial
office. "Nomination"
is not a
technical word with a confined and
narrow meaning. It requires neither skilled philology nor legal
training to grasp tho idea intended
to be conveyed by its use. "The
man in the street" when he reads
this provision of the constitution
understands the prohibition which
the constitution makers intended,
and he will tell you if you ask him
that it forbids Judges to put themselves forward or to permit others
to put them forward as competitors for the suffrages of their fellow citizens for political office.
These constitutional provisions
In the various states have been a
fruitful source of controversy in
the courts, and many cases are to
be found In the books in which
much learning has been expended
in an effort to support conclusions
which more often than otherwise
appear to have been dictated by
political exigencies. I do not profess to have examined all the
cases, nor do I think that such
examination would be profitable
or would repay the labor involved.
A careful study of a "single case
has convinced me that there Is
practical uniformity of view as
to the purposes sought to be subserved by these constitutional provisions, of the reasons which induced their original adoption and
of tha end accomplished by obedience to them. The case to which
I refer arose in tho state of Washington In 1012, and the facts as
stated In the opinion are as
anti-slave-

s:

'

"This Is an application for a
permanent writ of prohibition
prohibiting the state canvassing
board from certifying to the secretary of state the nomination of the
defendant Black as governor of
the state, and prohibiting the
latter from certifying his nomination.
"It is further alleged that on
November 2, 1908, the defendant
Black was duly elected to tho office of judge of the superior
court of the state for a term of
four years. Commencing on the
second Monday In Jaunary, 190J,
and until his successor should be
elected and qualiifled; that he
duly qualified for the office, entered upon the discharge of his
dutieB, and still is such judge, and
that, by reason of his election and
qualification as such Judge, he Is
ineligible to be elected or to hold
the office of governor of the state
for the terra commencing on the
Wednesday following the second
Monday of January, 1913.
It Is
further alleged that the state canboard
the
and
vassing
secretary of
state have declared their intention
to and will certify his name as
the candidate on the democratic
ticket for governor, unless prohibited by this court. The defendants have demurred to the affidavit upon the ground that It
does not state facts sufficient to
entitle the relator to relief."
The writ of prohibition was
granted by a court below, and that
was sustained by the
action
supreme court. Much stress was
laid In the opinion upon the par
ticular language of the constitution of the state of Washington
and the definition of the word
"eligible" as used in the constitution, but the entire discussion to
which I Invite your careful attention aptly presents several aspects of the question which I am
aking you to consider, although
there Is apparently no division In
this divided court upon the

ethical question.
In the prevail
ing opinion it is said:
of
the constitution
The framers
knew that Judges would be called
upon to sit in judgment upon
cases of large public and private
moment, and they also knew that
the righteous cause is not always
the conular one, and that it was
their purpose, in so far as it could
be accomplished Dy tne paramount
law, to. keep the Judges out of
politics.
"Both the letter and the spirit
of the constitution are in harmony
with this view.
cannot think that the framers of
the constitution intended that the
qualification of a Judge for election to another office when that
officer was elected during his
term should depend upon the contingency of that office beginning a
day before or a day after the ex
piration of his term; nor was it
to require the
their purpose
elector to speculate as to whether
a candidate, ineligible to hold an
office when voted for, might or
might not be eligible totohold the
qualify
office when the time
arrived. There were lawyers of
and
experience,
learning,
great
that
ability In the convention
and
our
constitution,
they
framed
knew the importance of confining
judges to the performance of their
evils that
judicial duties, and the were
perwould attend jr judges
mitted during their term to take
part in the activities of a political
campaign for the furtherance of
their "own political ambition."
(State ex rel, Reynolds vs. Howell,
12ft Tac. 955).
In a concurring opinion by
Chadwick, .1., In which he is Joined by Morris, J it is said:
"The public cares not whether an
office is filled by A. or B., so long
as it is duly administered. Then
why can a judicial officer not run
for a political office? The answer
is to be found in the constitution.
Its spirit is that a Judicial officer
assents when he comes to the office that for the term prescribed
in his certificate of election he
will divorce himself from political
activities. To give the constitution
any other meaning would deteat
its purpose entirely."
And again he said:
"Office holding Is a privilege
and not a rl?ht, and It la well
within the power of the people to
insist that one who accepts a commission for a definite term shall
forfeit the right to publicly aspire to any other office, or an office of a different character, not
while he remains an incumbent,
but for a definite time. The constitutional provision was written,
not to protect the office, for It
needs no protection, but to restrain the man. If It is not so
accepted, it serves no purpose, and
had better have been omitted entirely."
the dissenting
Judge,
While
Crow, with whom concurred Judge

and qualified. It is not too much
to ask that they shall during thnt
term absolutely refrain from political activity for tho advancement
of their personal political Inter-

January 4, 1922.

barment there, nothwlthstandlng

PRINCE OF WALES PAYS TRIBUTE TO
the fact that, pending tho proceed
ing in tne teueral court, the suiJllAVERY OF AGED INDIAN WARRIOR ARIZONA FLOOD
preme court of Ohio readmitted
Mr. Thatcher:
ests.
"It is brought to our attention
'V
If any man thinks from what I that pending this writ of error,
the supreme court of Ohio has
have said that I counsel antagonism of Judges by the bar or any readmitted Mr. Thatcher.
That
which would has no bearing here. If in duo
actions or conduct
to
time
an
Is
made in tho
tend in the slightest degree
application
I
2
S
shake public confidence in the district court for Mr. Thatcher's
courts and Judicial officers, or to readmission, that court will give
that the such force to the state court's
create the impression
public welfare will be enhanced by action as may be thought proper.
Water Spreads Over a
"Ana tne order he ow is affirm
a condition of friction between the
bench and bar, he must think so ed without costs."
(Thatcher, v.
Large Portion of the CapU.
212
S.
Fed. 801).
becanses he believes, whether on or
itol Grounus uut it Does
Your humble servant recalls the
off the bench, that constructive
criticism is necessarily derosatory time when in his Judgment, it beNot Enter the Building.
to the judicial office. I beliove no came his duty to make charges
such thing. I accept the code of against a Judge in New Mexico,
fBy The Asflftrlnted PrM.)
ethics of the American Bar Asso- and the then president of the
ciation as the standard, not only united States, Mr. Roosevelt, rePhoenix, Ariz., Jan. 3. The crest
ot my professional conduct, but as moved this judgo by telegraph
of the Cave creek flood, which en
clearly outlining my duty and ob- after the then attorney general
tered the Salt river valley irrigacourts
to
as
had satisfied himself that my
the
a lawyer
ligation
tion district
last
night, passed
in which I am called upon to pracwore
Durwell
founded.
charges
through Phoenix today without
tice my profession. I recognize our ing my absence in Washington
having done great damage In the
duty to maintain the dignity and presenting these, charges, a numintegrity of all courts irrespective ber ot members of tho bar sought
city. The damage In the rural disof my. opinion or your opinion of to discredit mo and the charges
tricts also Is believed to be less than
the personal merits of any indi- and certified to the high charthat done by a Cave creek flood last
vidual occupant of the bench, and acter, legal ability, and impartialAugust.
it is because I do recognize this ity of this judge, but fortunately
After efforts lo divert the water
duty and obligation, which rests for me in the light of the Thatchat a point northwest of the state
upon all of us as lawyers, that I er case, my representations
preto keep the flood from the
capltol
Insist upon our right to have the vailed in Washington, and I vas
capitol and fashionable residence
active
end assistance permitted to retain my standing
"3 M district
in that vicinity, had failed.
of every Judicial officer In its per- at the bar while this Judge lost hits
.
l
tho water spread over a large por
formance. It is, In my opinion, an commission.
tion of the capitol grounds. There
that
essential to this
One other case and I shall close.
was not sufficient volume of water,
Judicial officers shall rigidly ob- In the case of state ex rel, AtV
however, for it to enter the
serve both the letter and the spirit torney General v. Circuit Court,
of this constitutional provision (97 Wis. 1) I take this statement
Traffic to and from the west over
which was not only designed but Is of facts from tho official report.
the Atchison, Topeka and Hanta Fe
well calculated
to maintain the Delivering tho opinion of tho
and
tho Arizona Eastern railways
dignify and integrity of the courts court in which apparently the
still w.is suspended tonight as a
nnd the confidence of the people court was unanimous, Mr. Justice
result of cuts made in tho embankin tho administration of Justice.
Winslow said:
ments on which their tracks are
g
A
service at the bar has
"Tho question
located. These embankments last
involved upon
a
afforded ample opportunity for
which all mino-- questions depend
August served as retaining Walls
Just estimate of the evils which are but two in number;
and caused tho water in the vicinity
First,
flow from political activity on tho did the publications in question
of tho capltol
to reach a much
The Prince of Wales touching the hilt of the Indian a sword.
part of Judicial officers. As a law- constitute a criminar contempt of
greater depth than otherwise would
of
yer speaking to an association
court? and, second, is the writ of
occurred. The embankments
One of the touching features of the visit of the Prince of Wales to have
were cut
lawyers. I have no hesitation in prohibition the proper remedy?
today to give the
India occurred while hu was reviewing veterans of the Indian army. waters freeearly
in New
exit.
1. Did the publication
consaying that conditions
Mexico appear to me to require a stitute a criminal contempt of The heir to Kngland's throne paused before one of the oldest soldiers
Some water still Is coming down
united demand of the part of the court? In considering this ques- who has fought in scores of battles in England's bchulf and reverently from Cave creek but only In small
members of the bar who agree with tion it has not been deemed touched the hilt of the warrior's sword which he had carried in the volume.
me, if there bo any such, that the necessary to reproduce the articlos many campaigns.
judges shall refrain from activi- in this opinion.
It is sufficient
MOTHER SUPERIOR OF
ties which even appear to en- to say of them, that, among other
croach upon the prohibition cre- things, they charged Judge Bailey it as such wa3 in excess of the
ORDER OF SISTERS OF
Marshall and Edward Doug
ated by this constitutional amend- with having been intentionally jurisdiction of the court, in en cer- John
concommon
lass
the
"White,
MERCY PASSES AWAY
by
ment; and therefore I think that partial and corrupt in tho trial of tainly tile dofonJauta
a riynt, sent of the bar and people, were
such of you as do agree with the certain causes in his court. If the whuii summoned into court, to
great Judges; and one at least of
conclusions of this paper are un- charges were true, the unfitness
(ny The Awsoclntod Press.)
its truth. They wcro forced, the
reasons for their greatness was
Phoenix,
der Imperative obligation at all of Judge Bailey for his office was if ihcy wcro in any
Arh., Jan. 3. The
dti-chonorwere
writthat
their
P.ev. Mother Mary Paul, mother
proper times and on all proper oc- certain. That they were intem- able men and not mere Hlaiuierers, ten not in judgments
ot
tho
sands
shifting
of
the Order of the
In
as
casions to use your influence
tone, and well calculated to uhcgi taa truth of tin: publicaperate
superior
members of tho bar in an effort to to exasperate their subject may tion. Any otiiur course would de- expediency, but in tho lmperlsh Sister of Mercy In New Mexico and
create a publio sentiment which bo at once admitted.
Arizona, who died in tho hospital
It seems monstrate llii.'ir pusillanimity,
it able principles of thoToconstitution
them in- of that order r..re Sunday night,
will make it inexpedient, if not im- probable also that from their very cannot l.e endurcu that a court, by and its limitations.
of
a
was
deed
this
will be buried here Thursday, acgovernment
possible, for a Judge to forget that intemperance they were rather unauthorized summary proucudings,
and not of men, and tho cording to an announcement made
u. lvnn KUch a laws
this Constitutional provision applies caicuiaieo. to injure tne caiu:e i.miiii
to him. Tho Judgo who will yield which they were designed to help duoiarution, and taen abandon the idea that they or any other man tonight.
Sister Marv Tanl was born In
a legal principle to the demand of man otnerwise. These questions! original jrc.c.e.!i::;s, and punlMi or class were or could bo above
ua cli- the law was to them unthinkable. Ireland in 1S.17 and entered a conpublic sentiment, however well or- are, however, foreign to the pres-- 1 this forcod
The luster of a groat name Is vent In that country in her girl).
ganized and however formidable it ent inquiry; the question being, tcr.ipt." (Id.
She came to the United
Tim cntses to which I have last within tho reach of but a favored hood.
may appear to be, is unfit to be a not whether Judge Bailey as an
and to Arizona soon after
s.iuriiy few, but a good namo will crown States
Fullerton, said:
judge, but by 1lio same token, the individual was grossly slandered, referred arc extreme,
entered
she
the convent and had
but
a
I
of
whether
not
tho effort of every judicial officer
criminal contempt
heartily Judge who will refuse to yield a
ethics,
"As a matter
bcausi th!;i rt pi: ()!!'. .ould
concur in the wholesome Idea
if such arbitrary action who earnestly strives to deserve been mother superior of the order
long
point of personal conduct to the of court was committed.
In the majority opinion, demand of a like public sentiment
important as it is that courts wn-- hahiroil or nsi'iil ai'.iun:: iudi it. To have served efficiently, In Now Mexico nnd Arizona since
so faithfully and impartially ns a 188!. Tho order of which she waa
snouiu perrorm tnelr grave public em cuu-frthat no Judge should under any Is equally unfit to be a Judge.
for, us l.ns Ini-conrtuow
in
duties
hospitals
a
eanaiaaie
unimpeded and unprejudiced o.'ten said "the striiinrili of this judicial officer should satisfy the head
circumstances become
It
Is
true
While
that
undoubtedly
Trescott and Nogales,
for or campaign for any non- - some judges who are candidates by illegitimate influences, there are government does not 1m In physi- reasonable ambitions ot any law- Phoenix,
and Fort Bayard, New
Judicial office while serving as a for office conduct themselves and other rights guaranteed to all citi- cal force In Its army f.r Ua navy
yer, and the highest pralso to Arizona,
as their
nd form hut in its conns which represent which a mere human Judge
by our constitution
judge or during his term
with decency and zens
may Mexico.
campaigns
conof
to
or
So
am
of
I
unable
either
JiiHtico."
the
government,
national
judge. But
aspire Is that which was given to
decorum, It is equally true that impliedly, which are expressly
clude that such views should lead other judges similarly
fully as im- lon-- uh the jilam pei lile bellevo another who has passed on, when
situated
me into the position of placing tho sometimes and once is too often portant, and which must be guard- that the courts do r present tho it was said of him that "being a
ed with an equally jealous care. national ocnso of Justice, and that
construction on the constitution for such a
he never forgot that ho was
bring the
are the right of free the judges, like ihenisielvcs, are re- judse,
which the majority have adopted." law and theperformance
a,
over which they These rights
courts
man; and being a man, he
and
of strained In tlKlr imiividu.il conduct never
free
tne
of
speech
publication
Another case decided by emforgot that he was a judTe."
preside into serious disrepute.
the citizen's sentiments 'on all suba high reupect for tho letter ot
same court In 1918 serves to
Let us
each accordIn closing, I desire to call your jects' (Art. 1, Amendm. Const, of by
I am
law i'.s it i3 written, tho future ing to our therefore,
tha
phasize the proposition whichdistincseveral lights, encourto two cases which IT. S.; Const. Wis. art. 1, sec. 3); of our governmental institutions is
attention
and
the
to
you
submitting
food for thought to also the right to freely discuss the safp, notv.'iths'tamlins tha obvious age New Mexico's Judiciary to Clean Child's Bowels with
tion which is to be drawn between should furnishand which,
lawyer
although merits and qualifications ot a can- fact which all nitiHt. recor.nixe, that raise their eyes to the loftiest
offices under the every
congressional
and probably unparalleled didate for publio office, being re- all the accepted standards of tho pinnacles of judicial eminence, but
constitution of the United States extreme
"California Fig Syrup"
to keep their
in all the reported cases, empha- sponsible for the nbuse of Buch past r.iunt bo subjected to now tests in tho meantime
and political offices under the con- size
feet upon tho solid ground of
right in a proper action at law. In and viewed from new nngHs; that obedience
stitution and laws of the state. In make.the point which I seek to the
to constitutional require
present case it is of the utmost every human iniitt;tioii is, so to
State vs. Howell (175 Pac. 669)
re Thatcher (89 N. B. 40) 's Importance to bear in mind that speak, In the crucibio and subject ments and inhibitions, nnd above
the facts as stated by the court a In
so
case which received at the time Judge Bailey was a candidate be- to bo nmii-ilatelong as they wear the
un'.crs it meets all,
were that:
LJ
occurred wide publicity. Thatchfore the people for
J
Had the demands of, if not a new, at ermine, to put away political
"The term of Judge J. Stanley it
er was disbarred by the supreme he been a candidate for any other least a changed oivllhat ion; and
Webster, as a Justice of the su- court of the state of
be
25,
not
contended
it
June
would
one
Ohio,
thnt
office,
the
by
supreme
would
requirement
preme court of this state,
1909, under these circumstances.
any one that the publications in of the r!?ht pf Judicial methods to
expire In January, 1921. In May,
E
He was apparently a successful question would afford ground for survive npnosrH to be al'illty to esFEELING
1918, he resigned his position on
of 20 years standing who other legal action than an action tablish substantial justice as betho bench and became a candldato lawyer
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at
that
had
time,
or
llfty
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filed with the secretary of state such cases
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Jan. 3.
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may
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occasions.
enough
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feeling
name
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of
Judge
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Judge Morris, one of the Judges of Truly, it must be a grievous and
tho natives In various parts of
the ballot for the primary election,
of Lu- weighty necessity which will Justify CONDUCTOR AND
the court of common
Africa, states Router's in an
contending that he is rendered In- cas county, Ohio, and pleas
so arbitrary a proceeding, whereby
availed
had
of
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eligible to hold the office
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4,
article
In
resentative
congress by
Even a sick child loves the
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section IB, of the state constituR,
remove a causo because of alleged within a few hours summarily punan authoritative British observer "fruity" taste of "California Fig
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perior court
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tinues.
and
pleas.
inconsistent
is
a
with,
power
character. It clearly sustains the read the case he Insisted at every would
"The main reason Is the growth
materially Impair, the conwhich I am pointing
distinction
of the proceeding that ho stitutional
of race consciousness through the
rights of free speech and
V
out, and to which I must give mv stage
he
believed
what
conclusion
world.
conscientiously
Our
free press."
assent upon the ground of star said
about
Morris to be true Is that the attempt to punish the
"The most effective remedy is
doclcls. however much I may feel and while Judge
I do not defend his publication In question as for conan equitable system of land tenthat, though sound as a legal pro- methods or his pamphlets, I am tempt was In excess of the Jurisure guaranteeing to the native a
position, it Is of doubtful ethical forced to conclude as a lawyer diction of the circuit court.
stake in t lie country, protection
propriety for any Judge to act that the finding of the court
was mane ny
claim
But
another
from eviction by his own chief
upon it. However, for my present against him in its last analysis tha counsel who so ably represent
or local European interest and a
purposes I find It unnecessary to was that he had circulated these ed Judge Bailey in this court, which
4 system of higher education that
go further than goes the supreme phamphlets when he had not In
apsome
I
'.
attention, it
requires
Bm.
provides something more than the
court of Washington In the case his
evi pears
adequate
by the return that immedithree Ks."
last cited and, while I do not pre- dence possession
to support their allegations. ately upon the service cf the altersume to dictate what any other I find, however, in the case con native writ upon him,
Judge Bailey
man shall think, I am asking your vincing evidence that a number of announced that he would
at this time lo fur- members of the bar, including no further with the pendingproceed
prother than may bo required ifor the some of those Who prosecuted ceedings, and that they were
enforcement of the principle that Thatcher, had by publication In stayed.
anthis
After
making
our constitutional provision
is tne newspapers and on the stump nouncement, however,
the Judge at
the
conscience
of
the
binding upon
warmly commended Judge Morris once stated that a new contempt
judges; that It means Just what It as the possessor of all the qualit- had been committed by Ashbaugh
says,- and that its requirements are ies which Thatcher denied to him, and Doollttle in
the Immediate
not met by a resignation which is and the supreme court after a long presence of the court by the filing Lcoa Jaycos, above, and W. G. So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Abex.
not determined upon until after m trial found that Thatcher was of their sworn return or affidavit
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
nominating convention has actually wrong and the other gentlemen of In response to the original order to
of motor trucks and
Competition
acted, or Indeed by anything less the' bar were right.
cause stating that the charges
show
rival railroad had so cut the in- d
than a
has helped thousands of the wide variety of cakes and
acceptance
Now what I want to ask Is, what in ' the newspaper articles were
by the Judiciary of tha command risk of disbarment was assumed true; that this contempt waa In- tome of the Bath and Hammond- -- to break the costly,
that we boko fresh every
railroad runnin out of Ham- ing tobacco habit. Whenever vou pastry Our
of Us letter and spirit. Personally by those members of the bar who dependent of the alleged contempt
cakes and pastry repday.
T make bold to express the
opinion so valiantly came to the support by publlcntlon, and was not In- mondsport, N. Y., that abandon- - have a longing for a smoke or a resent the acme of the baking
that a resignation by a Judicial of- of Judgo Morris If they did not cluded within the inhibition of the ment of the line was considered, jchow, just place a harmless
we employ expert
because
art
ficer at any time during his term tell the truth T And the support- writ, and that he would 'at once
along the route suggested Bno tablet in your mouth Instead, bakers and use only tha purest
for the purpose of becoming a can ers of even Judicial candidates In punish them for this contempt turning It over to Leon Jaycox,
con- - All desire stops,
the
habit Ingredients.
shortly
For special occadidate for a political office, not the heat of political battle don't Thereupon the judge proceeded at ductor. and W. G. Abex. station is completely croKen,
and you are sions wo will
you wlth.
only does not satisfy the require- always tell the truth. Why should once to adjudge them guilty of this agent, believing that with their better off mentally, physically, fi- rakes to ordersupply
at reasonable1
ments of the constitution, but Is they not under our form of gov- new contempt, and sentenced them
so
It's
bo
nancially.
easy,
road
simple
could
of
the
knowledge
they
In fact a distinct evasion of and a ernment run tho same risk that to imprisonment therefor. We are
Get a box of
and if it prices.
defeat ot the purpose of Its provi- Thatcher ran? Yet nobody thinks ,unable to agree with this oonten-the- y put it on a paying basis. So the doesn't release you from all cravtwo
now
are
employes
magnates.
sions. The terms of our Judges are
did. These zealous gentle- tlon.
If, as we have held, thort The road is a branch of the Erie ing for tobacco In any form, your
'.
fixed by law and they hold office men also went into the federal original publication was not
druggist will refund your money
Until their successors are elected
and caused Thatcher's dls- - tempt and the attempt to puijlah railroad and is tkme miles long,
207
without question.
South First Street
,
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IXDER THE YOKE

The Journal has wished to avoid anything which
It is easy for
smacks of an appeal to prejudice.
ihe poor and the unfortunate to feel envy or hatred
It requires little
for the rich and the successful.
skill to array t lie masses against the classes. But
the effect is very bad. We must live together in
America regardless of station, race or religion. We
should learn to give and take. Tolerance and concession must characterize our mental attributes.
God has given it to some men to have abilities
above the average, with u corresponding success in
life. But with these abilities come responsibilities.
Disinterested and unselfish leadership toward better
conditions for all is the duty imposed.
in
Jt is toward those who are
ability or finances, yet who refuse to give of their
g
and
ability and money for the common
an equality of opportunity for all that the Journal
feels critical. Toward those who use their ability
and money to oppress the people and who are eterat
nally grabbing for more, in money or in power,
we feel a posithe expense of the
tive hostility. Toward them as individuals we feel
unr.o animosity; toward their attitude we are
bendingly opposed.
Assaults on the Journal are of no public
unless that antagonism comes from our fighting the battles of the people, o'onspiracies against
us mean nothing to the people unless they are typical of a conspiracy to oppress all who resist the
Unless eliminat
a co.om nlishments of their designs.
ing us is for the purpose of being in belief shap;
to dominate the people, tin public will be little in-

which are ravaging the Indians; but one
IsUKpects they are maladies which were brought Into
the iountry by the white race, and that much the
same sui t of thing is going on in Alberta as lias
occurred on so many of the frontiers of civilization
after the coming of the Caucasian.
It has been particularly noticeable in the island.;
.
K
There the
Including Hawaii.
native population has been reduced In a startling
minnpr duriniz the last few generations. When t
early explorers reached those Islands they found
them inhabited by peop'.e who, though ignorant of
even the elementary principles of sanitation and personal hygiene, were robust and healthy. The civilised descendants of the aborigines are sickly. The
explanation is that the natives have been unable
to resist the diseases brought in by the whites. The
Caucasians, having been exposed to and afflicted
by these illnesses for many hundreds of years, have
become more or less hardened to them that Is.
have acquired a certain amount of Immunity.
reIt is to be hoped that whatever assistance Is unbe
will
Indians
Canadian
given
these
by
quired
Common humanity dictates that they
sparingly.
shall be saved, if possible, and (here is an additional reason for action in the fact that the white
man's treatment of the original owners of this
continent has not always been Just, and the present
situations offer an opportunity ror more generous
conduct.
diseases

j
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Vic-sur- e,

WHEN WE GO RIDING.
MAU- - VOr
..!.!!
tlm
(n
When
will keep in our pocket eight cents or every oonar
we have been accustomed to pay in rauroau
Your Uncle Samuel has decided as his New Year's
resolution to collect no more war tax.
To the man who travels once or twice a year
this will be of small consequence, but to the salesman and the commuter It will mean vast savings.
It will encourage firms to put more men on the
stimroad this year, and in general is calculated to
ulate business in a most wholesome manner.

.'.

Hoe-buc- k,

1

New York policeman, on the force 25 years,
Some
has made his first arrest. That's nothing.
out three desks
public job holders who have worn
on
with their heels have never had their elbows
one of them.
A

well-bein-

On the breaks. July went under Jt
and made a new low record for tha
'season.
Corn and oats received better
with
support than was the
The weakness of wheat,
wheat.
to
a'mod-reflected
was
i
however,
(Fir Tbe Associated Pre!.)
extent in feed stuffs.
New York. Jan. 3. The first ernte
a little
Provisions
averaged
stock exchange session of tho new; lower
with cereals and hogs.
year was featured by extensive
Closing prices:
liquidation and heavy short selling.
1.07
;
July,
Wheat
May.
The reversal caused extreme recesl97i.
twelve
sions of two to almost
53
We.
Corn May,' 52c; July,
points In every division except rails.! Oats Mar, 37 Vic; July, 3bc.
Sales approximated one million!
Pork Jan., $14. SO.
shares. Events over the holidays.'
Lard Jan., $8.60; ATay, $S.97.
hanking
particularly the Chicago
Ribs Jan.. $7.67; May, $7.S7.
situation, gave rise to considerable
apprehension and suggested the
NF.W YORK COTTON.
more important readjustments of;
"
interests!
over extended financial
otton 1
New York, Jan.
were under wayl The feeling was
Jnrt.,
closed
steady.
lures
barely
'weakness
in
the'
bv
heightened
1S.21; May. 17. ,u;
18.53: March
principal commodity markets.
-.
;
.28
in.
Oct.,
oil
prices, the July.
Further cuts in
steadv decrease of tonnage at west-L1BI.RTV BONDS.
railway!
ern and southwestern
terminals and omission of the stock,
"
Tiro
New
York. Jan.
Liberty
dividend on Kelly Springfield
bonds closed: 3 Hs, $95. 00; first 4s.
develop-were other
unsettling
$90.92: second Is, JDfi 40 bid; first
mrnts.
The reaction started In the oili4'.s. $96.94; second 4Us. $01.1 4;
fourth (Us,
group, foreign as well M domestic; third 4 '4 s. $97.30;
issues being under constant pros-- $90.72: Victory 3 'is, $1 00.04;
Standard OH "fj tory 4
especially
,$ 100.04.
New Jersey. Standard Oil of Call- and
NITW TOltK MONEY,
fornia, Mexican
Petroleums, General Asphalt and
Houston.
New York, Jan. 3. Call money
Industrials that were most favorHigh and rulinsr rate,
Ptrong.
ed by bulls in the final week in the S'.j per cent; low, offered at and
Vear became more generally low or. Hst loan,
per cent; closing bid,
The motor, and rubber specialties,
tier font
weakened on announcement of thcj 'Time loans Firm Sixty and 90
Kollv Snrinsfield dividend suspen days and six months, 5 to 5'i per
slon, that stock making a precipi- cent; prime mercantile paper. 3 to
tate decline of CVj points.
5 U per cent.
American Woolen, Sears
Famous
Players
Studebaker,
NF.W YOKK MET.U.S.
and Crucible and United States
Steels shared in the broader selling
New York. Jan. 3. Copper
movement of the final hour, shipSteady. Electrolytic, spot, and nearmiscellaneous
numerous
and
pings
minimum by.Tin3 ;1 'ii 14c; later. 14c.
issues then recording
Easy. Spot and nearby,
prices.
futures, $32.75.
The money market was the only $32.73;
No, 1 northern.
Iron
Steady.
reassuring feature, showing com-at $19.50(3 20.50;
No. 2 northern, $19
ease. Call loans opened
2
parative
No.
southern, $16.50'
t?20;
conces5 'a per cent, a, moderate
17.00.
sion from last week's final quota$4.70Ji)
Lead
Spot,
Steady.
tion, and later were In free supply 4. SO.
at 5 per cent.
St.
Louis spot,
Zinc Quiet. East
Foreign exchanges were lower in
4.95.
connection with the Impasse at the $4.90
$4.50.
Spot.
Antimony
arms conference, and uncertainty
Foreign bar silv.rr. 64,,ic.
regarding the outcome of SterMexican dollars. 48 e.
Indemnity payments.
cent.
a
of
fraction
a
eased
only
ling
were
rop.nnx FXCHAXGK.
but nil silled remittances
heavy, that ton also spreading to
New York. Jam 3. Foreign
Scandinavian countries. The Greek
n
v
ercention. ehnntre henvv. Great Britain ne
cables,
assistance mand, $4.20Si;
on the
$4.20.
cables,
rendered to that government uj France demand, 8.03 li: Pibles.
S.04. Italv demand, 4.2fi'4;
London.
de7.62H!
demand;
4.27.
Belgium
The January reinvestment
cables. 7.03.
Germany demand,
mand for bonds was disappointing,
Holland
reacdemand,
.53H.
cables.
.r.3:
quotations showing Irregular
detions for mfft domestic issues, in- 30. S2: cables, '30 XS. Norway
Sweden demand,
15.85.
cluding the Liberty group. Several mand,
Denmark
demand, 20.00.
Japanese 24.95.
foreign divisions, such aswere
firm Switzerland demand, 19.40. fipatn
and Mexican offerings,
Greece demand,
to strong. Total sales, par value, demand, 14.90.
33.50.
demand,
4.35.
Argentine
aggregated $13, 800,000.
12.87.
Montreal,
Brazil
demand,
Closing prices:
93'4.
American Beet Sugar
's

under-privilege-

VERSE OF TODAY
THE

MOON-SHEE-

"

S

1?'

The moon seems like a docile sheep,
She pastures while all people sleep:
Hut sometimes, when she goes
She wanders all alone by day.

fA LL
tup
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l"p in the clear blue morning air
We are surprised to 8'e her there,
Urazing In her woolly white,
Waiting the return of night.
When dusk lets down the meadow bars
She greets again her lambs, the stars!
Christopher Morley

terested.

New Mexico has been the most completely domcombination of any
inated by a political-financistate In the union. Fear of these Interests has beer,
Instilled In the hearts of men by the ruthless deTa
stroying of any who opposed their pretensions.
in opposing
survive
its
to
daring
Journal
the
permit
them means that the people would take courage
OIIXAMKNTAT, HUT EMPTY.
and throw off the yoke of their oppressors, There
And now what possible, use can wo find for our
"awful
an
to
make
made
Ohio State Journal.
fors, the fight must be
new billfold?
example" of the Journal.
we
We feel that this Is the peoples fight. It
FIX GERMS KE1.M PRETTY MVK1.Y.
Or. Bishop says exercise will kill all germs. But
can survive this concentrated and vicious attack the
is to get the durned things to exercise.
nower to destroy will be gone. The public will tal;2 the trouble
Times.
Tampa
imd'-the
from
Then, we can all pass
courage.
LET'S RETAIN THE ESSENTIALS.
yoke of their unfair domination.
Just so disarmament never reaches the point of
football game.
interfering with the Army-NavSIR. FIELD'S PAPER.
Indianapolis Star.

A

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

y

4

A very thoughtful and timely paper wis read j
before the Lawyers' club on Tuesday by Honorable;
Nelll B Field. It Is reproduced In this Issue of
the Journal for the consideration of students of
Mr. Field is the nestor of the Albu-- j
overnment.
querque bar. Not more than two contemporaneous.
nractlcloners of the law in New Mexico have spent
of ver. tn thn Dractlce. For forty
...I
111 v4ua.t
year Mr. Field has been a leading figure at the
bar and an evangelist preaching higher ethics.
Therefore, what he may say upon a legal questlou
or one of professional ethics Is entitled to careful

TOURING FOAM ACROSS THE FOAM,
Germany Is said to be studying plans to run
overseas to Chicago. What is the keg
Zppel!r
cargo capacity of a Zeppelin ? Houston Post,

j

.
RAW MATFIll.W..
From the way she produces paper money there
must be Eomethin? in the claim that Germany was
beaten to puip

j

,w

j

QUERY OUT OF THE ARK.
Our subscriber at Noah's, Ark., wants to know
ship
if
whether, Japan is allowed to keep the battle
Mutsu. Uncle Sam will be allowed to build a Jeffsu.
Arkansas Gazette.

thought.

Mr. Field believes that constitutions and laws
should be obeyed In the spirit as well as the letter.
Especially is it Incumbent upon Judges to set the
highest examples of obedience to law.
Attention Is directed, In the paper, to that pro
vision of the state constitution which declares that
nomlna- Judges shall not accept other than Judicial
tions for office during the term for which they nave
been elected. A faithful and wholehearted compliance with this provision of the law by our judges
Judiciary, argues
Is the only route to a
Mr. Field. Duty instead of personal ambition must
Instibe-tguiding star of Judicial conduct If our
tutions are to be preserved, correctly argues this

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
DIVORCE DE LUXE.

(From the New York Times. 1
They manage these things better in Chicago.
Out there no toleration Is shown for the
scandals of a New York divorce among the very
rich. Everything Is quietly arranged in advance, so
that when the family lawyers appear in court there
is nothing for the judge to do hut sign the decree as
nonchantly as if it were a case of a colorednowasherwoman alleging that her errant husband
longer
"contributed to her support." As with culture, so
hold
of
it she
with divorce; when Chicago takes
makes It hum.
fairly
eminent lawyer.
and silencer method of
Does the rapid-fir- e
Mr Field lias something to say, also, on the
however, make anv difference in the bad lm- Is
which
instance?.
It would.
worthy oppression left by this
subject of contempt of court
. . particular
I
t. .
UL j.
seem not. Ink.
I no Ulieiln
il UUIiniOLCT llf UilO
lol.
reading.
nersons of
wealth, and so under special obll
This paper has every earmark of careful and gatlon to dogreat
In their power to uphold and make
all
Ihoughtful preparation. It should arouse an un- respectable the social order, let it be blazoned
they hold the institution
usual degree of Interest and discussion.
through the country that
of marriage cheap. It Is not a question of the pri
vate morals of their class being worse or better than
THE NEW HOTEL.
others. The point Is that their position, their con-- I
trol. as trustees, of a large amount of property,
to
Amid hard times. Chamber of Commerce re- - should have been a powerful motive with themnave
avoid setting a bad example. It could hardly
organization. Christmas week and other distractions, been that a married life of twenty-fiv- e
years had
the new hotel project has been persistently pressed mi(J(1(,n1y become so Intolerable that nothing but
middle-clas- s
Be-- 1
of
do.
Thousands
would
distance.
divorce
within
is
easy striking
until success
cause the task was hard, under all existing cond.J couplcontrlv.
tlons, those having the campaign in charge
fj)d (h)g mpoimlb,e? They would not so often seek
hung on. It has been a problem worthy of any exemption from the common lot If they kept It In
mind that their very possession of great riches lays
man's metal
to make pe
em a
Had this' project been allowed to die Albuquer- - "Pon to out duty
uo with Individual hardships, rather
haps
and hurriedly to take their famque would have suffered a terrific blow. Not only than
is the new hotel needed, but the spirit of accom ily troubles Into a divorce court. To do this tl to
even violate the saying, which Is coming more and more
plishment by community effort is needed
It Is
the to have the force of a law. "rlchesse oblige."
of
following
An
success,
atmosphere
worse,
a disheartening and demoralizing thing for the rich
have
To
success.
to forget their peculiar debt to the society In which
drive, will help. Success breeds
failed would have been to surrender. Failure breeds they live.
'

V.

--
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"REG'LAR FELLERS"

BENNYS

OTB BOOI

the' state treasury and will remain
there until the book has been deFor your
livered by the printer.
information (as It would appear
that you had received the printing
of the Blue Book, as well as the
laws and journals) want to advise
that during tho month of May this
office called for bids for the printing of the 1921 Blue Book from
the several printing houses in New
Mexico.
The Santa Fe New Mexican Printing Company boim? the FRANK FEERNOT'S MASTER
lowest bidder, was awarded t.te
STROKE.
contract. Also after receiving the
A Play.
bids we found that the appropriaFrank Feernot.
Holey smoaks
tion was not sufficient to permit who's this
guy with a mask on his
this office to contract or pay any face pointing
a
revolver at me?
one for tha work of compiling this
Note.
Robber. Hands tin or 111 shoot.
work
reason
tho
hook.
this
922.
For
2,
Jan.
Theyre up you
. .. Frank Feernot.
nas oeen none hi uos uuira o.v
The Evening Herald,
cowar(
regular force at extra times, moil-'- "
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Robber: Wats the idecr calling
ly nights and after office hours.
(Attention of Mr. Hughes.)
me a coward? Ill fill you so full
With reference to the statement of bullit holes
Gentlemen;
you'll wonder ware
In today's Albuquerque. Morning regarding ndvances made to the all the air is coming
from.
Journal, under article headed "Let Herald for the printing of the laws
If you alnt a
Frank Feernot.
the Tail Co With the Hide," ap- and Journals, this is also untrue. coward wy you got that mask covpears the following statement with This matter was explained to' Mr.
your principle features?
reference to tho secretary of state: Mageo when tn Santa Fe, and he ering
Robber. Thats jest to prove I
that
"We would ask that he investigate agreed with us at that time conbelong to the union. Po you darj
the advance payments made con- under the circumstances and
me to take It off?
of ditions existing this office could
trary to law by the
I dubble dare
Frank Feernot.
on
state to the Herald on thee con- not bo criticized for payment reyou.
tracts. We would ask him to f'nrl material and each book as
Do you trlpple dare
Robber.
out. why Jan. ,1. 1922, the 1921 year ceived at the office. Wo took the me?
book is yet undelivered, althouitii price of material and labor Into
Feernot.
Frank
Yes, I trlpple
an amount
largely paid for by the state, con- consideration and paidwould
dare you.
cover
we
which
months
several
to
thought
ago."
law,
trary
Robber. Well I haff to untie the
This Is an absolutely false state- each Job as finished and no more. nott In back and how can I untie
Respectfully yours.
ment, not one dollar of the money
It
wile Im holding this revolver?
MANUEL MARTINEZ,
appropriated for the 1921 Blue
Frank Feernot. Ill hold it for
Secretary of State you a mlnnlt.
Book has been spent, it Is still In
Robber. All rite.
Pe care fill
its loaded. Now. my masks off.
Who's a coward?
Frank Feernot. Hands up or
111 shoot.
Robber. Theyre up. You think
youre smart dont you?
By WALT MASON.
Frank Feernot. I know darn
well I am. Ha ha, no wonder you
wore a mask with a funny looking
THE COCGIIER.
dinger, and I am glad I came; and face like that! Forward martch to
when she's finished I shall proffer the station house.
Robber. Trapped foiled baffled!
I go to church to hear the pastor such tribute as I, can:" but Just
The end.
behind me sits the cougher, the
wn
explain, with pious stress, how
man. And when
must walk, to dodge disaster, the noisy
the singer trills some ballad, the FOLEY'S H AS NEVER, FA IT. ED
paths of righteousness. mo His earn- bore behind begins; he coughs his
January is a had month for inof things whiskers full of salad, and every fluenza,
est arguments remind
la grippe and bronchial
some
piland
to
then
do:
I. ought
It Is unwise to neglect
cough Is twins. And he'll sit there troubles.
to
me
behind
Just
begins
grim
and cough and strangle, and bark the slightest cough or cold. Foley's
cough a few. He coughs In Dutch and whoop and choo. until his Honey and Tar gives prompt relief,
and Greek and German, he coughs neighbors fain would mangle his gets right at the trouble, covers
In Cherokee: his coughing spoil person, P. D. Q. He makes the raw Inflamed surfaces with a heala high class sermon, and simply tears of brave men trickle, makes ing coating, clears the air passages,
maddens me. The pastor, In tho women wring their hands; and eases stuffy breathing and permits
manner priestly, attempts to look cough drops
g
only cost a nickel, sound refreshing,
resigned; but he'd fain give that and there are many brands.
sleep. Mrs. F. A. Gibson, 1547 Cob
swift
three
good
beastly
Ave..
Racine. Wise, writes
rougher
lege
kicks behind. I go to hear a high
engagement ring "Foley's has never failed In giving
Princess
Mary's
wide
class singer, who has a world
Immediate relief and I am never
Is set with a single emerald, sign!
fame; I say, "This treat will be a lying "success In love."
without it." Sold everywhere.

MARTINEZ REPLIES.
The Journal is in receipt of the
following letter from the secretary
of state. Wo print it in justice to
Mr. Martinez. The Journal makes
no reply, pending an investigation.
Tf we have marie a misstatement,
we of course, wish to correct it.
and will do so. Our editorial comment was bas"d upon questions
which Mr. Magee asked Miss Edith
Wildmaii. assistant secretary of
state. We construed her answer
to be a confession of the facts as
We are
stated in our editorial.
stili confused. When wo have the
facts, we will give them. Editorial
MIS.

1

secr-.-tir-

RIPPLING RHYMES

health-buildin-

failure.

No one should conclude that "It Is all over but
the shouting." It is not. A hard Job yet remains
to be done. It cannot be done without hard work,
Vvnd the work cannot be done without workers. A
group of 100 men can finish this task In two daya.
But the workers must volunteer.
This is no one mar.'s duty. It Is a community
necesduty. Eyery man should see the Imperative
to do
enthusiasm
with
1922
the
of
starting
sity
things which will follow prompt completion of
this Job.
,lf It is necessary to let the Inventory of your
store wait a day or two, let it wait. Completing
the hotel drive is much more Important to your
business In 1922 than an early Inventory can be.
All should give the time right now to finhh
this Job.

J'
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not go into particulars as to the character of the

3

. 73 H
ClilcnTO Livestock.
New York Central
. 70
Northern Pacific
'Chicago. Jan. 3. Cattle Re. 33
7.000.
Pennsylvania
Quality plain. Beef
ceipts
. 144
steers fairly active, strong to 25c
Kay Consolidated Copper
. 71'4
steers.
Good 1.
Reading
higher.
51
.
hulk beef pteers. $.75(f?
$8.00;
Republic Iron & Steel...
. 19 If,
stockers
calves
Sinclair Oil & Refining..
she stock,
. 7SH 7.75;
bulls firm,
Southern Pacific
feeders
stendy:
. 1SH and
Southern Railway
largely $4.1 5 ? 4.35.
bo'ognas
SO 5;
.
Studebaker Corporation
Hogs Pecelnts 23.000. Market
. 4
stead-to 15c lower
Texas Company
. 61 ?i slow, largely
Tobacco Products
than yesterday's average; ll.Tht and
.123
'4
Union Pacific
light butchers off most; light lights
. S25i
United States Steel
steadv to 15c higher: big packers
. 614
Utah Copper
I
doing little. Top. $3.23 for light
lights; practical ton on lights, js:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. hulk of sales. $0.75 iff 7.35; Plms
mostlv steady, bulk desirable, $8.10
Chicago, .Tan. 3. Flurried con Tt 8 25.
ditions in wheat developed tonayFat
15.000.
Sheep Receipts
as a result, of unusual margin call- lambs
steady to strong; fat sheep
nu dation following me 95c
tnir and
higher.' Tat lamb top early.
absorption or the ort uenrirarn $11.03: some held higher; choice
cioseu 121 pound ewes. $6.00; henv naNational bank here,
net
very nervous. 54c to
talking steady on feed.OS-- tives. $4.50;
lower, with May $1.07i to $1
to 98c. Corn lost er lamb.
and, July
to l'4c and oats ic. I
to
Kansas Clly Livestock.
Provisions varied from
to
ts
Kansas Cin-- , Jnn. 3.
12c
lower.
to
figures
unchanged
9.300. AH classes around
At first it appeared as If the dif- steady;
beef
011
weak
undertone
ficulties of tho Fort Dearborn bank steers and she stock:
medium
would cause no special disturbance weights steady, $8.00; others, $5.0
in the wheat market, but before
7.00; better grades cows, $4.50
the session was half over a change 415.00:
common and medium mosthad taken place, and near the end lv $3,734(4.25; bulk good ennners,
of the day the pit had become $2.50; most bulls, $3.25 (7? 4.00; ton
The fact was
$3.00;
pnekers, $4.23
then evident that the trade had vealers
6.1": good light feeders.- $0.50.
recover
to
failed
entirely from the
IIoks
Shippers
Receipts 8.000
shock of tho Wagner failure last
140 to
hogs
week, and that the jolt from the buying;
w'rb yesterday's
phipoer
Fort Dearborn bank affair was steady
to
100
3.
for
$7
paid
more severe than had been pointed market;
weights; $fl.S5 4i'7.JS for 190
to by c.rlier indications.
to
weights:' others to
The storm began with heavy
10c to 5c higher than yes
liquidation sales by eastern inter- pnekers
best kind to
ests, and was greatly increased In terd.iy's average;
0.SO 4? C.S3: bulk of sales,
violence by excited margin calling packers.
$6.r.0t7.25; top, $7.35: packing
among commission houses. The sows
and pigs low and weak.
margin calling was based largely
5,000.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
on disturbing
rumors affecting
shorn wethers.
steady:
various board of trade t concerns
15c
lambs
to
$5.30;
strong
higher;
that later in every case cleared fed westerns. $1 1.23.
their entire obligations as usual.
Final prices were at a slight rally
from the bottom level of the day. lournsl want ads aet results

CANADIAN INDIANS DYIXG.
The lamentable news comes from Alberta that
the Indians in that province, northeast of Lesser
Slave-lake- ,
are dying off so rapidly that the
of tho tribe Is threatened. A provincial
health officer says only an Improvement In sanitary
conditions amid which they live can cave them.

-

iviflpipn n f'n n

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
American Smelting S; Ref'g.. 443
American Sumatra Tobacco., y
Tel
&
Tel.
American
Chicago, Jan. 3. Poultry Alive
Fowls. 17(78 25c;
American Zinc
unchanged.
Anaconda. Copper
JJH springs. 23c; turkeys. 38e; roosters lBc.
Atchison
Reweak.
Baltimore & Ohio
potatoes Market
HS?a
States
Bethlehem Fteel "B"
ceipts 155. Total United sacked
2J
Butte & Superior
shipments. 420. Wisconsin
4.
California Petroleum
round white. $1.60 (ft 1.80 cwt.: ditto
110
Pacific
Canadian
bulk, Sl.70ifJl.80 cwt.; Minnesota
0
Central Leather
and Michigan sacked, $1.60(FJ1.75
5H
Chesapeake & Ohio
cwt.; Idaho sacked Rurals, $2 cwt.
IS'i
Paul
&
St.
Mil.
Chicago.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Chlno Copper
" '
Iron
pim. ,t
Butter
Crucible Steel
Kansas City. Jan.
9
1c lower, 42c; packln?
Cuba Cane Sugar ...
10 '.A Creamery
2o lower, 15c.
Erie
73',
Great Northern pfd..
Rsxs Market 3c lower. Firsts,
38 H
34o: seconds, 25c.
Inspiration Copper . .
6 2 ',4
Marine
pfd
Int. Mer.
Poultrv Unchanged. Hens. i(
Z i v
f?22c; springs, 19S21c; turkeys,
Mexican Petroleum
40c.
. '
i
Miami Copper . .
17'
Pacific
Missouri
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
tVf LITTLE
SWEET HOME
Its DIXIE- I.I.T'S (JO!!!

i

start in right now to make
lt's
this tho liitrjrest and busiest

year
tho history nf Albuquennie.
Don't wait any longer about
1'iiyirtfT that house. Do it now!
We have some
Kood values in homo::; also in- nroportifs. Wo liave several rooming houses, apartment
houstd and business properties
for sale. Also trackage, property, vaeant lots, ranches, etc
MOST EVKRYTH1NO IN THJ-WAY OV UKAi, ESTATK.
Oct that lot without further
delay. No safer investment
locally than mon'.'y invested in
a trood lot. We have them for
sale in all parts of tho city,
fjomo sood ones, in University
Heights and Terrace Additions.
Somo of these can be bought
on very easy terms $10 down
and $10.00 per month.
Let us show you what we have.
Call us for an appointment.

,

V.'"oH HE
vOZ HOME

J

jt"Oj

AM HOSVL1N' LIVCC

J

v

REALTOR
and Insurance,

TiOiins

I'lionc

007--

4J

f522

IY)U RENT
A JiEATi HOME
.Consisting or five rooms, bath
sleeping porch ana basement. Hot
furnished
air heat. Beautifully
with new furniture throughout.
ACKEKSON & GKIF11T1I,
Realtors.

Fourth.

Phone

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for it? Also figure on this
dandy three-roopew parage;

m

don't

414.

Teel

home? Largu
and see it you

better

iff 1922.

SITELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtor
216 W. Gold.
Phone 459-.-

SOtTII

EDITH STREET
TROPERTY.
Five-roohouse, near Central
avenue;
lot, outbuildings. Can be had on easy terms.
Trice $3,000.
SMALL CENTRAL AVENUE
RESTUKANT
Good business, good lease, $500
will buy it, just the place for
two people to handle. Seo us at
once.

"SOME BARGAINS"
frame
frame

$1,100
$1,250

Pour-roo-

brick atucco, Bteam
heat, hardwood .floors, built-i- n
lot 150x300 feet. Lofeatures,
cated in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at
Seven-roo-

bed-roc-

MONEY TO LOAN

Real Entate

(

sMtr

,

aiy-

J..as

FOR SALE
Five hundred shares of 'ity
E ectrlc Hallway, below par.
Dr. R.
U
N.
T.
U
uit.
Armljo building.

EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-p'i- r,
dressing
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymout h Cottage Paint,
Floor Paint, Knnf paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Centra!, eh one 10&7-LSK

FOH SALE
FOR

SALE

Two

pulnea ronptrrs.
WE

Poultry-Egg- s

pur
Phone

BUY PUULTKY

all kinds.
Broadway,

Phone

WhTteATf rican

AND
852--

2402-Ji-

KAHU1TS "f
302 South

Tli V VAliliK ThnrniiBhlirod
Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-bone.
M OFN A1 NY Te W :s!"cr"h7"Rei. 8.
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for
sale. Hook
orders nv, for BABY
CHICKS; by so doing, you insure delivery
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 236 North
PfWTI

S. C.

R. I.

f

Hi nrr.
DAY OLD

From free range
stock that ore strong, vigorous and
full of pep. Years of experience have
taught us how to hatch chirks that are
satisfactory to our customers. We have
couidonce in our stock and know It will
If you want
please you with results.
tho host we have them: all pure-breThe two most profitable varieties: S. C.
White Leghorns, 100, $20; son, $95; l.ooo,
$190. It. I. Rods, 100, ?22; 600, $105; via
parcel post prepaid. Orders bonked upon
receipt of 25 per cent. Hatching eggs
half price of chicks. We are the largpst
and oldest successful hatchery In the
southwest. Circular sent upon request,
Mrs. 1L V.
Meallla Valley
Hatrhery,
Bundy, Las Cruces, N. M.
CHICKS

'

Fourth.
WELL furnished cement block bungalow, glassed sleeping porch, sunny and
warm: reasonable. Apply 218 Bouth High.
FOH KENT
Modern houses, three, four
and five-rooapartments and houses;
some furnished, W. H. McMiUion, 200
West t'Ol.
WANTED Women or man-- andwife to
share furnished cottage with owner;
conveniently located . Address A. Z., cafe
Journal.
FOH KENT Three-rooturnlshed cottage; bath, sleeping porch. 714 East
Hazeldine.
Call at 702 South
High,
phone I3ln-Tl- .
FOH KENT Two nice modern four-roohouses at 1415 and 1421 South
Arno; also one
glassed in sleeping porch unfurnlFhed,
FOH KENT Four-roohouse, front and
back porches, completely furnished:
modern; two blocks from postoffice; no
sick.
Key at 703 West Silver.
FOB KENT Neatly rurnisTied four-roomodern brick dwelling at 816 North
Eleventh street; nice sleeping porch and
a big yord; rent $45 per month; now vacant. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold,
phone C67.

AUTOMOBILES
K.tl'EUT
Kadiutor Repairing, O. K.
Sheet Metal Works, 2l North Third.
6
FOK HALF
Bulck suurtng car;
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dtllo- n
Co.,

city'.

FOR SALE Seme extra good used care;
easy terms, Mcintosh Auto CoH 008
West Central.
; tine
FOR QUICK SALE Oldsmoblle
condition; leaving elty, $700, cash or
terms. 18"4 South Edith.
FOR SALE Oldsmouile six, in excellent condition; a bargain; cash or
terms. 1304 West Centrnl. phone HS8-M- .
FOll BALK Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
302 South Broada.
runabout.
BUS'NESS CHANCES
FOR SALE Ford light truck, 1150; one-to- n
5
Ford
l.loo, worm drive;
FOH SALE
Garage, best location In light Bulck. truck,
$590. 116 West Gold.
town. Phone 879.
SALE
FOR
takes
$75 cash
this Ford;
FOH SALE
Small rooming house; long
motor In good shape, good tires, body
le.TSo.
Address Cora, care Journal.
fair; must be sold today. 224 North
five-rooFOH SALE
Small grocery and
High.
dwelling. Call at lit South Seventh.
WANTED USED CARS
FOR SALE A meat market; everything WE PAY CASH for used care of any
c mplete.
Call at 1105 East Central,
make,
regardless of condition. Vladuot
phono 7fi5-Oarage. fii0 South Second.
FOR SA LE One of the best business AUTO necessity of the highest merit that
Souih
properties in Albuquerque.
ells Itself on 80 days' free trial.
First street. Inquire at Bavoy HaUl
Profits liberal. Fast seller. Thousands
now In use.
Excellent opportunity for
LADY to take part Interest In art busisubstantial business of your own. Write
Service
ness; small Investment required; must now for exclusive territory.
be willing to travel; pleasant work and Cushion Tube Co., 4010 East 15th street.
box
Kansas City, Mo.
1146,
Postoffice
good
money.
Wtnslow. Arizona,
FOH SALE
At a bargain, flv second
FOR SALE Furniture
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
Edison machine, In A- -l
tn firs'-clacondition; also one twelve- - FOR SALE 310
North Thirteenth.
condition.
foot soda fountain, A- -l condition.
In
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster,
quire at 120 West Silver.
471.
Ervln Bedding Co,
ing. Phone
FOR SALE At Helen, one block city
y
FOR SALE Wardrobe, dressers, child's
property on Main street, one
brick building, store, rooming house, gar
desk,
chair, pedestal tables, roll-to- p
age and large warehouse and teverar chiffonier, and large amount ot used
S25 South First.
other business buildings. Mrs. Hortenie furniture.
Dfdler. P. O. Box. 170, Felen. N. M.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
which makes It coat less than record
FUR RENT Office Rooms hand
goods. Come and see for yourself,
Furniture Co., 121 South Sec
American
FUH KENT
desirable
ufrice
Tlire vry
rooms, light, heat and water: will rent ond.
B.
as
a
A.
or
Mllner.
whole.
separably
S3,
31.1V4 West Ontral, phone
DRESSMAKING

MATTRESS RENOVATING KciSuTlrm

Woodrow WJJson.

If the camera does not lie, former
President
is

Wilson's physical health

better today than it has been t

nny othpr time since his breakdown. Tho photo was taken a few
days ago in Washington.

WANTED Plain sewing,
3 60 and up.
phone 1351-J- ,
iifs. WANTED Plain
rannlrlna
sewing. 1220 South
nltur packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed-dinCompany.
PLAIN 8EWINO Children's dresses a
specialty, fnone mis. ,
TYPEWRITERS
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mi,T If l'lS W HU E UB
llinery. 300 Bouth Broadway, ph. 77 7 - J.
Airnuke's over liaule3
and repaired.
Ribbons for every ma PLEATING, accordion
side and box;
chtoe.
mail
Albuquerque Typewriter
orders, N. Crane, 21 tj North
122 South Fourvb, Seventh; Crane Apartments,
phone Mt-J- .
phone 314,
A

II

frHnaa
hbnuvating,
no fttaanlnai
en
rem

int'l

With

iT'5 JUVT
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a

Single,

Thought.

HAPPINESS

f

.

Hut

7

xo.

1

2.

That

we may have

That

we may have the plpanure

That

we are

the pleasure

senvier. twf

rcA-ru-

WISH XO. 3.

rhone

WHAT PAYS BETTER
Than a good rooming houso in

Buy a lot In one of ths Anderson Additions. Addition No. 1,
on Noijth Fourth street. Addition No. 2, on North Eighth
street. Room for garden and
chickens; $20 down and $10
per month.

Albuquerque ?
Let us show you a pood, large
house, where a few roomers
will carry your investment and
also give you a home. Easy
payments. Sickness compels the
owner to sacrifice. This is your
opportunity, grasp it.

Franklin

& Co,
Realtors.
Third and Gold:
rhono 857.

Insurance,

J. D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 W. Cold.
I'liono 410.

223 W. Gold.

156.

A ROME
to you, new

That will appeal

five-roo-

$500.00,

m

yorn home.

and sleeping
brick, white finish, furnace, A classy,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, gar- porch, hardwood floors, built-i- n
fine
features,
lot,
Trice
Luna
district.
Bplendid locaonly
age, in
tion, heat; $000.00 cash, balance
$5,250; good terms.
ns
lent.
R. McCLl'GHAJT, Realtor.
J. I. GILIy, Real Estate.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
71I3-Phono
412-.H5 S. Second.
201 V. (iold.
rhone
five-roo-

J.

Seven

Rooms Furnished

A modern

home, completely furnished, including piano, walks,
lawn, trees, barns, etc. Bight on
car line. Terms, too.
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Estate.
110 S. Third.
Phone 354--

FOR RENT

Two-roo-

823 South Third.
ment, mndorn.
ImKa. half or w hole.
FOR SALK i 'orn-fe- d
W. A. (ioff, phone ;ili-J.1- .
FOIt I( KNT Five-roomodern house.
room
9, Burnett bulldlmr.
DENVER I'OST de!lvrr,o at yuur door,
lrHurton,
Vt ' :
fi;.c per month.
IMione 141-M- .
MO.NEY TO LOAN On watches, diaFive room
house; u ;i i It,
all epiiiif porch,
220 North
garage.
FOR SALE
monds, guns and everything valuac-iKillson machine and forty-fiv- e
Hi e
Sir. 13. Marcus. 213 South First.
records; good as new, Phone
Z4I.14-JTwo-roo11 KNT
Full
furnished
HONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
houe,
porch. 1300 North
and go.d jewelry; liberal reliable, con- FOll ISA LK Light spririK whkoii and! with
also good stuck saddle, i'hune
h;irn'ss;
fidential, fiottlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st 240J-J6.
Full JlI-;- T Five-roohouse., furnished.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaIm.uire at IVi South Amu, or phono
70c per "dozen,
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan is. FOU HALE Fresh
623
Kiy'n I'nultry Yard,
automobiles. Lowest rales. Kothman's
South Eiuhlh.
1
117 South
four-rooUK.NT
First. Bonded to tli- - state.
at 328 Worth Fourth. Dr.
FUH SAi.KUsed iiacn.rs,
and 12-- 6
witn gang plows.
Hardware DepartFOU 11 KNT Nicely furnished house at
WAN'i'KlJ
To e.. so Xnr one tt. five years,
1O0S
Call at 1702 Kust
HALK
FOll
Master
heater, cost flrn rtd. South Arno.
Fconomy
small ranch, with good house, close In,
condl-tlowill
sell
for
In
M5;
$20;
good
or if could pet satisfactory terms would
11 KNT
517 TA'MSt Silver.
Five-rooFUH
house, unfurnishO.
Z.
Box
B.. care Journal.
buy. Atlrirrrs
ed; runt reasonable. Apply 212 North
JUST HF.CKI VEl) a lark'e consignment
Wnlnut.
of pinoiis. ITic the pound. Kobert
FOR SALE
11H West Central,
FUU HKNT
Five rooms furnished, sieep-iiiFUH SAI.lti Flue 60 loot lot on Has; TLAIUFIKO and
porclr. bath, also sarase.
inilk. Thete
Apply
(i": South Arno.
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Hamp
Is "on'y one place to obtain It.
mond, 824 East Silver.
FUH It KNT Three-roofurnished house.
Dnlry Awnulatlon. Phone 351.
sleeping porch, 25; key at 706 East
Full SALE Fresh buttermilk and ctit-ly- Santa
.
Fe.
cheese;, also fresh milk in gallon
1
U15-FOH K3NT Four-rooS wayne's Ualry, phone
lots.
modern house',
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
wo
screened
norches
and earuire.
healed proposals for constructing UUTTKK Ask your grocer for Albu- Phone nss-wquerque Dairy Association butter; If
the
Sections
Three-roowith
FOH
KENT
house
supply you, call at
National Forest lioad l'rojeet, your grocer can1 not North
Second.
glass!liiflg--sleeping porch, furnished, 1 15.
located in the Apacho National the dairy,
Phone
KPOTSilee and arch cushions
Forest, Greenlee County, Arizona, SOFT
modprevent fallen insteps; cures all foot FOH KENT Furnished four-roowill he received hy the District En- troubles,
ern bungalow; adults; no sick. Inquire
?1. Plantar Arch Supports. Trios.
gineer, Bureau of Public Itoads, IT. F. KclehtT Leather Co.,
West Central. 913 North Second.
H.
department of Asriculturo, at FOR SALE- Fr('.shcoin-feap(trkT"wh()l- e
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, furnished
or unfurnished, lOOti Forrester. Inquire
or half- ho" ; hnlf will average alnut
Albuquerque, New Mexico, until
two o'clock p. ni., on the 9th day seventy pounds; ISc a p'und, W. B. 912 North Eighth, phone 13SH-of February, 1922, at which time H itks, phone ",(). J. C Penney Store.
FUH KENT A modern fprnished four-rooHOOF PAINT
house, M0 a month. 721 South
and place they will be publicly
Edith. Apply 726 South Edith.
$1
GOOD
of
galkinds
roofs.
for
all
per
opened and read.. The rlsrht is reMO
South FUK KENT A
lon.
The Mnzann
Co.,
furnished house.
served to reject any and all bids, Wainut,
1N34 J. Try a built up
rind one acre of hind under irrigation,
tmd none will be considered except roof, willphone
1m at
na long aa the building.
with fruit trees. 905 South

av

Start the New Year Right

FRUIT

J.

FUll

Fun

Rooms

1 2 0
Koom.
Sou t h Walter.
1 IF. N 'T
1 JunT"
41
and tarate.

11

THEES

T. YOUNG

Albuquerque,

Second.

Fult KENT Furnished room; also

cau-ar-

birds tor sale. 2H South Waller,

FOR SALE

& CO.
N. M.

'

Houte.

fc'UU iSALi;
iiy owner.
i nquiru
101; Went

l'uK

lour-ro'i-

Fruit

tfAi.1--

brlZk

boule-

stucco house, garvard;
age ; all kinds of fruit, alfalla,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Address P. O. Box 13(1. Old Town.
Phones 2417- Il-- l or S48.

iiuutt.
house,

on

North Kdlth.
l'hone 2401-K- i.
FOH BAl.lv- - IJi lnk, JS.II00, nine largo
rooms, $;t) Income, unfurnlched; owner
lviJntwo. 12Kuulta Kdith;
VOit KA1.1;; On eusy terms,
modem ouriBajnv; will take good lols
or ro:il t'BUte nap-.-rl'hone 4i)-V.
FOH SA1.K By owner, new modem
house, near ltoblnson park, $U0
cash. ICQ per month, l'hone l2u-W- .
FOH fcAI.U live-rooIrttme, modem,
convenient for two lamllles; luge lot;
o;islfront; JilghlruKlsJ lJhone llita-W- .
FOR SALE liy owner, one room cotVtjje
with screened porch; lot 35 ft. ty 14J
ft.; city water; 3uo cash. Jnqulra 1902
.South
HlKh.

FOH

WANTEDSilesmen

For

with Board

Rent-Roo-

ROOM AND

TIOARIi.

o!aL
ail conveniences.
21'J

A1V0.MM O DA TK

convalescent.

West
CAN

wisn xo.
of

oiTe

gen 1 e mail

4.

using this means
to
our many

extendini?

friendi and customers
A

Happy and Prosperous
NEW YEAR

West

KooM and jioard.
Ml South Droitilway.
FOR KENT--Roo- m
and board; $10. SO a
week.
l'hone 1720-J- .
NICELY
furniaheu loon, with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrestsr.
RUOM AND aoAKI) with sleeping porch,
HJH K.tst Centrnl.
adjoining Imth.
FOR KENT Cjii
sleeping porch, with
' a ueck.
1207 Kast Central.
board,
CAN

of protectinrr your homes with
our strong Fire insurance

Salesmen at Tour Service:

THE0, FANNING
BERTSPANN
J, F, VANLANDINGHAM

Apply Casa de Oro, bll

Hold.
Ai.'t'i 1.MMODATE

one or two Tady

convalescents, in private home.
112.'. W.
r'OR
RENT
rurnace-i.euteroom wilh garage if desired.

1207

l'hone

WILLIAM

J, LEVERETT

CHARLES

front
East

G.

ZAPF

Central.
FOR RENT Room and
sleeping porch
with board. llli Stanford,
WANTED
L'nlve.-si;Roy to work after Behool and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
1 Store.
1c
Heights.
to
United
Hntuniay.
FOR RENT
WANTED
Chef and man eook. EmployIIOIIAMB.
Large furnished room with
table hoard; rates for two people, in JOHN W. WILSON.
ment office, 110 South Third, phone
.
South Fourth.
Attorney,
I' OH
RENT--Nicel- y
15. 17 and la. Cromwell Building.
WE TEACH yoii rlttlit.
room. Ho
furnished
Special rates.
with hoard; lady preferred, 118 West
Phone 1153-Young Men's Christian Association Auto
School, Los Angeles.
!'"!t.JJione 14 7
PHil( IANN AND Nl KiMN.
WANTED
City and county sales repre- j A M I :s o N S It A N oil -i- deal location fur lU. 8. I. Ill
ItlON,
few
henlthseekers;
sentatives. New Mexico.
(.'all mornreservations now
Diseases of tue Slomnrh.
Phono J.IS-ings, or write O. E. Urlmes, 314 West available.
S.
Suite.
Harnett Building.
(iold.
FOR RENT
Glassed-iporch 1)11. S. I'. I'l.AIIKK,
V ANT ED
for g, ntlemnn willr lostsleeping
w UlT
Man
car foell low
of board. 711)
Hyo, Kur, Noko and Throat.
laSe-M- .
11.10
T1RKS.
priced GRAHAM
per Sooth Waller. 1'h
Barnett Building.
Phone I3(.
week and commissions.
C,raham
Tire F it RENT Room ana
Otricu Hours
sleeping porch.
Co., !'!
Benton Harbor,
Boulevard,
lth
board
for convalescent?; gentle-me- n
to 15 a. in., and 2 to 5 p. n
MllrhlB-anonly; private home. Phone 2148-tfAlflf VRT(i'llf,
l)K. alAUOAHI'.T
WANTED
Klrst class dry Koodw muu for ICR RENT- Nice rooms" with-sleeResidence 11:3 East Central. Phone 671.
larse country store. Must understand
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Rhone t71.
Foanlsh fairly well, and have knowle'.Uo M.a.
RLed, si: South Broadway, phone
of
general merchandise.
Dependable
W. HI. SHERIDAN, M. D.
references required. C.ood ,my for t'iffh'
FOR
RENT
man. Do not apply unless willing tt hit
Elegant glassed-lsleeping
Practlow Limited to
Porch Iind flrst-Pl- n
hnnr.l In
the ball. Address K. L. M.. care
home for gentleman; furnace
heat; homey OKNITO - I'lUXAKY DISEASES
AND DISi:.SKS OF THE SKIN
.iiiooSpnere.llMull)erry. phone 1478-J- .
EXCELLENT board and'aleepliig poreh'ea, U ussemntn i.ahoriitory In Connection.
WANTED--Coo- k1
809 West Copper.
southern exposure; nil modern conven- Clti.ens Ilnnk IIIiIbt. rhonu M86.
110 per month, or
z per
WANTED Expeiienced saleslady
203 iences,
day.
I'h"ne I408-KE. Wennlps.
North First.
CHIROPRACTORS
HA
Ml
WANTED
Experienced collar girl.
A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
I.nilndry.
t'hlroprnctor.
convalescents: graduate nurse In at18 and 3U 4rmlJo llulldlrur.
WANTED
Experienced suleBludles.
Aptendance: ratea by the week or month.
ply The Economist.
Call J400.J1.
WANTED
tOH SALE Livestock
Girl for seneral housework. NEWLY
with-steaFURNISHED
ROOMS.
Apply mornliiEs,
Ilol West Tl.ieras.
heat, hot and cold water, two FOR SALE Uueks.
does and frying
first-class
WANTED
Girl for Renerul housework.
rahhits. 710 West Lead.
dining rooms, with best of
ee Mr.
J. f Penney Co., Store. home rooking. Mrs. Hlgglns, 22Z
East FOK KALE Fresh yuurn? cow, giving
sh"
Central. Occidental Building.
W A N T ED Com pe t en t worn a n
three frallons milk. 717 South Arno,
Inir and laundry, at house.
l'hone RESERVATIONS
may now be had at St. FUK SALE Small riibbltry, two bucks,
ISiB-W- .
John's Fanatnrlum (Episcopal): rstes,
ton does, youngsters; priced reasonably.
WANTED
Clrl to do general housework 117.60 to Ii5 per week; Includes private 311 Princeton, phone i3S2-room with sleeping porch, connected to
In the morning only.
Apply 1516 East
SALE
FOR
Gentle driving horse, city
hath end toilet; medical care, medicines,
Silver.
for anything
brokrn, or will trade
gFerai nurplng; excellent meals, tray worth
WANTED
to
Young Kirl
Phonn 34fc-Jfthe
assist with service:
money.
no extras. All rooms have steam
In family or two.
housework, half-dayFOR
Hest
SALE
Duroc Jerhot
yourigfind
heat,
cold
grade
21 S West Marble.
running water. Rev.
V.
H. Zlegler, Superintendent.
sey hoes ffir breeding purposas or the
Phone
W A N T E D A cook "Tn a family of 'four; 4111.
market.
Address Charles R. Raff. Los
Hood
wages to right party. Mrs. D.
Lunas, N. M,
Weinman, IDS West Copper.
WANTED Miscellaneous FOU SALKOr trade for hoK (food
WANTED
At once, gill to care for child
Work nurse, weight about Hull;
nn be
two years old.
Coll room 13, State WA.vi KU
Cuttle
to feed.
Phone seen at ( W. Hunter ranch, north end
Hotel, after fi p. m . phone (120-.Rio Orande tilvd. Phone
WANTED
Reliable American woman for PUR iu:k,nt! and serving dmnere end UOR.SES FOR SALE We have some
parties, phone lr,B8-cooking and general housework.
good work horses and mules for sale.
ApWA.N'i'i-i716
ply mornitiKs, between 10 and 11.
Prices ara cheap;
t'ord
woori saw first class 810 North Broadway.
West Copper.
also
2408-R-heavy set of harness and heavy sadcondition. Phone
WANTED
General
houseworker
and SL'.N'SH i. K Rough d r y a n d wet wash; dle for sale.
cook, dally, 10 a. m. to S p. m.; referFO'i SALE Ten head of Missouri mules,
nil hand work,
l'hone 21R-.ences required.
317
ten head of work horses and marea
Apply Penfleld,
SCAVE.NUBH AND UENKRAL HAUL-1N- 1.
North Sixth.
and twelve head of Holstain and Jersey
Reusonahle rates. E. A. Griffith, milk
cows, fur sale cheap or will trade on
WANTED
nursel
722 East Iron,
Competent American
phoao CilSD-town lots. Tows at corner of Mountain
f r two young children.
Applv Mrs. VEI.DIN(.r"A"NDCnfTI.Nt)'
road
and Fourth; miles and horses at
of
110
South'
metals,
T.eopnM Meyer,
Fourteenth,
also welders' supplies and carbide for Hell's Livery Stable, rhone 842-or 45.
phone, 1106.
14T-!?Je'.N'
Inc..
phone
EARN BOAHD
Room and 110
month
furnifure
Secondhand
while attending school; catalogue free WANTED
and
trunks. We buy everything In houseBusiness College, 6064 South hold
Maekay
goods.
Max's Bargain (Store, 315 PETT1FORD THE ODD JOB MAN,
Main, r.os Angeles.
South First.
kind of work rhone 1H7S-Phone 858.
WANTEP -- Ladies all over Nrw Mexno MAX UARUAIN
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, palnt- STORK, at 315 South
to take orders for my medallions; good
First, will pay the highest nrlces for
ingand roi'f repairing. Phne 1458-Write n for particulars.
pay.
second-hanHarry
your
shoes
and
BHILDING.
clothing,
Hea, COS "Iortb,
alterations, repairing; lav
Alb jqu
ue, furniture.
Second,
85.
Jobs or small; work by contract r by
New Mexico.
the day; careful mechanics and reasonn.RANHHH
Mule unci Feiimle.
SM
B1 Ti . .
able prtces; work guaranteed; estimate
Call 17..5-W- .
WANTED
Lndy or man. Make from 5 MATTTi h.SKS infvatpd. $3 60 and op. free.
to $20 a day, representing something
lurniiure ropairra and packed. Ervin
new In art.
For information addreys HrcMinR Co., phone ill.
PAINTING
PAPERING
Minature Doretype Company. I. o. box UETVKH
DUKAK
FIMSHIN'O It Is WI1KN considering palntluK. paperhane-In- g
114ff, Winslow.
Arlsona.
better. list lirn nnttmra nnM nn noil
or
call 234, or call at
Yol'NG men, women, over 17, desiring oydprs. The Barnum Studfrt, 219H Weit 207 East kalsomlnlng.
Central, for Hanson & Powers,
1130
first-clas- s
government positions,
monthly,
and
painters
paperhangers;
write for frse list of positions now open. WANTED
nuo0 from suitable person we guarantee all our work; no Job to
R. Terry, '(former Civil Service examinIn.ys furniture on. I one year's lease on bis; o- - too small.
2
Continental Bldg., Washington, 9 rooms, bath and In rim linin nr.rr.her),
1). C.
close in; rent $25 per month. Seo own- ONE STAR AI'TO f.INK
er, iiia Mnutn Third St.
The orange colored cars. Engle, EleWANTED Position
CLEAN J. it PAPEH and kalsurnlne, waxphant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
WANT washing
ing floors, house and window cleaning, M. Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
and Ironing, or day
and a!! kinds of
Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
worg.
rnone 1598-guar Hot
repairn work:n work
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
634-- J
" 80
P"
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take U'A ll'riL?-1
'
Dam
the
line.
We drive our own cars.
,Vi i "TTTTL
K
T
.Pnhnin
home.
130D Bouth
c in nil Willi U8 l
Walter.
' l"l""
Write for reservations at our expense.
Qiiallrv tnr imtiHAna
ut.i
WANTED
Position as salesman; experi-enceHEPFERNAN
BROS.. Props.
for
thoroughly trained persona.
Address B.N.. care Journal. rr.ly
Hot Springs. N. M.
Winter term now
ilv nnri vn
HAVE your laundry done right by Miss ln(T. AlbUdUeroun starting.
UllRinoBai Crilloin. nlmno
Eden; can give best of references. Call
TIME CARDS
WANTF.n
Careful Kodak finishing.
WANTED First-clas- s
barber work, at
Twice dally service. Remember, satismoderate prices.
Will call.
l'hone faction suaranteed.
Send your flnlehlne
1088-J- .
lo a reliable, established firm, llanna
WANTED
Position as truck driver; can 3c Hnnna. Master Photographers.
repair same, or any kind of car. C. J., AI.BUQITKKQrK
WINDOW CLEANING
ears Journal.
Windows
cleaned
and floors
ajBS-JtPRACTICAL NURSE wants position; scrubbed; stores.
offices and houses
wages reasonable. Mrs. Oatman, 10:3 cleaned; reasonable
WESTBOCN;; Dally.
rates and honest
work.
North Fifth.
A. r.ranone:
leave
Arrive. Depart.
your calls Train.1
No.
The Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:30 pm
EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work, American flrocery. phone 2T,2,
No. I Calif. Limited. lu:J0 am 11:00 am
will go out of city. Bikes, 1301 Marble,
;
upholster-odPhone 1423-cushions mule; cars upholstered; No. T Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
The Navafo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
and picture frames bronzed No,
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OI'K?. CLOSE and bedstcals
SOUTHBOUND.
WILLIAMS A ZANO, and enameled; chairs wired. Also agency No. 89 El Paso
keep Books.
10:10 pm
.T.
for
11.
Exp "Speedollne."
8H
Austin.
701-ro,,m I Mellnt building.
Phone
27
No.
North Twelfth; residence phone 23SS-11:3 am
El Pao Exp
NURSE wants position, nursing and keep
EASTBOUND.
Ing house for Invalid of healthsoeker
No. 1 The Navajo.. 2:10 pm 1:40 pm
two years' experience in hospital. Phene r
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 5:40 pro
13ID-DAnBEU For prlvatThoesTJTrlziJ.
:10 pm
No. 88. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm
WANTED
P r i v a t epup is ; t e ac her expe- No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:60 am
Position by refined Ameri- WANTED
can woman, In home; good cook; no
rienced and specially trained for
FROM SOUTH.
R. J
grades. 21 a North High.
laundry. Writs full particulars.
No, 28 From El Paso 6:SS pm
care Journal,
YOUNG MAN, driving to Kl Paso, about No. 30 From El Paso 7 00 am
hlneL-Kmi-t
h
W ANTED
PoMltlon
No. SO connect! at Telen with No. St
January 8, will take one passenger,
eral steam shovel preferred. Address lady or gentleman; references. Address for Clnvls, Pecoa Valley stans: City ana
Q
Blacksmith, Albuquerque, N. M., New Uox 100. cure Journal.
Coast.
State Hotel, care Wm. Lee.
No. 23 ponnect. at Tlel.-- with No. tl
IP YOU ARE PICK or tired out from
Clnvls and points east and south
from
over work, do you realize what a masWILL CARE for children. In their home,
any hour of day or evening; leave calls sage would do to your tired body? You
ex
can have that service In vour own home
for date with their phone number;
perlenced. Address Mother, care Journal. by calling
The Masseuses.
WANTED
Position aa er"k or house
for
or
house
convalescent
keeper
mother for mr.nber of young men or
Address Middle Agei-ca- re
Journal
girls.
WANTED
Position by A-- l office woman
twelve years experience bookkeeping,
and stenography; no objection to out of
town location. Phone 37s, or address
B. H. B., care Journal.
WANTED Position, by marriod .nan, 22
Seven-roolk
sfilUuj on East S!lvf
years old, good bookkeeper, tan
every respect. Sleerflna Porches, Steam Heat; i&V. FeV
burroughs posting machine, wr'ic
ahow
mercantile
Will Bo Soltf tw 5 "acrlflce. Easy
canls, use typewriter,
good salesman.
Willing to kwo tin ks
and help clerk when not busy with br ,uks.
Living salary. Address P. O. Box 26,
Southland, Texas.

SALUi
By owner, 71
West Coal.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
Furnished iisht houfkp-1n- s Inrga porches, newly decorated, vacant,
loom for lady, 10 per month. 4u5 'i'erma If declred. Phone 180,'1-South- Kdith.
Folt BAI.li By owner, two room cotFOU JiE.NT
Two nice large clean well
tage with sleeping porch and guragc;
veil ti in ted bed rooms;
J0u cash, balance
furnace heat, city water at 700;
one rent, inquire ',JUZ Bouth High st
lis houth Arno.
FOH BALK OK ltis.NT Six brand new
itE.ST .Sleeping rooms lor gentlefour-roomen employed, $$.01) up; no sick. 218
houses, corner Ninth and
West b liver.
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms.
See
K
H. Strong, or U C. Ueli-net- t.
FO". KENT Large outside room, suitI'hones 75 or 146.
able for sleeping or housekeeping. 414
West Gold.
Folt SALK House,
fouh
rooms and
giassed-lsleeping porch, front and
Foil KICNT Nicely furnished room, in back
porch; biK basement; furnuce;
mo di' r n h nine, Mrs. Frc d hanun,
furnished; large lot; this Is a
North Second.
buy; easy terms. Address box C,
for" lady, good
FOH HLjNT bleeping room,
earn journal.
furnufo heat, in, COS West Fruit. UY
OWNER,
modern Irouse in
phom;14 2 R.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireFOH
HKNT
furnished room, place, large
Nirely
scr,
ened
three
porches?,
close In. two blocks from postoffice; no light, airy bed root s with
extra large
417 West Lead.
sick.
closets, fronts east on large lot with
FOH KKN'l
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
Nicety furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no sick. condition; terms
It
desired. Phone
1877-J- .
11H North Second.
HA HE OPPORTUNITY.
Foil KENT Furnished room with ttUep-in- g
purch. Near good boarding hum e. ONE of Albuquerque's best homes con212 North High.
sisting of 10 rooms with glassed-l- n
porch, fireplace, 2 hath rooms,
bTATE HOTEL
Light housekeeping sleepingfloors,
all built-imaple
features, steam
rooms for rent. Under new manage
heat, laundry room, fruit room; corner
m fc ntFourth and Central.
lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, douDLSlHAiiLK ruura for gentlenmn, ad- ble garase. Por further Information, P.
210 O. llox s2,
joining bath, outside entrance.
Albuquerque, N. M.
North Walter.
FOH KENT Koom and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, gentleman only, 22i tiouth
Waller. l'hone 21E72-FOH
KENT
Furnished
apartments.
Averlll Apartments, 20
Js'orth
Foil KENT Furnished front room, five
blocks from postoffice; private en
trance. 40 south. Seventh.
FOR KENT Completely furnished two"-rooapartment, with nnreh
fall 1'fll
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
steeping porch, for two persons; do East Central.
children. 110 South Walnut. .
t OH RENT Two furnished rooms, for
FOH KENT Furnished room, opposite
llghl housekeeping; adults; no lck.
724 South
Second.
postoffice; phone, both; adulttt, well
FOR RENT Small Rpartment,
people . 416 West Gold.
11BH
North
KvpAmnr.'
mtful.U fn,
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pfsiime ami. Cflll at i houth Edith.
FOR RENT Three-rooTheater, 2 11 H Weit Central.
apartment and
bath, partly furnished. Apply BUS North
FOR
RENT Steam-heate- d
sleoptng
rooms, hot and cold water. Albuquer Klghth, phone 637-FOR KENT Two large sunny rooms,
North Second.
que Hotel, 216
furnished for light houbekeeplng. 417
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch and two South
Walter. Phone 1803-airy rooms; board across street. 114
188t-RENTwfwo and three-rooFOR
North Maple, phone
d
apartments; steam heat. Albu- FOR RENT Nice, sunny front room, ex
4 North Second.
cellent ventilation, private entrance; querque Hotel, 2
FOH RENT Two
employed party. 204 Nort h Wal ter.
light
rooms with sleeping porch,housekeeping
clean and
room
ELGIN HOTEL tilt pi n
and
sunny;
entrance.
801
North
housekeeping apartments, by the day- Eighth. private
week or month.
602
West Ontral.
FOR
RENT
Two
rooms
and
kitchenette,
Two
FOH RENT
large rooms for light
well furnished;
modern; two blocks
furnished,
housekeeping,
light and from postoffice;
no sick.
Inquire 703
water, $23 per month. 408 North Arno. West Sliver.
FOR RENT One room and glassed south FOR RKNT Furnished
rooms.
three
ide sleeping porch, completely
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
for housekeeping. 616 West Coal. water
and light furnished. Apply 1005
FOR
unfurnished West Central.
nice
RENT Two
rooms with bath and large sleeping FOK RENT Two
small steam-heate- d
porch. S15 West Mountain Koad. l'hone
furnished apartments, apartment 8 at,
302-12U and apartment
at 1315 West
FOR RENT Room, private entrance, ad- Roma, phono 4DU-.gentleman
joining bath;
only; two FOR RENT Two and three-rootur318
squares from postoffice; no sick,
nlshed apartments, hot and ild wadr
West Iead.
arid steam heat; light and telephone paid.
WOOD WORTH
Newly" '""furnished,
nice, 421 South Broadway.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartFOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment
ments, by day, week or month. S12
for housekeeping; modern, except heat,
South Third.
located at r24 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Large front room, in heart
at P1B South Sixth.
for one or FOR RENT
it business district; suitable
Three-rooInapartment,
"iva
entrance.
outside
gentlemen;
modern, completely furnished, close In:
quire phone 122.
water paid, phone furnished; no children
FOR KENT Nicely furnished front room Phone 1660-before 10 a. m, or after t
with or without sleeping prfpch; suit- P. m.
able for one or two gentlemen; close in.
416 South Third.
LOST AND FOUND
FoR RENT Two housekeeping rooms, LOST Brliidle
lioaton bull dog,
with sleeping porch, light and water.
left
ear split; reward, phone 210-v- male;
18 month;
also one furnished cottage
LOST
with sleeping porch, light and water,
Uiack coin purse; Alvarado lunch
$15 month.
room, or East Central. If found, call
Phone 151I-'"o; reward.
FOR SALE Ranches
LOST
Lady's Shrine brooch pin. Finder
'alfa.fa ranch. Co..mm 10 w. u. nicas, j, o. xenney
Foil BALK Forty-aci'- e
store. Reward.
four mil from city. Inquire 400 West
LOST Ret ween 218 South Broadway and
Qnid.
"B" Theater, child! brown fur neck-PiecFOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch one and
finder please return to 110 South
one-hamiles west of Uarelas hrldm,
on main ditch; new adobe Vmse and waiter; reward.
LOST
On road between Dalles and Albu
mile from ichool,
garage;
l'hone 2404-Jquerque, or In Helen, brown leather
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house. pocketbook with about forty dollars In
santa re pay check for 144,
even rooms, steam heated, electric currency,
two
pieces, hank book and
ranch; In alfalfa and bill ofsmall
lights; on ten-tor- e
sale
for auto, card passes and O.
or
orchard. Aderess Postoffice box 277.
R. T. cards: finder will be liberally
phnne Z4A7-RAddress Box J5, Los Lunas, N.
FOH BALK Five-acr- e
ranch, one r.ule M.
went of Barelas bridge, on main dltcit;
alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berries; no miter lanrt in the valley. Phone 24U-Ror write A. H. Bherer, general delivery, SALESMAN capable of earning big money selling retail and wholesale mercity.
chants simple cash, sales and record
PAINTING
thousands
book;
sold; sells on slitlit
FOR RENT Ranches
Small snmple. his; commissions. Sales W'H.r.N" "YOU" coTiFidcr "piilntliiBtdiolie
1S47-FOH HEX!-Han- ch.
estimates furnished free; kll
Apply il, Matidell, Reoora Co., 29 Park Place, New York
116 West Central.
City.
noik guaranteed; no Job tsa large.

phnno ltitii-J- .
FUK KENT

Won't sound so bad If you are
protected with good insurance. Let
us call and tell you about our
company which has been writing
F1KK
IXHUltAN'CK
nearly 70
years,
J. A. Ii AMMOM),
821 KuKt Silver.
Phono 1522--

Male.

K.N T

North Fourth.
i'Uli KENT Furnished room, furnaco
heat. 307 Bouth Walter.
Fuit it KNT Nice furnished rooms. 315a
."utii Stuiond, phone S2U-Full 11 KNT Three funilsTied housekeep-iiit- f
looms, '.till North Fourth street.
i' uit HKNT
Nice
turnislied room, in
615 West Lead.
modern home,
FUKNitiiiKD rooms, hot water heat T no
uk, no children. 414 West bllver.
Full It KNT Two furnished fionTrooms
&o!l
for house ke ping.
South Second.
FUH UK NT Furnished room with privT
hljo of parlor; garat'9 available, l'hone
17 4 - J.
FUJI KENT tlood furnished
bl'i Norm
up.irtment, on first fiuor.

FOR SALE
Bentson Ranch, old Town

HELP WANTED

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS P K O M ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

1522-R-

:41.1-R-

snows

-

OUR FOUR WISHES

THE FIRE ALARM

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How'i this?

L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto

i?

WILSON IMPROVING

til

y

START RIGHT

A,

adobe, large lot... $1,500
modern, 4th ward. $3,500
M l)OXAI,I & WORSIIAM,
DIECKMAXV REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
FOR QUICK SALE
Real Estate Insurance.
0I
V. Gold.
I'lionc 670.
108 S. Third.
We have a fine new bungalow of Plionc i)(i(J-four rooms and sleeping porch,
priced right, with easy terms. FOR SALE
Miscellaneous
Floors are hardwood; light and
FOR RENT Dwelling
"SarKuin" hay.
rhone
tath fixtures, better than the FOR
UK iiLJNT iSniH.ll four ruom hutise furaverage. Large lot, garage, side FOR
nished. Ml Suuth Kim.
SALE
1ood violin,
Call 21S3-walks. Fourth ward.
KoK KKXT
after 5 p. m.
modern huuie.
KOM.IN E. GlinRIDGE,
.
KIM Kawt tillver,
phone
lluDDY'K MILK. BBSI IN luff.v
Phono 103.
311 XV. Gold TRY
l'lrone
I'.liNT
t'uli
furnlntU'd apart-

NEW PHOTO

TO HIM
r-":-

Realtors,

blT HERE

of showing ynu how you can
own your own home on easy
payments.

Realtor

Necessary clearing and frrubbinir;
154,812 cubic yards of excavation;
8,02 lineal feet of culverts; 1.271
cubic yarns of concrete; one 120-f- t.
Span steel truss bridjre; 63,500
pounds steel in I beam bridges; 21
MFRM wooden decking; and incidental items. Tho Bureau of Public Itoail.i will furnish to the successful bidder for use In constructing this project available equipment and TNT explosives at thft
price and on the terms set forth In
the proposal form. The work embraced in this contract shall be
400 weather
within
completed
working days, following the execution of IUb contract by tho SecreThe contract
tary of Agriculture.
form and the maps, plans, specifications and estimates of quantities
may be examined by responsible
contractors at Room 218,
Albuquerque,
Building,
All proposals must
New Mexico.
bo made on forms and in accordance with instructions, forming a
part of the specifications above referred to, and must be accomin
panied by a proposal guarantee
an amount at least equal to five
amount
of
total
of
cent
the
(B) per
the proposal. F. S. WHEELER,
District Engineer.

COULD

I

wisn xo.

Insurance. In all its lirnnehcB, Loans,
Surety Ilnuds.
Ill South Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
l'hone ti'ti.

structed it approximately 44.31
miles, and the principal items of
work are approximately as follows:

i

.

& CO,

PF

spe fit to buy a little love nest
of their own during 1922.

Sl'llDFN SERVICE.
Tht Red Arrow (all over the West) renders
bungalow,
sudden
service on Kodak finishing
built-i- n
hardwood flours.
features, to people who demand quality.
Work
Fourth ward, new.
:n before 11 e. m. mailed same day.
M.000 Double cottage, three rooms, bath, Worlr. In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
glossed por, h on each side, completely day. Address work to
THB RED ARROW,
furnished, rents for Jso por month;
East Central.E. Laa Veens
Albuqutrque
want
(We
represtntatlre in TO'JIt
$6.000
cement block bungalow, territory.)
n
Imllt-imortem,
bookcase,
fireplace,
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.

those from contractors ascertained
In be experienced and responsible.
The length of the project to be con-

n sib

NEITHER-KI-

ETT-ZA-

That nil those good people of
Albuquerque, who havn a hobhy
of snvlntf rrnt rercipts will

stun

A. FLEISCIEiEK,

i

LEVER

WISH

FOK SALE
while

)(

,

mm
II

120 S.

4,noo

rS,

!

HOUSES FOR RENT

Cold.

By Georjje McManu

SAT - DO TOt HEAR THAT
tUX INCiINO I CAN'T
DO ANV VOftK. WHILE.
HE o felN,lN'-- , r l

"TO THE"
JANITOR'

D, T. KINGSBURY,
YV.

M

COMPLAIN

I

210

THAT-I'-

COIN TO

1

it)

A FEW

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.

HE'b COT H'i NERVE LEAVIN
Hl APARTMENT DOOR OPEN

1

jj

.

Copyright,

i.

''

j(lPENTEiyNG

oT

EB

SONAL

FOR BMM

A".!

Irtni

F. F. MdUbMh
Ground

z

Floor

Cromwell

Buildlns.

fage Ten.

Hew

'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?

Goods

I1I01

to Hand Yesterday

Asked to Show
Cause Why He Should
Not Clear His Records of
Sentence Given Officers.
Be

LET'S GO

TODAY
WILLIAM

MAURICE FLYHN
IN

Tlirllllns

LI

COMMISSIONERS

story of n desperate stnisslt for possesion of
y
a valuable railroad
right-of-ua-

ALSO

ADDED

VKFAL

REGILAR

ATTRACTIONS

ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS

I S

Til

--

Phone

IT.K

Only $85.00 Now

Coal Supply Co. Ph ;m 4 and 5.
M. W. Thomiison, 1(2 Yale avenue, has a new house just completed for $3.fi50. on easy Urms.
The Modern Woodmen and Roy-a- l
Neighbors will meet at :.10 thl
afternoon at Strong Ri'nthors'
chapel to attend the funeral of Allen Waters.
St. John's ftulld will hold a regular meeting at 3 o'clock this afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. C
Stares, 217 South Arno street.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
church will
Christian
Broadway
meet at 2 o'clock this afternoon at
the church.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
91.

Brady will leave this morning for
.re wun tour xeuerai prisonjania
ers.
Herman Krauch. special lnvesti- gator for the forest service, has returned from a vacation trip to EI

0

Easy Payments If Yon WKIi.
No Interest Charged.

Music and Jewelry Store
1)7 S.

First

Phone

St.

017-.-

J

i

FIRE

IE I

IE

BUS! YEAR;

ISO

CALLS ARE MADE
j

$633,830.00

Of

USES RARE PRINTS
FOR "FOUR HORSEMEN."
AT CRYSTAL SATURDAY
InSUranCG

Involved; Loss to Under
writers and Public is Comparatively Small.

Paso.

A
collection of rare old prints.
Mich i rivals that rif any museum
in llic world in iatrinsle worth, was
made l.v Rex Tnvvam, fho director,
as an aid in costuming hi.s colossal
production for Metro of "The your

A daughter was
born Monday
City firemen answered 190 fire!
night to Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Jackson, calls last year, according to the an- - llorsimen of
209
street.
South
at
Walter
Jr.,
bv Fire! from the
Dr. W. F. Wittwer, of Los Lunns, nual report filed yesterday
Vicente Tllascu

Parent-Teacher-

s'

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
George A. Farmer has just purchased a beautiful lot facing on
Harvard avenue.
Dr. F. F. Fadelv has aetniirerl
two choice corner lots in the hlcrh
restricted district on Dartmouth
avenue.
A little more paving and the residents of the Heights can use roller skates nil the way into town.
Ninety-sevenew homes built
on the Heights last year. It Is now
estimated on hundred and flftv
new homes will be built on the addition this year. Drive up every
week and watch It grow.
n

1:

rrry rlfctrih shof -- hop
213 Kiinlh Sword
Fre fill! unrt Delivery.
Malone Taxi & Transfer 158
rhone

M7--

s

,

7.

7.

1

--

ence.

FLY NEW MERCHANT

TO
There will be lsa.noo.noo of the
row coins issued,
f
EMBLEM OF GERMANY
of which
will be dated iril'l. The first dollar was sent by special messenger
Hamburg, Jan.
(by the AssociI" President H'irding.
ated Press.) Disinclination to fly
it he new black, red and gold merchant flag of Germany, which be-1.
came tho official flag January
was evident today when a majority
:of the Herman boats showed only
each
HV8c
the customs flag. Others departing
refused to fly either the old or the
six for
67c
new emblem. One boat belonging
to the Hugo Stinnes interests, left
dozen
'.$1.33
displaying a Christmas tree.
one-hal-

Red Cross Milk, tall cans,
Red Cross Milk, tall cans,
Red Cross Milk, tall cans,
16 lbs. Granulated Sugar
10 lbs. Fancy White Potatoes
45 lbs. Fancy White Potatoes
25 bars Pearl White Soap
25 bars Lenox Soap
22 bars Polar White Soap
Glass Jar Salmon, tall can?, each
Home Ranch Eggs, guaranteed, dozen

$1.00
25c
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
32c
55c

NEW SERVICE MEN AT
TRAINING CENTER TO
STUDY AUTO REPAIRS

Fourteen new students registered
at the veterans' bureau training
A number
center ycslerday.
of
former service men are entering
for the automobile
mechanics
training, the e'tuipment for which
Is he'ng transferred
from
Fort
Pavard tn Albuquerque.
The, new students are registered
as follows: Shoe repair school.
Sandoval, John Stewart.
Kmiliann Lueero, Adolfo Molinn.
I.uiz I.ucero. Frederick T.opez, Ren
flallegos; nuto mechanics, Frank
Oalindrn, Jose Cervantes, Jose M
Trujillo: store clerk. Thomas
commercial student. Alberto
Ro-ein-

l!a ea .

Felipe Chaves has been transferred from the educational department to Doming. N. M.. where
he will take placement training in
a store. Joe M. Sanchez completed
his rehabilitation as a store clerk
on December 31. as did
Manuel
Martinez and Pedro Zamora. Mrs.
Leo
commercial
Hell,
Itopalio
teacher at the training center, has
resigned her position and has gone
to her homo in Montana.
Her
place has not yet been filled.
Remodeling of the interior of the

training center headquarters
begin shortly to accommodate
equipment of the nutnmohtle

that broken window

To replace

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 42S North First.

TRY

C.

n.

T.

OOXNFU, M.

Osteopathic
Stern Ulds. Tel.

FOR YOFR

me-

k

Phone 371

Concert; Paul
May Be Secured.

701

J.

Most Meet the Rigid Requirements
of tho Santa Fo Thno Service

Department.
Watch

VANN

Inspector,

Santa

Fo R'y

TAXI.
Call or Phone 17
Prompt Service

North

Coal! Coal! Coal!
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton
LBT'QVERQ L'K TRANSFER
401 North First St.

Phone 512.

Fourth

ELMS HOTEL
am
Finest rooms In the
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Tianslent rate $1.50 single;
J2.00 double.
With bath $2.D0 single anu
double $3.00.

ICE CREAM
Hair-Gallo-

Packed
Delivered.
ORRFRS FILLED.
Phone 313.
n

$1.00.

SPECIAL

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Jesse LLaslty

present)

Ethel Ciavton
m

'

William D Taylors product ion.

Ji

Shelled Pinon Nuts

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

fJll

AT LAST

2:30 o'clock. Rev. McGulre will
officiate at the chapel and the
Masonic body will have charge of
the service at the grave. Burial will
be In Fairview cemetery.

Conic and see how sho
both! m a
" tlH-n
story that's
nil thrill anil heart-tu- g

vivid-actio-

J.

W.

Delivered $11.00 per' ton.
IIAGAN COAL MIXES
Phono 020

ADDED

293

BRASFIELD
Phone

W

SIGH

Of COP"

"CURRENT

A L

tOAl

I

wrur Jptitp
I rt 1 1 nr
VOrtl,
Phone :!5
ft

TV

w

y--,

Bl...-.- .

(COXTIXrOt'S FEKFOfiMAXCE

Leaves Albuquerrdie. . 7:46
Arrives.' in Santa Fe. . .10:45
Leaves Santa Fe
4:00
Arrives In A Ibtionerotie 7:80

MRS. R. E. PUTNEY

am
am
pm

Phone 600

pm

The Man of Miracles

)

IF

KK0W

That There

TO 11 P M )

ALENDAL E

Ci-- ar
Store.
West Central

210

1

DO YOU BELIEVE IN SPIRITS?
Whether You Do Or Do Not, Hear

SINGER TAXI
Orflop Slnnrr

1105 East Central

FROM

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

A good cook; also
nurse maid.

ph.,

k

STAGE

.TED

I'HU"J!

PRICES

If

wiiiw

r.

EVENTS"

REGULAR
'""''f'"

Q11 C

-l

010 YOU

0

Swastika Lump
Gallup Stove

FOR SAI.F

1I--

G

i

TRAVELOG!)

Guaranteed

917-- J

HAlUiAIX
Chevrolet Speedster, top wind
shield, good tines fn Ashape.
Must bo sold this week. Make
us an otfer.
TILLMAX A HOSIIOR.
Phono
Ill W Copper!

ATTRACTIONS

it

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and
American,
English
makes

117 S. First

IIAGAN COAL

temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Coal,

MACRAE. Margaret
MacRae,
at a incal nospltal yestertwo
came
here
She
weeks
day.
ago from Iron River, Michigan, for
her health. Her sister was with
her when she died. Funeral arrangements are pending. Neil
is in charge.

PHONE

Ul1"

On account of not having our
retail yard in readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,

34, died

293 TAXI

youns

P',,fc'l

ip-Ak-

The funeral of Allen
Waters will be held at Strong
Brothers' chapel this afternoon at

this

wife should do, pointed
one way. All that sho

fj

$$eM

WATERS.

that

All

H

fj

R.

Was

n

Good

CASH AND CARRY GROCERY AT
508 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
Next door to Mike Nash's Floctrleal Store, nnd that
ITS A BETTER STORE TODAY THAX EVER

Alendalo Is not a Spiritualist Medium In
reality there
bo n., possible
a.v to prove him rruiirtwent
after the ,.r"ssin2
invitation Kivcn the amlK n. e at tho
i"o
Lyric last night to
uw
,,,r,,,"r
c,,m),K,e
"i::;;. 'I,,n; Tv
anmilly
appears out in the audience
all
,V'"V., rS ""-" "ill from hot! the
hii
It
most amalng ,MTformunoe of the
kind ever seen here and seems to fiirnl.-l- i abundant
proof that
communication with tho dead Is possible.

.S

n""'."

Alendale Appears at Matinee, 3:00 p. m.
Night, 7:00 and S:00 p. m.
In Addition to Regular Picture Program.

CRYSTAL

VIOLA

Thursday, January 5

OPERA HOUSE

ONE NIGHT

--

PRICES 85c, $1.00, $1.65
Seats on Sale at Matson's Now
THE LALt.lt SHOW OF THE WORLD
Sec Jiggs Lose Macule hi Wall Street
It's a Scream.

BRINGING

UP FATHER

If! WALL
See

STREET

tho Millionaire

IN-

"TKERE ARE 10 1LLA1S ff

New Series of the Geo. H. McManus Cartoons

We deliver any size any

OUR

TODAY AND TOMORROW

to make an effort to
Opposite Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth
bring this famous musician to the Phono OOfl-city was made at the meeting of
the club last night.
A report of the financial success
concert
of the Schumann-Hein- k
was made at the meeting and It was
Machine
ted to turn over $200 of tho pro
ceeds of tho concert to tho bureau
of charities.
Fannin S. Spitz. Tel R02, 328 N.
Several suggestions were made at
the meeting that, aside from backTenth St. Send for mail order list
ing concerts of famous Ringers and
other artists here, the club give a
popular concert each month. While
no action was taken, the suggestion
will he brought before the next
next meeting and It Is possible that
the monthly concert will become a
regular feature of Apollo club work
under the direction of George
Geake.
PIIOXE 078
116 West Silver
C. A. HODGES, Prop.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS

2033--

WATCH REPAIRING

RTHEATRE

Expert Watch Making, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing

A decision

Specialist.
--

I'

The Jeweler

FOGG,

urn
i

324 S. Second

Alt-hau- se

Paul Althause, leading tenor of
the Metropolitan Opera company,
will probably givo a concert in Albuquerque under the auspices of
the Apollo club late in February.

Hi; wm&Amwmmmiwnjimwmumtnmi''ji

M

GUYS TRANSFER

Pro- -

Schumann-Hein-

-

11:

$11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

D. O.

MEALS

Thomas'
First St.

of

COAL

Miss

Dana's

'

Latest and nest Comedy Drama.

No Advance in Prices.

Service and quality in Coal, Wood, Lumber
and Building Materials.

Chorus

where. Henry Transfer Co,
Phone 939.

A

THE

Manhattan Cafe

WILLY-NILL- Y
S.

ceeds

the

chanics school which Is expected to
The
arrive from Fort Rayard.
center
new branch nt the
will mean the enrollment of a large
number of additional students for
this branch of study. The shop nt
Fort Rayard Is being closed com-- !
pletely.

state-ste-

205

1

This Sum Comes From
'

will

Let Us Send a Man

124

J. A. SKINNER

the

Apocalypse,"
novel by
This falbanez.
Chief William Collister with City
mous film will he shown at the
Manager James Cladding. Of this
were within the cityi Crystal opera house the coming
number.
irdav and Sunday.
limits ami . were county cans.
A canvass of the art world reBuildings and contents insured for vealed the fact that
anything ap$H3S.SSi).000 were involved in the
proaching a visualization of The
fires.
as
Four
Horsemen,
pictured in the
The actual lo-- was fixed at J3".-00of Revelation,
Sr. on buildings, all covered by Rible. in the Rook
After an
but unobtainable.
insurance all of whieh is paid: and was all endless
search it w'as found
103.269.r.2 on "contents, of which almost
a collector
Dcnlson
Arthur
that
insurance amounting to S 01 ,0 9.fi2
of the two
was paid. This leaves a net fire of old prints, heldof one
an original set
remaining copies
loss to owners of $0.437. (in for the of
Albrooht
etchings on
year. A great part of the total wood, done inDurer's
1511.
loss was incurred at the Rosen-wal- d
of
Tn this c '.lection Is a pedes
Rrothers" store, which was
drawings on the Horseman War,
damaged last summer.
as
Death
Pestilence
and
In fighting the fires. !n,SB0 feet Famine,
during the age of reliof hose was strung; S47 gallons of pictured
show the
The
zealots.
prints
gious
chemicals were used and the dispainstaking attention to detail so
tance traveled was 3S0.3 miles.
work of
of
first
characteristic
the
The expense of maintaining the the
workers on wood and the
early
the
for
was
department
year
of a close stuFrom this sum a number Imaginative flights
of improvements were made on the dent of the Bible.
When
Director
Ingram saw the
fire alarm system.
prints glimpses of which appear
he Immediately arin the picture
NEW DOLLAR ISSUED
ranged tn use them In the camera's
Biblk
the
of
visualization
IN
COMMEMORATION
scourges. Hut Mr. Dcnlson agreed
only on condition that he remain
OF ARMS CUT MEET with
them during the ntlre time
were being used. The result
they
(Hy 'Hip .Wnrliitwl I're.O
was that his collection, with himPhiladelphia, .Ian. 3. The new
serving ill the role of custodian,
silver dollar the "Peace Dollar," self
at Metro's west coast studios
was placed in circulation today, was
in Hollywood for several weeks.
'everal hundred thousand having
Juno Mathla adapted "The Four
beep shipped to the federal re- Horsemen of the Apocalypse" to
serve banks by the Philadelphia tho
screen.
mint.
The ncv coin was made in comBOATS DISINCLINED
memoration if tho arms conferworld-'amou-

who was in the city yesterday, purchased his second Nash car from
the Hoover Motor company, getting
one of the first of the new 1!:'2
models, which have just arrived
from the factory.
Cottonwood
Grove, number 2,
Woodmen Circle, will meet in regular session tonight at 7:30 o'clock
in I. O. O. F. hall for installation of
officers.
There will be ji called meeting of
the North Fourth Street
association at 3 o'clock
this afternoon.
American Yeomen will hold a
the
regular business meeting inevenKnights of Pythias hall this
ing at 7:30 o'clock.
There is an undelivered telegram
at the Postal Telegraph office for
YV.'G. Pigman.

E BUREAU OF

CHARITIES

COAL CO.

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.50 a Ton
FIRST STREET
j00 NORTH
Phone 3S8--

!

ROTHMAN'S

The Mothers' Circle of the Con- church will meet
gregational
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock 8 at
o
H. C. Smith,
Mrs.
the home of
north Fourth street. Mrs. C- Hard- lng will act as hostess.
Miss Anne Cristy, .Miss Eleantr
Anderman and Miss Hetty Arnot
have returned to Jlolbruok, Ariz.,
where they are teaching school,
They spent the holidays at their
homes here.
K. C. Kartehner, supervisor of
the Manzano forest, returned last
night from Snowflake, Ariz., where
he spent the holidays with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. A, O. Waha and
children will return today to their
home In Portland, Ore., after a visit
here with Mrs. Waha's parents. .Mr.
and Mrs. Oeorge Simms, of North
Eighth street.

Thirteen-year-ol- d
Glen Morgan
and
Fred Crawford are
under arrest charged with stealing
a Ford automobile belonging to
Lester Hals from tho corner of
Arno and Central avenue Sunday
Several other boys are
evening.
implicated in the theft.
The car was recovered yesterday
afternoon by Motorcycle Officer
Carter, who found it upset and
badly damaged in the sand hills.
A report was
made to police
headquarters yesterday that the
boys were seen driving the car near
the school building. It is believed
that they drove it considerably and
that they hid it at night In the
sand hills east of the city. The
hoys will appear in court this
morning.

JUHNSON

APOLLO CLUB TO

AUTO

SIMMS RENAMED

FOX Presents

"BUCKIfiG TKE

OF TAKING

In spite of the fact that District
Attorney :. H. Garcia stated that
there was no cause of notion against
I'lidersheriff Fred Fornoff and
Harold llolcomh,
Deputy Sheriff
Desidario
Justice of the Peace.
Montoya, at the suggestion of Mo- idesto Ortiz, attorney for Hill Brown,
proceeded to try the sheriff's officials during their absence and to
fine each of them $100 and sentenco
them to thirty days in jail for raiding Dill Jirnwn's place, the Central bar, Christmas morning and
persons found
arresting three
there.
Several months ago the Central
bar was raided and the district
court placed an injunction against
Hill Brown, proprietor, restraining
him from operating the place as a
HEAD OF COUNTY
bawdy house or for other illegal
This raid was one of
purposes.
time
about
several conducted
that
by the sheriff's office which was
attempting to close up all houses of
in the county.
On Christmas morning about 2
o'clock I'ndershcriff Fred Fornoff
and Deputy llolcomh raided the
Central bar and arrested J. Oleson, Board Reorganizes for 1922
Kuby Oleson and Geraldine Coffee
-- Many Appointments Are
and hold them as witnesses against
Hill Brown. I'pon their testimony
Macie; Dr. F. J. West to
was
lirown
yesterday morning,
Head Health Department.
found by the district court to have
the
violated
placed
injunction
against him and was sentenced to
Albert G. Simms was
He
in
appealed to ed chairman of the
jail.
ninety days
board of
'the supremo court and was released commissioners at, thecounty
nnnunl meeton bond.
afternoon nt the
ing yesterday
The ense against the county offi- court
house. The
county
cials was brought by Brown, who appointments werefollowing
made by the
.charged them with breaking into board :
his home.
Gabriel
a brother of
The district attorney's office told CommissionerSanchez,
Sanchez,
county
Justice of the Peace Montoya that road
F. E. Porter,
superintendent;
ofthere was no action against the
no
As
assistant.
was
mention
made
to prosecute of the
ficials and refused
superintendent's salary, It Is
the charge, whereupon Brown se- presumed
it
will
that
the
remain
cured .Modesto Ortiz as prosecuting same, $200 a month,
with
atf rney and proceeded with the auto use and gasoline. together
It i.s undertrial.
men Instood that several
l'l.on the sentence being brought tended to hand In road
applications for
to the attention of the district court this
position, but they did not find
yesterday afternoon Justice of the an opportunity during
tho short
Pence Montoya was cited to appear session.
in the district court and show cause
W.
was
ft.
named
clerk
Logan
ivhv he should not either he punthe road department: P. Marished for hi action in disregarding for
tinez, eountv court house Janitor,
the orders of the district attorney and
Pablo Diaz, gardener.
or oNiiurse the sentences from his
( harlty Isonrd.
record.
The
were
persons
following
"A vital question of law and or
amed on the cnunfy
charity
prn- der has been raised m tins For-nave
wnien win
l ""a1'1
onargo or
eeodimr." Fndorsheriff 'red
marines iiiireau recently mane
noff declared yesterday afternoon. tin'
a. county
project throuyh the ar"It is a question of win". or or not rangement
for a tax levy to supper'
there ar" laws in New Mesico un the
S. r.urkhart, W. C. Reld.
work:
der which officials can close liawuy
TV A. Pnrterfleld,
Orunsfold.
other undesirable
houses and
treasurer: J. Apodaon. i, .Mctzgar,
Ttlaces.
Chavez and Jesus Romero.
"If there are such laws and the Mat
Dr. J. F. Pearce was appointed
people want them enforced, as I be- eountv physician under the
direclieve, the sheriff's office sees its tion of the
charity hoard. Dr. Fredoutv and will continue trying to do erick J. West
will continue an head
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YOUNG BOYS

HELD ON CHARGE

DISTRICT COURT:

HOMER H. WARD

315 Marble Avenue.
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Three thousand Heinz, Extra Spiced Sour Pickles.
Heinz Chili Sauce.
Heinz Mincemeat.
Heinz Sweet Gherkin Pickles in glass.
Heinz Sweet Midget Pickles in glass.
Swift Brookfield Pure Pork Sausage, in lb. pkg.
Swift's Boullion Cubes.
Fresh Churned Estancia Butter.
Libby's Chili Con Carne, with beans.
WARD'S STORE.
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BUTTER?

Let Our

Trucks Give Tou Service

If not you have not tried the best. The
new owner of the Estancia Creamery
Wishes to Announce:
THE BEST BUTTER YOU EVER
ATE OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

Quality- - the best
Color old gold
Quantity 16 ounces full weight
Don't hesitate to try it at our risk. If you are
not pleased with both quality and price your moneV
is cheerfully refunded.
The selection of our butter quality begin at the
farm. All our cream comes from nearby ranches
and we insist that it be handled for cleanliness and
quality from the time it is milked. We can only
secure the quality we give by very, very carefully
watching the full journey of our cream.

TRY IT AND YOU WILL BUY IT.
The new butter in the old packages until our
new cartons arrive. On sale after January 1st at
your grocers.

ESTANCIA CREAMERY,
D. D. SHARP, Proprietor.

MILK!

MILK!

We are now prepared to deliver

Fresh Pure

Hlk

To all parts of the city.

and Cream

Satisfaction

BEZEIM'S
Phone 1046

guaranteed.

DAIRY

1902 North Fourth St.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Per Ton
Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal
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